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they

make

remittancs. &c.

Rem-mber.

it

is

not,the names of the towns where they reside that we
want, but the names of the Post Office at which
receive their papers.
AF

All obituaries, acoounts/of revivals, and

matter involving facts, must
proper names of the weiters.

they
other.

he accompaied with
i

the

She

—

Wore.

ee

"There1s the hat
- With the blue veil thresyn
found

round it, just as they

if,

The gloves, too, lie there,
has

pressed,

perhaps,

and” ca.

There are the shoes,
With their long silken laces, still bearing traces,
To the toe’s dainty tip, of the mud of the slip,
The slime and the ooze.
*

There is the dress,
the blue veil, all dabbled, discolored, and
drabbled—
:
This you should know, without doubt, and if so,
.All'else you may guess!
Like

There‘is the shawl,
:
With the striped border, hung next in order,
Boiled hardly less than the light muslin dress,

And—that is all.
=

Ah, here’s a ring

We were forgetting, with a pearl setting;
There was only this one—name or date?—none!
Te
Aad, preity things.

for every man,—this, forty men

for

That listened quietly to ev-

stages.

The moment that he could entrust his generals with the. subjugation of the outlying
provinces, he began fo study Islam in
common with other religions. Christian

‘equal rights,”—

this must have done so, for ladies were permitted to stand in the aisles as well as gentlemen. They weré sometimes really tenacious upon this point. We remember on
one occasion, a friend, after long standing,
dared to take a chair which had been occu-

priests from Goa, Parsees from Persia,

the sake of the.good, and a true and more

sguls, from Islam the

close of each day, dis--

questions discussed

Clearly recall?

A month now has passed,

often differed God. But as the time wen! on, under the in-

the government or the teacher? That urged
upon all teachers the necessity and duty of
standing by the government ;—this advised
the government to make allies of the teachers. It sounded strangely to hear them
speak so freely under the very eaves of the

Was she the prey
Hiding from view the sky’s happy blue?
Or was there foul play ?

Alas! who may tell?

Some one or other, perhaps a fond mother,
May recognize these when her child’s clothes she
sees;
:

Royal Palace.
But perhaps we are to learn
that Presiderts are not the only rulers who

can be taught by the people, nor Republics

Then—will it be well?
~

I must not fail to mention

the part

played by the women in this Convention.
“Tell us something concerning the na-" Although their numbers were few, they
tional schools of Germany,” said a ‘certain were by no means inactive. They held at
well known editor. Wishing to ‘comply least one daily session in a room adjacent.to
with this request, and knowing no better the gymnasium, and were not silent as to
way to begin than by describing the teach- their wrongs and needs. Miss Augusta
ers of these Spotle; we went to Berlin, and Schmidh, who has already earned for hérattended the Teacher's Convention held in self a reputation, both as a writer and
that city. - It may be doubted whether four teacher, was the moving spirit of these
Endowed in a wonderful degree
thousand more earnest, hard working, pa- meetings.
tient and enthusiastic teachers ever met in with what we call personal presence, and
one assembly. The Gymnasium Hall of the having the rare power of convinging othVictoria School had been comfortably seat- ers, by sound reasoning of truths which
ed, and beautifully decorated for our recep- she herself receives by intution, she is petion, On the back of the stage,-and form- culiarly fitted to be a leader in the army of
ing the central idea, was a fine bust of King reform.’ "The government must allow wom- -

Thirty-two flags, of different en to compete with men for the position
Wilhelm.
countries ‘and provinces in the German coh- of teacher in all ourppublic schools” is her
federation, drooped in a graceful arch above ; text; and most eloquently and logically
and were seemingly supported by pillars does she support her position. One effact
‘aced with the corresponding coats-of-arms. of these side meetings was most amusing.

Greeley,

both

in look

and

when, on the second day, he

manner,
took

and

from his

pocket 4 large red handkerchief, the picture
was

complete,

Any one who looked over

that assembly, could not fail to see that
school teaching here is a life profession, and

not followed for a few years, until something better, that is more lucrative, offers. —
The majority of the teachers were, at least,

Gentlemen were not invitéd nor were they

excluded. At first a fow
from sympathy—of course

dropped in
it could not

have been from curiosity,—that not being
a weakness of the sterner sex. It became

noised abroad that ‘the women’s meetings
were really good.” The room began to fill.
‘The new comers became interested. They
wanted to speak. The privilege was grant-

ed them, which they improved, often taking the lion's share of the time. One
gentleman said at the close of the third day

“My plans are laid for returning home
thirty-five years oldy while not a few wore this evening, but I shall stay one day lonthe beautiful white erown of old age; and ger if these meetings are to continue.” Nor
here we cannot. resist the temptation of | was this all, Speakers in the large asadding, this latter class had the good sense sembly began to change their! phraseology,
not to appear ashamed of what was, indeed, and says ‘It becomes every man and woman

two

famous

Brothers,

Faizi

Mahomet as to meats and drinks,became an
encouragement of drunkenness, gambling

and fornication, till Agra and Lahore presented scenes which find a parallel in the

life led under the Second Empire

at the

present day. Temperate himself, except
in one respect, Akbar at once withdrew the
restrictions of religion

ed his sons and

and

hastened

morality,

the

ruin-

downfall of

his house.

of opinion is allowed.

——

when were they ever forgotten in Germany?
Theodore Hoffmann of Hamburg, was the
first president; He reminded nie of Horace

fluence of the

and Abul Fazl, his ideas of the Supreme
seem to have become pantheistic; he himself exacted the homage due to God, and
his love of toleration was forgotten when
the defeated Moulvies could be treated as
traitors worthy of death or banishment into
slavery for disloyalty to the state. Soon,
too, ‘his opposition to the prohibitions of

the only form of government where freedom

—Appleton’s Journal,

from

nial uncleanness, and from the Parsees the

“Who shall compile a new Reading Book,

Of some deep serrow clouding the inorrow,

God,

adoration of the sun as the best symbol of

ability and outspoken freedom, the question

Hope dies at last.

of

heart and that there is no cast nor ceremo-

dren to read;"—this discussed with ‘great

"And her sad history remains yet a mystery,
But these we keep still, and shall keep them until

unity

Christianity the truth that religion is in the

widely. That urged the importance of
moral government in the school; this eagerly inquired, “How can we throw off the
rule of the clergy?” That listened to a most
able lecture upon ‘the art of teaching chil-

Or does the shawl,
*
Mutely appealing to some hidden feeling,
A form. young and slight, to your mind’s sight

flowers, for

the

pression made on Akbar by the frequently

The

Of gold in the hair?

were

with

unseemly scenes at these meetings was, that
as all religions have some good with much
error in them, all should be tolerated for

That, at the

Like despots in

ages, from Divus

Au-

gustus to ** our
Lord God the Czar,” Akbar
felt that he must be master
of the priests,and

also that the only way effectually to master
them was tO pt himself at their head.
Hence his first step was to obtain the enforced consent of the Sadr or Chief Justice,

the Chief Cazi, the crown

lawyer

leaders of the Ulemas to his

and the

assumptjon of

'

»

{

¥
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+

’

»
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:
the story

stated that soon

is a new

page in the history of human religions, and
we thank Mr. Blochman for so skillfully
and aceurately placing it in record. The
facts are full of suggestiveness as to the future of Islam, and

as to the

results

spread under our rule of the same

of

Notes with

the

sensuali-

ty, secularism and rationalism which
ed in the fall of the House of Baber.

end-

Suggestions.

rn
—
ay

MucH TALK. A writer ina review of a
legislative body, says of some of the best
speakers,, if they had talked less, they
would have had more influence.
This is the
case ih almost all places.
It is an im-

the coming

We long for the

time when

man
words

shall be few and ¢ fitly spoken.”
IN prEAMS. Twice within two years, a
minister, as the week was drawihg to a
close, felt destitute, despondent

and fearful

he had no grace. But in the vision of the
night, he was giving out a text, addressing
listening hearers, dividing the word and
giving each a portion. He awoke, and
behold it was a dream, but very pleasant.
On the
Doubts and fears were all gone.

following Sabbath he gave with freedom,
and it was hoped with profit, what was
recollected as having been said in night
visions. ‘* God speaketh in dreams.”
THE SOCIAL MEETING. It so happened
but five were present. Ong, could pray,
another could sing and “all could speak.
Christ came according to his promise.
It
was good to be there. Christians, do not
neglect social meetings if but few attend.
’
THE

ADMINISTRATION

DENOUNCED.

The

late acting President whose name, associated with so much that is bad, we do

after this

ton, and in private conversation he denouncwas 80 vulgar

as

to put

most matters in
conducted.
He
in adjectives

that

were profane. Denunciations from
one
almost drunk when inaugurated Vice President, ‘will not alarm any body.
A. PRINCIPLE. It is a principle in nature
that where one thing is another cannot

be.

One example is, a vessel cannot be filled with
water until all the air is out.

This

natural

principle has an application to the Spirit
of God and grace in the heart. We cannot
¢ be filled with the Spirit”

until

and Satan

self are

and

flesh and

the

world

driven

God often
~ chastens, aflicts and
tries us tha'we“ may be emptied of that
out.

which is bad, that he may fill us
with
good.
GREAT
“ECLIPSE. On the evening of
Aug 7. there will be a large: eclipsé of

™

THE

vine faith for which, Akbar’s flatterers told
him, the fullness of ‘the times had prepared
the world. For was not the millennium of
Islam near, the year 1590-91? was the advent of Imam Mahdi preceding that of the
Christ not at hand? Had not a new world,
the Jahan ¢ naw, been

not the great
close of
was the
formula
God but
sentative

discovered,

and

‘did

comet of 1577 portend the

an old and effete age ? Surely Akbar
restorer of all things! So the sacred
was changed to this—¢‘There is no
God, and Akbar is God's repreon

earth;”

ambiguously made

then

to

out Akbar

one

which

to be

god.

By 1580 the New Church was formed,

and

we find allusions to its existence so late as
forty years after Akbar's death. The disciples swore to sacrifice, on

account

of the

new god, their property, their life, their personal honor and their old belief.
The
court prestrated itself before the Emperor
as to God. The Divine Era, beginning with
Akbar's accession, . took the place of the
Hejira. Wine and pork were allowed and
beards were shaved dif, Prayers, fasts and

tahid and received from disciples this writteft form Jf belief—** I declare that I have

2]
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.

large

May,

eclipse

1854,

The mext

very

of the sun will be Sept.29,

then more

than

‘SABBATH

SCHOOL

Journalin an article

TEACHER.

Applelon's

on the History of a

Snow Flake, quotes Paul as saying “ clean-

liness is nextto godliness.”
may

be

true.

It certainly

The sentiment
is

a

part

of

the

ideas of heaven or

tradition that

afier death

while

reading and ex-

most profound ! Possible! that hearts so
ignorant and dark only yesterday can be
thus melted.
O the wondrous power of

y

| simplefaith in Jesus!” ‘ea .
BURMAH,
The third genera Convention of the Baptist native churches in Burmah was held in
Bassein, Oct. 31st., 1868, numbering 259
members.
Of these 11 were American
missionaries,

93

native

preachers, and 155

lay delegates.
The friends: in attendance
increased the audience to nearly 800. The
object of forming this convertion WAS to

to evangelize the regions beyond them.
The Report says,
¢ The
enemies of
Christ and a pure gospel are more active
thanever. Buddhist Phongyees are zealously engaged
in discipling | the natworshipers of the mountains; —French
Catholic priests, brothers, nuns and Italian
Jesuits are coming in larger numbers, establishing their stations in the heart of the
country, away from English commercial
and government towns. Already from
theit advanced posts in Burmah proper
they shake hands with Abté¢ Hue and his
|. co-laborers in the interior of China.
If we would preserve this field from ritualism and Roman

Catholicism

we. must pre-

odeupy the ground with the gospel.

MADAGASCAR.
The recent event of the conversion of the
Queen of this great heathen island has stimulated the Papists to an attempt to tarn it
to their advantage.
It seems the Queen and her court attended the consecration of

a ‘“ Memorial church” erected on a spot

made sacred by the blood ofrecent Christian martyrdom.
Ever, since that time,
the French Roman Cathaligs have been urging the Quéen to be presEnt at a service
in their chapel. © Among the many arguments they plied, was one that the recent
treaty requires that they be treated as the
most favored nation.
The court, after
‘many excuses indicative of their reluctance
to comply, consented to visit the building
the 25th of last March.
A throne was prepared and richly decorated for the use of
the sovereign, and the chapel, including

the altar was decked

with

that artistic

skill for which the French are proverbial.
The outside was draped with long hangings and festoons. A laudatory national
anthem was got up for the occasion—indeed every thing ingenuity could devise
that was likely to attract and please the
monarch. About 8 o'clock, the court, pre-

Let us lay broad plans and attempt great
things—expecting ~ great things.
Let our
souls cry continually with John Knox, ceded by the Queen's band, left the palace,
“God, give us Burmah

The

mission

and on arriving at the building the Queen

or we die!”

TAVOY.
at Tavoy

has

suffered

a

in the death of Mrs,

one of the most

efficient of mission-

eleven-twelfths

demanded in that section.

above

The missionary,

aries. Her health, which had been’ poor,
was thought to be improving till the evewill be darkened. The next large
one. ning previous to her departure, when she
after that will be May 28, 1900. The was seized with an apoplectic: fit. She
coming eclipse in August will be total in looked up ather husband, saidin a tone of
most of North Carolina, Kentucky, South- satisfaction, ‘‘I.am going,” became helpern Indiana, Central Illinois, and a considless, speechless, and insensible. She lin.
erable part of Iowa,
In the extreme West
gered till the next morning, Oct. 25th, and
of Iowa the viéw of the total phase will on the evening of the same day, was buried
not be very good. If“the sky is clear
in accordance with her wish. at Tavoy, the
multitudes will behold the eclipse with
field of a large part of her active missionary
intense interest, God then, as at other
life. *¢ Her last days were full of the peace
times,
may be scen in his works.
Let
and joy of heaven.”
She was in her 68th
him be adored.
year.
0
Wyoming,
This is our youngest TerriThe recent annual Baptist Missionary
tory and the last of the national domain.
Union Report thus speaks of her: ‘ For
The next must be what was purchased of
many years Deborah B. L. Wade, with her
Russia. So it seems now, Yet Cuba
venerable husband, has stood at the he
(or the British possessions may be acquired our missionary
roll. Tenth among™
{hose
soon. The capital of Wyoming is Cheywe have sent abroad, she las survived
all
enne. That is 1006 miles west of Chicago.
but one of those who prece
her,
ded
while
Wonder if our denomination will not so
she has seen more than a third of those who
prevail out that way that a paper will be
followed her go down to the grave. For
1875, ‘and

have no word for

the mind: remains some six days in a delightful tank within ‘the Garo hills, during

PRESIDENT

Mission Field.

Wade,

red since

that they

pounding a -translation of Genesis, eame to
and his distinguished company ‘are spend- the account of the flood when thé Garos
ing a very quiet and apparently a pleasan t gave their account of it. They supposed
time at Long Branch. . They take their | gop;q things had been forgotten, holding it
meals in private, and walk, ride, drive, or
so many hundredsof years in mind witliout
sit on the cortidors with perfect indifference books.
¢ There was a flood—they don’t
and undisputed freedom. The presence of know why.
The waters covered every
the President and his retinue of prominent thing. One man and one woman, hand in
people and the perfect freedom they enjoy,” hand, reached the highest peak of the highare a striking illustration of the leveling in- est mountain. - When the. waters came .
fluences that prevail at American water- tear, they climbed to the top of a very tall
ing places.
Here all meet on a common tree which the floods did not quite overfooting, distinguished public men and those flow. By'this couple, which were Garos,
to fame unknown, clergymen and gamblers, the earth wasre-peopled.”
in fact all who have a JitfTe money to “spare
. In Feb. and March™ of 1868, Rev. Mr.
flock to these places dnd enjoy equal priviStoddard (Baptist missionary) on a tour of
leges.
;
Even Bridget from the kitchen and Mike exploration among the Garos, witnessed
trom the stable dress themselves up, at the wonderful displays of God's grace to these
close of their day’s work, and mix with ‘| people so ignorant, lost and savage, At
their masters and mistresses in the common Rajarimala, where a native preacher had
been laboring four years and a church had
moon-light ramble.
Cuffee and Dinah, too,
been
formed, Mr. Stoddard baptized 25, and
even-with greater taste in dress than Mike
and Bridget, take their place in the crowd onthe evening of the same day administered
the Lord's Supper to 72 Garo Christians.
upon the bluff, and indulge in fashionable
“One year ago,” says he, ‘* only three bapsmall-talk with the rest. All are equals,
tized
. Garos, now eighty-one!
A native
and each asserts his right to a share in the
awakening
from
ignorance
and
darkness
pleasure.”

rival

new or di-

lost

bad dog! no words or

hell,

the insurgent

not wish to write, was lately in Washing-’ ‘strengthen and unite the churches in iL
ed President Grant and
the government as now

people so

God, the Creator of all things! no word,
for sin, only as we would say bad man,

were very large, and the Spanish Genera | | Which time ithatches out into. living creahimself owed his éscape solely to the good ture again! ¢ Who is the Creator? “We
don’t know. A female gave birth to the
running qualities of his horse.”
ete.
Another ‘gave birth to
The 123 Cuban prisoners captured on sun, moon,
Gardiner’s Island and takén to Fort, Lafay- water,’ another to vegetation, and soon.’
< But who gave birth to these females?’ ‘We
ette are stili confined within the blackened
have no knowledge.’ Garg theology!”
walls of the old fastness.

great bereavement

to the Prophet, but of the

Sagua la

‘troops were attacked by Lesca, but his men
were badly beaten. The losses of the latter

the office of Mujtahid, or infallible authority
of the age, on the ground of: ne irreconcilable differences among the authorized expounders of Mussulman law. This became the ow oA
1 4 yam
alla be
his charter as Pontifex Maximus, not of the | °75¢Ure¢
11
New
HLngland orten-tweliths
state religion which admitted of no such of the sun. None so large has occur-

their glory. If there is one thing more than who teaches in Germany,” where before pilgrisuages were interdicted. The Emper.
“or biting now god, Abul Fazl became Mujanother which shows the perverted taste of they had only said * every man.”
the present age, it is the almost universal 1 It is not possible in one letter to speak of all
the resolutions passed
~ mse of hair-dyes. ‘What artist ever dared to the subjects discussed,

the infliction of pain.
To ordinary readers

reached here, from

there, all well armed and that Villamil had
united his forces with them.
It is also,

mon feature of absolutism and fanaticism—
He had a physical shrinking from
cruelty.

talk P”

and

miracles,

the Shiitefaith.
But, with a few exceptions, Akbar abstained from the most com-

portant question, - ¢“ Will

other

The owner of the hat soon appeared and
urged his right to the seat, which she at
once acknewledged. That was often indifawake and deeply |

Akbar now pretended to perform

conferences with each

Ulemas and Moollas of that court, in his
presence every Thursday evening. The im-

persed its members to their various homes,
Does the hat there,
:
this invited them to a general rendezvous,
With the blue veil around it, the same as they
where much beer, wine and tobacco disapfound it,
:
|
peared.
Summon up a fair face with just a trace

[hardly need say there

and

A story has

their language said, *“ One chief perplexity was in fixing upon terms for God, heayven, hell, sin, &e. After hours and days
spent in hard search and inquiry we were
overwhelmed with the thought: —Here isa

Chica, to the “effect that some 800 men,
had landed
coming
from
Charleston,

a new Apollonius and his flatterers urged
him to propagate.
tite divine faith with the

the acutest Brahmins in his own empire held

| pied for a half hour by a gentleman's hat.

| hour.

Correspondence.

Hindu

in earnest. That was impatient if the ses- perfect religious system may be madé out
sion lasted over two hours, —this was per- of all on the eclectic principle. Thus from
fectly patient the last minute oftthle “fourth ‘Hinduism he took the transmigration of

Or lover, who knows? him her heart chose,
Or was she heart-free?

German

As a boy Akbar was uader

influences.
He was attended by Hindu servants, married to Hindu ~ princesses, accustomed to see Hindu rites, and like Solomon
ba®-his harem filled with idolatrous women.

singing. And it was well worth a pilgrimage to Berlin, to hear four thousand voices
in perfect harmony. No discords grated up“on the ear, or lagging notes tortured the
nerves. That did not base its’ rules of etiquette on the new law of

and claims his rights as an American.

sword, 33 the Persian kings had established

:

the nineteenth, is ‘to most readers so new
and curious that it may be well to watch
Mr. Blochman as he traces the various

until the rafters were in danger of being
lifted, witen he happened to please. That

_ferent,—this was always

A keepsake, maybe,
The gift of another, perhaps a brother,

\

who

though he died in the odor ‘of Mussulman
sanctity—but as the founder of a church
which was at the end of the sixteenth ecentury ir» Indiain some respects what Comte’s
philosophy and religion are to the middle of

not invite its members to take part in the
exercises.
That was orderly,—this had
little order “about it. That numbered two
women

and Mercifal,’ the boy was taught to say—
Ai nami tu Jesus o Kristo,
(Oh thou whose names are Jesus Christ!)

The representation of the great Akbar as
not only an open apostate from Islam—

opened each session with prayer,—this with
So slender and fair,

gor

earnest enquirer ‘after religious truth,

dia says:

“ Mr. ‘Cassanova has filed at the State | # mad dog—are now receiving the gospel.
The missionaries in preparing bovks for
‘Department a new protest as an American

citizen against the violent search of his
plantation in Cuba by the Spaniards. He
asks indemuity forthe ruin he has suffered,

church.

was flattered and hohored until he became a

That was

he had

instructed in Christianity ‘‘ by way of auspiciousness,” and for the usual Mahomedan
formula, ¢ in the pame of God the Clement

He was a prince and a warrior and also an

ery speaker,—this hissed, when the speaker
was ‘‘too orthodox,” and shouted bravo”

And in them still lingers the shape of her fingers,
some one
ressed,

repre-

sents him as the founder of a new

who came from abroad,—this left each one

every woman.

Spotted and solled, stained and &ll &poiled—
Do you recognize that?

That

His history is given

to us by Blochman of Calcutta who

attend its session, but to take part in its.
discussions,—this allowed the Faculty of
the University to come iit wished, but did

JULY 28, 1869.

Clothes

Akbar lived in India in the latter part of
the sixteenth century.

grave,—this was, to say the least, jovial. ‘god encouraging those vices which sap the
That praised the government,—this com. vitals of any state. It resulted in the overplained of it, no doubt.'with reason. That | throw of the Mogul empire a century afterinvited the Professors of Brown not only to wards. In regard to him the Friend of Ii-

Che larning Star.
The

fa

THE FOUNDER oF Jue DIVINE FAITH.

series of similar meetings—this was the first
ever permitted by the Prussian government.
That provided for the accommodation of all
to find a home as best be could.

WEDNESDAY,

tl

and reserved.” « We could not help compar-

the priests whom

invited from Goa, Akbar had his second son

I

whom

To propitiate

Akbar,

ing this Convention with the last one we attended in Providence. They differed in
many respects. That was only one inalong

Aa Agents and others should ba particular to give
the Post Offices (County and State) of subscribers for

The pure aim and the pure sight never err.

TN

3

\

Sl

authorized and requested to act as Agents in-abtaining
eys.

. subseribers, and in collecting and forwarding
mo)
nts are allowed 10 per cent, on all! Aid
3
:
lected and remitted by them,

were writfen :—

*‘ blood

i,

*

All Ministers: (ordained and lieensed,) in
standing inthe Freewill Baptist Connexion are

and more
N. F.

Bengal

thirsty savages,” oy considered a most
dent Grant it is asserted, will not allow the ‘despicable and incorrigible people—a peoSpanish Iron-clad, in course of building at ple who would take a man’s head with the
the North, to sail.
same delight with which we would that of

i

Wg

resolve recorded td do better
cheerfully his work.
:»

pronounced bythe
of

i

digression. After having seen the friendly
greetings of that first'day (old men often
“fell into each others arms, and kisséd quite
after the manner of young school girls.) we
can never again believe the oft repeated
saying that “teachers always become formal

Subscribers in Canada and the other British Provinces, will be charged 20 cents a year in addition to
he price of the paper, to prepay the postage to the

Lieutenant - Governor,

CE

play a merry tune as they clip out this long

ASSAM

PT

TERMS. For one year, $3,00; or if paid strictly in
advance, $2,50,

;

The Garos of Assam,

HE
LI a Stor Sl

We must get back to Pres. Hoffmann ly
the Convention, or the editor's scissors w

multiplied more than double a thousandfold,”

A

tions designed for publication should be addressed to
the Editor,
:

of youth.
June dre
see them
the hazy

Ds

-

ing the features of age and the hair
The soft, green leaves of early
lovely in their time, but we look to
ripened into a richer beatty, when
days of October come.

ful hand and hope so long ago. Hardly
twenty gonverts had been given to our mission in Burmah when
she firstianded in
Rangoon. Under her eye they have been

ER

should be' addressed to the Agent, and all communica.

by unit-

forty-five years,
has lived, and

under an Indian sun she
she has lived to labor.

These long years she has filled with an unretracting, unrelaxing fidelity, The Master granted her this joy. , . that she
should live to see the progress and success

was received by the French commissioner
and the priests. Her Majesty advancing
half way up the building received” ** hasi-

na” from her prime minister in behalf of her

people.
[tis the custom of the Madagascars on the commencement or completion
of any important building to pay to the
Queen hasina, or a dollar, of allegiance
money ] She. then turned to l¢ave, when
the commissioner took hold

of her arm and

urged her to accept the seat prepared, The
prime minister replied, ¢* The Queen came
to take hasina, because the house iS hers.”
The commissioner retorted, ‘“ I see there is

no love—only hatred to France.” The minister answered, ‘* There is nothing in the
treaty to compel the Queen to pray with
you,” and the Court left after a stay in the

chapel scarcely exceeding
The Queen's visit is

bly

diminishéd

twelve minutes.

said to have ¢onsidera-

the Roman

Catholic con-

gregations which were never large.
forty

"EUROPE.

The American Baptist Missionary Union,
according to its late report, bas 95 ehurches
in Germany, Denmark, Holland, Switzerland, France, Poland and Rassia. These

churches have 250 ministers and colporters
and

16,778

members.

Much

the

larger

part of these churches: are in. Germany.
Some of them have a large membership.
One at Memel has 1,725 members; one at

Berlin, 754, one at Hamburg, 761.

satis sna

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Agent.
~All letters on business, remittances of money, &c.

face divine, can be produced, than

of this work to which she gave her youth-

aA

At No. 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N. H,

freely and cheerfully renounced the Islam godliness. But the phrase ~is .not in
in all its phases; ‘whether broad or high, Paul's writings, nor anywhere“in the Biwhich I have witnessed in my parents; and ble.
j
i,
I hereby join the religion of Shah Akbar, to
whom Iam willing to sacrifice property and
Events of the Week.
life, honor and belief I" Every Sunday at
noon disciples wére thus initiated. Tie.
THE CUBAN REVOLUTION.
The closing charge of Pres. Hofforann candidate approached the emperor with his
It
is
said,
that Secretary Fish approves
was.most effective. The duties, responsi- turban in his hand, and put his head on the |
bilities, and pleasures of a teacher's work feet of the emperor, when Akbar lifted him the scheme for the purchase of Cuba by the
were faithfully-described ; and we doubt if up, replaced the turban and gave him his Chbans, the United States endorsing their
one listener went .home without a strong likeness, around which the following words bonds, or otherwise helping them. Presi:

Se

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

or the plans adopted by this Convention;
the week was oneof interest in every
way. Museums, Picture Galleries, Gardens, and all places of public amusement
were thrown open to the teachers, indeed
it seemed as if the government was trying
to make them its allies;

No greater burlesque on the human

RE Ee

paint’ the old prophets in shining black
locks.
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angel, laden with a

heavy chain; but in the clouds of heaven,
=| with ten thousands and thousands of thous-

i

:

vin

_———

+

T

God coming to judgment on horseba

«¢ Marvel not at
John 5: 28—29.
* the hour is coming, in the which

this; for
all that

shall hear his voice,

are in their graves

and

shall come forth, they that have done good,

»

unto the resurrection of life, and they thai
have done evil unto the resurrection of

damnation.” In this text, the good and the
bad are the subjects of conversation, their
fesurrection

when such a construction is put
symbols,

to

A

it.

sustain

upon these

beast

always

means a nation, in both Daniel and Revelation. The character of the nation is repre"A ‘dreadful
sented by the beast chosen.

and terrible” beust iS chosen to represent
“It was like unto a leopard, his
Rome.
feet were asthe feetof a bear,and his mouth

a certain

and

of,

‘spoken

is

the angels as following in similar plight.
doctrine must be in straitened circumstances

.definite time fixed for this to take place. as the mouth of a lion.” . The power which
«The hour in fhe which” this is to be accom- aries to overthrow it, is a ‘white horse and
the beast is conpli-hedis spoken of. We have heard of him that sat on it.” As
commentators, to
Protestant
all
by
a day being a thousand years long, but it is ceded
symbolize Papal Rome, we have but to examine the map of Europe to discover the
power most likely to be engaged in its overthrow. - After the French revolution, when

not according to prophetical usage to so ex-

tendan hour. Matt. 13 :36—43 The Saviour’s
explanaticn of the tares of the field clearly
_ involves the doctrine of one judgment of the
' righteous and the wicked; and this is in

“point, a8 by all’ it is conceded that the
judgment of a person follows immediately
upon his resurrection.
« Ag therefore the-tares are gathered and
. burned.in the fire ; so shall it be in

of this world.

The Son of man

. forth hisangels,

the

end

shall send

and they shall gather out

of bis Kingdom all things that offend, and
them that doiniqu’ty ; and shall cast them
into afurnace of fire; there shall be wailing and goashingof teeth. Then shall the
righteous. shine

forth

as

the

sun

in

the

Kingdom.of their Father.”
In this case the order of the words indicate that the wicked are to be punished be-

fore the righteous rewarded, instead of the
righteons enjoying a thousand years felicity before the resurrection of the wicked.

The same is observable of Matt. 25: 31—46.

* When the Son of man shall come in his

glory, and

all his

holy

* then shall he sit upon

angels

with

him,

the throne of his

glory ;and before him shall be gathered all
nations;; and

he

shal!

separate

them

one

from anotber, as a shepberd divideth bis
sheep from the goats; and Le shall set the
- sheep on the right hand, but the goats on

the left. . . . . These shall go away into
everlasting punishment; but the righteous
into life eternal.” In this text the coming
of Christ, and the judgment of both the
righteous and unrighteous are simultaneous
events: or ifnot

simult

wneous,

the

wicked

until a thousand years after the sheep were

housed ?
:
Agnin, in Rev. 20: 12, 13, the resurrection of the dead, small and great, good and
The wicked are pun-

ished and the righteous saved. How could
this be, if only the wicked were in their
graves? if the righteous had enjoyed their
rewards for a thousand years already ?
Hence we conclude there will be bat one

bodily resurrection.
If a farther confirmation of the absurdity of placing the resvr
rection of the righteous at the beginning of |
the millennium, were needed, we have
but to examine the prooftexts usually adduced, as descriptive

of the state of rocie-

ty during that, period. Those most commonly quoted are the seventy-second psalm,
thesixty- fifth chapter of I.aiah, and the

thirty-seventh of Ezekiel.

In the psalm we

have language which describes a very high
state of prosperity when considered from

our stand-point,

but very low, if viewed

from thatofthe resurrection.—*¢ They that
dwell in the wilderness shall bow before
him
; and his enemies shall lick the dust.”
‘We are hardly to look for a ** wilderness,”
or “‘enemies,” in the resurrection state. He
shall deliver the needy when

poor also and him

he

crieth,

the

that hath no helper.

He shall spare the poor and the needy,
and shall save the souls of the needy.
He shall redeem their soul from deceit and
violence, and precious shall their blood

be

in his sight.” In the resurrection there
shall be no more crying; the sons of want
shall not dwell there; deceit and violence
shall have po portion there; and neither
flesh nor blood shall inherit the kingdom ;

Kd

and it shall

stand

forever.”

. Dan.

If langugge is good for anything by the
way of descriptively conveying lignt, then
the kingdom to which reference is made by
Daniel, in the above verse, is evidently to
be set’

up

prior

to the

time when there

shall be no earthly kings, or kingdoms.
If
it is ** in the days of these kings" (earthly
kings) that the God of heayen is to set up
his kingdom, then itis necessarily this side
of the end of these kings and kingdoms
of the world, consequently prior to the
coming of our Lord, and to the time when
Christ

shall say to the righteous,

¢ Come,

ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation
of the world.”
The inheriting of the kingdom by the
righteous, at the time indicated by the
Scripture last quoted, is not strictly the
fulfilling of another Scripture, which is the
one

standing

at the

head

of thisarticle;

“fur the time indicated by the one Scripture
is the day of judgment, and by the other
but
before
the day of judgment; namely, ‘In
d;
symbolize
power
the
Napoleon is
Ifitis not until
France is essentially Catholic, and will, ere the days of these kings.”
long, be leagued with other Catholic powers the time when Christ shall say, ¢¢ Come,
in support of Catholicism. Recent move: ye blessed of my Father,” &c. That the
ments in Europe have clearly developed the kingdom of God is to be set up, then these
It is earthly kings and kingdoms are not to be
power that shall destroy Popery.
of consumed and broken to pieces by the kingoutline
the
out
fills
This nation
Prussia.
the revelator better than any that” has ever dom ot God, as stated by Daniel ; for at the
same time that itis said to the righteous,
A horse, a noble nation; a white
arisen.
nation. The rider has «Come, ye blessed of my Father,” &o., it is
Protestant
a
horse,
mary crowns upon his head ; all the crowns also said to the wicked, ‘ Depart, ye cursed,
of northern Germany are at his disposal. into everlasting fire prepared for the devil
‘Out of his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that and his angels;” therefore, asthe destroywith it he should smite the nations.” One ing element, mentioned in this event, is
of our popular lecturers said, ‘He break- hell-fire, instead of the kingdom of God, it
makes the fulfilling of Dan. 2: 44 impossifasted upon Saxony, dined upon Hanover,
and supped upon some dozen or fifteen blé, unless the fulfillment of it is Sciiptursmall kingdoms.” He is called *‘faithrul ally practicable this side of the time when
and true,” Here the reformation had its all things are to be burned up.
THE KINGDOM OF Gop. ‘It (the kingbirth, and from this part of the world, have
gone forth many of the agencies which have dom.) shall break in pieces and consume
blessed it, He is called the Word of God. all these kingdoms.” This kingdom is the
saint's inheritance, ‘It shall not be given
Here, first, the Bible, by means of Lutber’s
transation, and the invention of the print to other pecople;” itis ¢ the kingdom preing press, was given to the people. Also, pared from the foundation cof the world,”
he is called, “King of kings and lord of Christ's eternal dominion; and, as spoken
of in Dan: 2: 44, it is undoubtedly synonylords"— (there is no reason for these words
being capitalized). It is according to Bible mous with ** the stone cut out of the moun-

are fir t judged.
But what were the use
of language if we were to say that a shepherd separated his flock—his sheep from
the goats, if the goats did not come home.

bad,is clearly tanght.

that nation was hostile’ to the pope, many
supposed that Napoleon was the man riding
on the *‘white horse.” He had many crowns
upon his head, numerous armies followed

doms,
2: 44.

after him, and he made war with the beast.
Some, even now, suppose that the present

us#ge, to speak of

kings” such

great kings as

is literally the

*‘king of

position of the

king of Prussia.

Bat if the angel with a chain in bis hand
he not Christ, nor

the man

riding upon

the

white horse, then nothing is said of his apBut
pearing in person at all, at this time.
after the close of the millennium, he does
appear, and in & manner becoming his dig-

nity.

symbolized by the image; and
these are
£0 to be broken in pieces asto become ge

the'chaffof the summer thrashing-floors.a dl
t
ind is to carry them away until there
whosdface the heaven and the earth fled i Y no place found for. them.
0}
away; and there was found no. place tor
Many very interesting things are penned
them.”
This
unquestionably
refers to in recent numbers of the Star by G. H. B.,
Christ's second coming. Butif he comes the J. W. H., Vindex, Hermon and others,
second time after the millennium, then it is. about this kingdom ; and I notice that each
evident that he will not come before that writer takes a very confident and bold
| event,as that would be tantamount to three stand in reference to the time when this
comings.
:
kingdom is set up.
With regard to the true exegesis: of the
A thoroughly critical examination of this
fourth and sixth verses inclusive, this may ‘subject is{evidently necessary, to come to
be said:
fro¥ry
harmonious conclusions with the Bible.
1. That it is according fo the method The Millerites, and whén I say Millerites,
adopted by the author of this book, to follow
I mean the misty, confused sect called Adeach severe conflict with some symbol of ventists, claim to have the only true light
rejoicing. In-Chapter 5, a great difficulty upon this subject, and they ‘can see no kingwag encountered ; a book sealed with seven dom of God,. no actual “inheritance for the
seals was presented. and no man could be saints of God this side of the time when it
found to open it, wh2n, at last, the “Lion shall be said to the righteous, ¢‘ Come, ye
of the tribe of Judah” came to the assist- blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom
ance, there was joy. The four beasts, the prepared for you fromthe foundation of
elders, the angels and the inferior animals,
the world.”
The greater portion of the
conspired together in raising songs of Christian world, and more properly Advent’
praise. After the opening of the sixth seal ists, believe that the saints of God in reality
which brought untold calamities upon the possess the kingdom ot God béfore the end
earth,—supposed by some to signify the de- of the world; aud that the sétling up of
struction of old Rome,—the sealing of one God's kingdom is to take place in the days
hundred and forty-four thousand took place, of the kingdoms of this world; yet they
followed hy notes of joy and ascriptions of are not agreed among themselves as to
praise. All this may denote the joy of those the precise time. Our lack of a satisfactowho suffered under the persecutions of old ry, harmonious and intelligible conclusion
| Rome; or, it may symbolize the happy state | on this subject is undoubtedly for the want
| orrearth after that event, or it may mean | of equallly comprehensive dependence up-.
and him

that

pat on it, from

manner, is followed

by songs

of triumph

over the destruction of the opposing forces.

the kingdom of God.
=
. First let us notice the texts descriptive of

““ore thence an infant of days, nor an old | We have alregdy had occasion to observe the | its nature.
man that hath not

filled his days;

for the

child shall die an hundred years old; but
the sinner being an hundred years old shall
be accursed.” In .the resurrection state

|same, in the
Dragon. The el

way of life,

are the seed of the blessedof the Lord, and

their offspring with them.”

Batin the res

with observation.

urrection they neither marry nor are given

in marriage.

Thereis no reason to dogbt that the redeemed in glory are made
gpgnizant of the
events transpiring on
; if this be

Hence Isaiah is not describ- granted,it must be ‘a source of especial

state. The same ob- pleasure to those who suffered martyrdom
ing the »
jection lios against the :thirty:seventh of during the sway of the Popes, when they

Ezekiel.

Jo. this investigation we, find un-

learn that that power is forever destroyed.

a They live and reign with Christ in an em_» character as to be incompatible with a bodi- phatic sense during all those thousand years ;
they live and reign as none other can; they
.. ly resurrection,
One error often leads to another, and have no fear of the second death, inasmuch
fulfilled Scripture

indeed, but

of such

those who advoeate the doctrine of a bodily 88 their happinessis secured.

resurrection of the just at the commence-

of the millennium, also teach the perment
sonal reign of Jesus Christ.

:

Rev. J. W. M, WiLLiAms, D. D., in a sermon before the pupils of the Chowan Bap-

If the first tist Female Institute, from tle text, *Wom-

~ were proved, the second would follow. for
__ it says, “They lived and reigned with Christ

a thousand years,” and the Scriptures usual

en not a few,” Acts 17: 4,

said:

welcome as the truth may be

“As un.

to some, yet

the truth remains that women rule the world.

ly cotinect
the resurrection of the dead, with Sensible women know this, hence they re-

And thy journey’s end is
ing nearer still;

'

where
T

nearer,
.

Pulpit Impropriety.

’

shall end
k

and

is

draw-

afterwards,

and

he Never :

We might add an S to the title and

here xample, aud both united with an evan-’

make

gelical-church.
a
And now, he continued with earnestness,

extendéd observations on the improprielies

which are so often seen in our pulpits, hut
a single, very obnoxious one, will suffice if any one should ask me if I think all men
at present. [6 is true that many of the will ba saved, I would reply that [ am sure
churches are hypereritcial, ~baving laid that all men may be saved: but there is
something for the sinner to do inorder to
Cheer up, pilgrim, for temptations,
have as yet down stringent requirements as to oratory,
attain heaven,
He must believe on the assailed in vain;
.
4
rhetoric, and general deportment in and
Lord Jesus Christ; for he has said, ¢* God
And the foesyso often vanquished, you may bold- ous of the, pulpit, with which they expe
ly meet again.
:
their “minister to square. They take as su loved the world, that he gave his only
begotton son, that whosoever
believeth on’
Cheer up, pilgrim, for thy sadness and thy trials their standard some noted orator or lectur_
ofro.day
J
:
er, and expect every production of their him should not.perish, but have everlastin
On the morrow turn to gladness, all forever passpastor to compare favorably in composition lite; and he that believeth not the Son shal
not see life, "but the wreath of God avideth
and delivery; and forget that the former
i
ed away.
has months in which to prepare and study on him."—dmerican Messenger.
”

And the light is shining clearer on
Zion’s hill.

the way

to

Chorus... And thy journey’s end is nearer, and is
drawing nearer still;
»
And the light is * shining clearer on the way to
Zion's hill.

Chéer up, pilgrim,

for is beaming, brightly now,

the morning star;
And the sunlight’s golden
eastern
Soon relieved
shall be
Soon resounds
no more
Cho.

gleaming

gilds

the

skies afar,
oY
of all thy burdens, soon thy cross
a crown;
the victor’s triumph, soon thy sun
goes down.

And thy journey’s end, &c.

his subject, while

the latter has

often

less

than a halt-week. But very often the preacher gives his audience

just

causes

The Work in Water

of com-

plaint by refusingto correct those faults
which he must see would offend even him-

*

Me. Oliver

—

Dyer

Street.

=

On

-

contributes a paper

to

self, if placed in the position of an auditor.

Packard's Monthly, which

We

Supplement to his article of last year,
entitled ‘‘ The Wickedest Mun in New
York.”
shiny

No fault has become more common and injurious to the effect of the sermon, than
that of a loud, excited and angry delivery.
have

heard

some who

seem to

think

that they ean

perform the work of the gen-

tle, dove-like

Spirit, by loud words,

looks and
will fume,

We
shows

angry

frantic gesticulations. They
fret and almost foam at the

mouth ; strike

the

desk

furiously,

give
what

may

serve as

a

herewith
an extract, which
he thinks
about the work

accomplished by the Water

Street

Mis-

sion.

4

raise

The Universalist Sermon.

Neither shall they say,

Lo here! or lo there! for, behold, the kingdom of God is within you,” or among you.

his fortune there,

We

have not seen

_- “Certainly, and are very grateful for your

fraio from speaking to him.

5

* Oh,” said he, ** if you believed as I do,

sermon. It his been a heavenly day to you would have no trouble of that sort.”
He expressed so much confidence, and
me.”
;
:
“Don't you think me a Christian?” asked seemed so free from the sorrow’ with which
Mr. Hill.

I was

;

“Certainly we do,” said the deacon, ‘but

weighed

down,

making

sin

of so

little account, and heaven so easy of access,

that I longed to believe as he did.

But his

the rules of cur church forbid our inviting arguments, though having an air of plausiyouror we would be glad to commune with bility, failed to satisfy me.
¢¢ I wish,” said he, ** that you could hear
you.”
.
Brother B
of P
preach;
you
“Well,” said Mr. Hill, in a tone of voice | would be convinced ; he makes itso plain.”
indicating sorrow, ‘if you set your own ta.
From that time I was anxiousto go to
ble, you have a right to invite whom you P—
, and the opportunity soon came,
please; but if you set the Lord’s table, you I was in a packet on Sunday morning, and
as the
have no right to refuse any of the Lord’s stepped upon the: wharf at P
bells were ringing for afternoon service;
AN OLp MAN. | and so eager was I tor the relief | expected, |
children.”
Yo I actually ran through the streets to be
:

Chips.
————

7

RL

——Avarice is to the soul like swine in
the garden of flowers, crushing, mangling,

——Like the deadly rattlesnake

serpents

is lewdness among

Woe

those

to

who

yield

among

the

vices.

to its

seduc-

tions.
2

—+* He is a poor financier,” said a
Luke
17:20, 21.
These my diseiples, brother concerning a minister who was in
which are among you, are subjects of my the habit of contracting debts which he was
kingdom, and actual partakers of the same. not carefulto pay. A minister has ‘a perI also being their king, the stone cut out of fect right to wear a cheap coat if he cannot
the mountains, am’ in your midst; there- pay for a better ome. He has a perfect
fore the kingdom of God is among you. right to work at ‘‘tent making,"cobbling,or
The kingdom of God was at that time any other honorable pursuit, but he has no
among, or in the midst of the Jews in every more right to rob his creditors than he has
essential particular.
The king was there, to rob his neighbors’ hen roosts.

the subjects were there, the reality in peace

——Don't, don't, don’t.
Some
writers
and joy in their king was theirs indeed,
talk
of
affording
more
special
attractions
This last Scripture cited not only exposes
the nature of this kingdom but the time and to draw young men into the ministry.
Again let me say, don't. . If the work of
place of the same.
The kingdom of God in righteousness, in God, the salvation of souls, the love of
peace, in joy, in the Holy Ghost, is Chiist in Christ angpthe constraint of *‘ necessity laid
us, the hope of glory, the spiritual rock, upon them,” are not inducements enough,
the word we preach, which is in us, the better offer them inducements to enter
calling. We do not need such
consolation of the Israel of God.
This some other
apostles,
for
our
churches can manage to
place of the kingdom, from righteous Abel
until now, has been the inheritance of ev- die without their help.
ery true servant of God. This kingdom is
——An old cooper becoming insane used
God's kingdom, in the sense that God is in to go about the fields and woods hooping
all and over all; it is the sain’s kingdom stamps. The minister who preaches smooth
in the sense that they possess all things. and flattering things to a lifeless ‘and backidden church might
Paul says, 1 Cor. 8: 21, 22, *
|
as well spend. his

exinn offered me

6 months,

8 have

been

ties.
And these marvelous

achieved

at

results

comparatively

five

months.

have

trifling

been

cost.

There has been no imposing orgamzation,
no cumbrous and costly machinery. There
has been only a matron, with her husband
to act as steward, and one young man to act
88 missionary.
_—
i.
3

Are You in Earnest?
It is Christ's work that you are doing. He

has intrusted it to you.
your Master.

go

wv

yome ane Joe him

po

service
three

Reports are frequently received from their
employers, and the general testimony is
that these girls, with some exceptions,
mnke obedient and faithful servants, and in
a fow cases they are reported as exhibiting
traits of nnasual excellence as domes-

in the pulpit?”
and learn.
"

to my case,
He
y
roposed tq
prove
the
final happiness of all; and if he a
a

in

months ; 6, four months; 8,

that Mr. B

hpi

Christ,

But,as there is no

for the doctrine of the bodily res-

main quiet, and wield their mighty power,

Youu

Ck

et

7

ENS

Of the 53 girls now in situations, 5 entered the Mission during the first week of its
existence, and so have been in service

8 seat; but to be

3
:
sure I was inthe right place,
I asked,
* Is
this the Uaiversalist meeting-house?
Is

—+~

John

Mer. IIill in it, and took his seat by the table, ir
ed
for several months; we understand that he
Lr
een
Mr. Hill, in bis. disappointment, seeing a | Two plain men having a sharp discussion has finally resolved never to forgive us for
vacant seat among the communicants, took as to the effect of Uaiversalist preaching, writing ** The Wickedest Mau” article
to refer the question to E-quire the cause of all his and his neighbors’
the seat, to the astonishment of the
whole agreed
Ay
ES
. an intelligent, firmly-grounded, woes.
congregation. The pastor sent one of kis P
;
deacons to tell Mr. Hill that they only in- consistent Christian
Within the brief period in which the MisI think, said Mr P
,that T was myvited the members of their own church to self much benefited by hearinga Universalsion has been in operation, 103 girls have
commune. ‘The deacon approached Mr. ist sermon.
When I was a young man, thers sought refuge, whose cases have been
Hill, looking more like a culprit than a ser- living in Newburyport, Mass, [ wus for a sufficiently promising to become matter of
I felt that | was liv- record. Of these 103 girls, 12 have relapsvant of God, actually staggering under the time very unhappy.
ing without hope and without Gud in the ed into drunkenness and vice, 38 have been
cross he had to bear, but, feeling that he world, that my merality would not save sent to other institutions, and 53 are now in
must do his duty, in a very low tone of voice me, and that I was exposed to’ eternal situations as domestics, and doing well, and
death, Isawno way to escape, and words 28 of the latter have become Christian
said :
;
women.
.
;
“Bro. Hill, we only invite members of cannot express my sad forebodings.
In additina to the cases above enumeratAun amiable, intelligent friend of mine,
our own church to commune.”
made
a zealous advocate of universal salvation, ed, over 30 applications have beep
Mr. Hill, in a voice loud enough to be professedto be very happy in his views, for assistance by girls whose Hore reand lost+no opportunityof advocating his form were of such short duration as to be
heard distinctly over the house, asked :
“Did you not invite
me to preach in your sentiments, @ulling on him one day, my tousideted too unimportant for special noSe
;
unhappiness was so great I could not re- Lice.
pulpitto day?”
=.
cA TRP

Are

You profess to love

you really in earnest

in

morta

Iisa
work. Im
1 souls
are com.
mitted to your trust;
a work shared by God
himéelf; a work for the promotion of which
candid hearer, I was one.
Not that I wishdied—in which angels are interested.
ed to embrace error; but a hope had been Christ
awakened within me that he would prove’ 0, thou, who, in God's Loviduuce, art
called to Wor inthe same
ld with proph- *
his doctrine true, and thus give me relief.
ets,
apos
and
martyrs;
with angels,
The introductory remarks im
me with Jesus, with the Father Himselt—art
favorably; but when he appealed to Scri
P- | thou in earnest?
‘
ture, I was astoni<hed at the working ot
The time is short. Your own life is unmy own mind. The Bible seemed clothed certain, Your pupil” is mortal. Youth
th a wondrous light, elucidating its
ripensinto manhood. The
golden oppormeaning totally at variance with his expo- tunity is fleeting. *‘The might cometh.”
sitions. His proof-texts and their connection ‘became swift witnesses against bim;. Are you in earnest ?
Fellow-teacher, face your own conscience,
while for each passage which he quoted as
supporting his views, several of an oppo- and, remembering that God is looking on
site bearing Were suggested to my mind as your work, ask yourself the question, am I
inearnest? ©
with overwhelming power.
:
Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do. do
By the time he was half through, I felt it +with
thy might. —Rev. Edward Egglessure that he was advocating a delusion of
the adversary of souls. I was horrified ton.
that this professedly religions teacher was
deluding the old, the

middle-aged, and the

young with hopes which would vot stand
at the bar of God: and felt more deeply

than ever thut 1 could not escape if I negJected the great salvation.
At length,

as a poor,

lost,

undone,

and

helpless sinner, I sought mercy in Cmist,
and

found restin him.

:

Forty years have passed since that mem-

orable Sabbath, and my

faith has been sub-

Romanism in Syria.

gis
One

of

our

that Romanism

The

most

foreign

exchanges

states

is stirring itself in Syria.

bitter enemies

of

the

Gospel

in Syria now are the European priests and
puns. The methods of their activity in

this country and in Syria are soffi ently
unlike. Uoder date of May 17 Dr. Jessup

reports that ‘a R mish Padre has just been
at the old business of burning Testaments
making no demands of men. Theso-called
and Proisgant pork at Mutua: On da
urrection
of the righteous, at the beginning strong-minded women have forgotten or
80MMO
0
le to
© of the millennitita, there
so
is none for the never known women's power.and come forth
the truth us it is in Terucr + #9 Jod me wie church, and exhibited & panorams hell.
midst of the picture was a compan
and demand their rights. Women’s rights
Wd on itor Mcutning home, chancing to ofIn the
children
with Protistant books in their
had
friend
one
da
bean
[ng
o 1 Obsefved hh I hands bei
are inherent and they are used by every true things sre yours,—tihings present or ake days in hooping stumps,
i
y fiery
devils with
woman, She who demands them is no to cume; all gre yours,”
| poor
sharp A
IK @ffect v on the
- A.D. F.
said
ha
wi
——Those who are given to lewdness are “Hw did yon lice oh
mothers was tragioal. They at once obeylonger a true woman ; she throws down her
a
NE
ib
Pignsure,
the devil's rappers and miners, undermining
ed tha Padre orders and brought their
‘scepter the moment she ‘comes before the
o
glad I hea d rim,” T answered.
There is §n-t so mach religion in ‘the the founda'ions of society and all human|’ ‘ [an
public’and demand- her rights, for then she
I thoughe you would be," he iy ed, ~ chi'dr n's books, and he burned them in
\ come to judgment. . When he comes,
; Rear of men Kl)
world as there is inindi ek
1h
:
the midstsaceifice
of the ehurch,
it will loves her power over the
happingas.. :
J. Haven,
I thea informed him why I wa “4.
glad.“|| [offer
to Christexclaimin 4 2, ‘Taese
a
[1
;
\
Ho
the

foundati

|

Leadeth thee to endless glory,
thy toil and strife;

great. geriousness;

b
| mentioned Universalism to me again,
gives me pleasure to add, however, . that
it was not long beforé his excellent wife became a joyful subject of a revival of religion, ard subsequently her husband followed

:

‘ The kingdom of God is not | and destroying all its loveliness.

piction of the great Red | meat and drink; but righteousness, snd
nth chapter gives an peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost.” Rom.
account of the fall'o abylon, and the nine- 14: 17. “Thekingdom of God cometh not

they neither¢“ die” nor * sin” nor are any
“ accursed,”
urse
* They shall not labor in should look for some sythbol of bappivain, nor bring forth for trouble; for they ness after it; such, we findjto be the case.

]

Cheer up, pilgrim,
for thy journey o'er the thorny

hence this psalm must be fulfilled before | both these things. The eleventh chapter | On the entire list of Scripture texts deserip- the resurrection of the righteous. We turn | describes a severe conflict, which, in like | tive of the nature, time, place and order of
to the sixty-fifth of Isaiah, but find no res* There shall be no
urrection state in it.

HERMON.

with

*“ 1 knew how ’'ud be,” said an old vet.
and hurl down the Bible, as if venting their
spleen on this innocent book, and almost eran, who was standing in the midst of a
Close Communion.
tear their throats by the rush of violent group opposite the Mission, whence the
pp
words. Is this the position that he should sound of singiuvg and prayer could be heard
ANECDOTE OF REV. ROWLAND HILL,
asume who professes to be an ambassador — I knew how.'t'ud be when this yer
Bat the fools
of
Christ, as though God did beseech (?) .thing begun, an’ [ told am.
I'have no fear in the discussion now
you by us, we pray (?) you in Christ's thought as how t'was a joke, and let these
going on in the Star between *G. H. B.
stead, be ye reconciled to God. There is prayin’ and singin’ chaps geta foorhold, an’
and “Old Man,” but that the former will but one instance where Christ drove; that now they're gomn’to hold on,and we've got to
honorably maintain his side of the question was when the Jews were selling in the go. There's poor Curley; he’s gone. An'
there's Forgarty; he's ‘gone. Au’s there's
on church membership and communion, for temple victims for sacrifice, and although Brooklyn Johnny, an’ Sojer Brown, an’
for a good purpose, Itke modern church
itis as far from ¢ Consistency” to shut the fairs, were making his Father's house a Mrs. Bride, an’ Scotch Mason ; they've all
gone dead, and more's a-goin.'”
eucharist from the true believer, as it would house of merchandise,
;
On making inquiry at the police’ station
be to ‘‘forbid water that-these should not be
The preacher may excuse himself by
baptized which have received the Holy saying that he was carried away with the we learn that Carley, and Forgarty, and
Brooklyn Johnny, and Sojer Brown, and
Ghost as well as we.” Acts 10: 47. Bat subject, and it was only his intense earnest- Mrs,
Bride, and Scotch Mason, all of them
ness. But are we to bring men to Christ
the following anecdote of the Rev. Rowland by scolding them at the top of our voice, noted characters in Water street, had actuHill, I have never seen in print. It was told or by entreating them in the gentle accents ally died since the prayer-meeticg was in
me by an Englishman near forty years ago, ot love? Sympathy is what moves men; augurated,
Kit Burns says he has nqgghad a bit of
who was a witness of the scene, and is too show them that we yearn for their souls;
we’are pleading with them for their good; lack since he let the prayer-meeting folks
good to be lost,
but in the spirit that Christ evinced, when hold their meetings in his dog- pit.
When the missionary enterprise first com- standing on Jerusalem's
¢ I tel] you what,” said Kit, *‘that was
sommit.
He
menced in England among the Baptists, one swept his eyes over the doomed city at his the wu'st match | ever had. Every thing's
of the Baptist, societies of London invited feet and uttered the most pathetic and ten- gone wrong with me since I let the fellers
into my pit. Ihain't done business enough
the Rev. Rowland Hill to preach a mission- der limeat ever heard on earth,—¢ O Je- to pay my rent.
Them
prayer-meetin'
rusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the
ary sermon in their church. The invita- prophets and stonest them which are sent chaps is the onlackiest curs for me that ever
tion was accepted, the sermon was a com- unto thee, how often would I have gather- yelped ia Water street.”
Kit has actaally had to close his old esplete success,some over one hundred pounds ed thy children together, even as a hen
were collected, and while the congregation gathereth her chickens under her wings, tablishment. He lives in what was the
bar-room, and has fitted up the residue for
lingered, Mr. Hill noticed the deacons were and ye would not.”
tenants, on the tenement house plan, and
If -men are hardened
and
indifferent,
preparing for the Lords Supper. His heart they will resent our loud and excited ex- has taken the ‘* Bandbox.” next door, which
tains ;”
which, says
Daniel,
¢ became a
being warmed up with Christian love and postulation,as the iceberg does the diiv- was formerly kept hy Brooklyn Johnny,
great mountain,” government,
or kinging storm, but which weeps itself away one of the victims ofthe “movement” mendom, so large that it -* filled the whole benevolence, and not being acquainted with under the genial intluendes of the kindly tioned above. Kit merely keeps a drinkthe peculiar restricions of some Baptist
earth.”
This is the kingdom that, accordsun.
Brethren, let us follow our Master's ing saloon—the ** pit,” as he says, being
churches, he anticipated a feast of fat thing example; Jet us preach Chiist and preach played out,”
H
ing to Dan. 2: 34, 85, is to breuk in pieces
in assisting the pastor in breaking the bread, like Curist.— Intelligencer.
John Allen has altogether retired from
the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, the
the fi“ld, having given up his old place to
-,
when,to his ewrprise and disappointment,
gold, or in other Words the four kingdoms
Kicking Jack, who is vainly trying w make
the pastor of the chareh left the pulpit. and

Says the author, ‘And I saw a great

white throne,

BY

listgned

though we often met

7

“In the days of these kings shall the
ands of angels. Others have supposed that God of heaven set up a kingdom, which sha 1
the mun riding upon the white horse, de: ‘never be destroyed ; and the kingdom shall
The Millennium.
scribed in the preceding chapter, is Christ. not be left to other people, but it shall
—
absurd to represent the Son of break in pieces and consume
all these king‘The resurrection of both the just and the But it were
and
ck,

unjust at the same time, is most distinctly
taught in - numerous places in the Bible.

[3

He

jected to muny

trials;

but not once have I

doubted the conclusion I then reached, nor
dat! the Holy Spirit thea opened the Ser pares
to my understanding,
a
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“Ne

listen, answering

One

Jook,

Death,

would

God is not deaf;

not, yet Know

stay the

one

chariot

the ery of every

human

gl)

of

Their father

ecrea-

ture

'

*¢ Them

:

i

SE
said
*
stiff

tice the effect of every thing done and said,
and vary the duties 80 as to keep up the inthe

meet-

er.

verses;

shculd

They

do

so

with

should

pray,

life

or

and

exhort,

animation.

pronounce their words

dis-

tinctly and loud enough to bé heard by the
whole congregation, Toose who are not

heard, worship as in ag unknown

tongue.

The songs. readings, prayers, and

exhorta-

tions shouldbe suited

futore. | The conductor of the meeting
should have regard tothis in selecting persons to take part. Persons of all classes
and ages are generally presefit, and persons
are most pleasantly and profitable entertained by a live man of their own order and
age. The meetingshould not ba monopo
lized by any one classor age. When per-

gons from all classes and of all ages can be

induced to take part, the variety will be
pleasant to all, and all will receive their
meat in due season, and go

forth

comfort-

ed, ready to resist evil and to engage in the
. biessed work of saving souls, The individ
nal who resists evil and sifives for the saving of souls from death, shall live—be as
the brightness of the firmament, and shine
as the stars forever and ever. He who neglect:

to

do

either,

shall

not

live—shall

Survey

trim

would

break

a

proud mau's heart that would not
humble Chrigtian’s sleep.

break

»

day

plain to a hightof 2000 teet.
In the valleys arouhd and on the slopes, the remains
of ancient cultivation and reservoirs were

ing note: ** The, prayers of this congregation are earnestly desired fora man who is

continually

a desert,

mg

but it was

Allat once

there are two which look like

oa Ns Sik on one, in your right hand,

Billy.

Bat howdo you know that

with

Much depends on the manner in which the

truth.is spvken. If harshly presented it produces revulsion. Yet the, very same trath
is well received, and creates a serious, perhaps even a tender feeling, when uttered

:

One says, unfeeliogly, “Mr. Smith, I'm
afraid Jou are going to hell.”
Mr. 8., somewhat excited, replies : ‘That
may be; but I rather think [ shall have your
compsny, judging from the tone of your 1e:
mark.”

A father says, angrily, to his son, a reckless youth, “John, I shall have to disown

you and send you out of the house unless
you reform.”
:

John knows this to be but a threat and

ic

have been, had the father taken Joha

might

alone, and tenderly set before him the consequences of his course, prayed with him,
and. perhaps; wept over hun.

Min

i

sometimes assume a wrathful,

fiery: tone, and undertake to brandish

the

thunderbolts of the Almighty over their
hearers.
Bat it is attended with about as
much effect usually as’ the roar of distaat
artillery. One tender appeal drawn trom
the cross of Christ has. humanly speaking, a

thousand fold more power to win and

sao-

due the soul,

?

The late Rev. Dr. Miller,

used to tell us students an

of

Princeton,

anecdote

of the

famous De, Backus, illusirative of this poiut,
Que of Dr. B's theological pupils complain"ed that his preaching drove wen away from
the sanciuary. Dy Backus replied as tollows:
vSuppnse I wish to catch a trout, how

should I proceed?

Why, of ¢ nurse, should

selecta lithe and delicate pole, a tine Hexi-

ble Hine and kook to maten.

1 should

ap-

pend £9 the hook
tempting bails, and, carefully letting down my Hue, should wareh the
approach of ‘my wary gnuie. ' Very likely
in this ws 1 might be successtul. * But how
pf

»

of

garden.

Mr,

Palmer

F. W.

(an

round,

and

wet: an

he

heard Tom's

voice, away

boys were

all

right again,

relieve the anxious mother's heart.
There is a great ocean on which

we

are sailing. Temptations come like squalls,

supreme

‘On

the

God

one

and. to one's

one's self, joined with

truthfulness,

hand,

honesty,

love to

neighbor

the

as

forbearance, justice,

chastity,

temper

ance, cleanliness even, and rigid adherence

to what would now be termed sound sanitary principles; while on the heathen
side what may be comprised in three
words—selfishness, sensuality, and force.
The fruits of obedience to the former were,

even

here, comparative

immunity

from

disease and its sufferings, with enhanced
material

proNpesivy

with increased

and

longevity

happiness,

to question
quaintance

oriental

Holland copied

; while to the oth:

er there came the. legitimate
inordinate self-indulgence, of

penalties of
selfishness

aud evil living; the fruits of laws of life
which heathenism gave to them.”
The writerillustrares not only the damaging effects of the moral social codes of the
pagans on the health of their believers,
but depicts in strong terms the baneful tendency of the sensual. enjoyments of the
present age, especially those which are
connected with the use of intoxicating
drinks.

Religion in Boston.
rt
4

The pastor of one of the Baptist churches

in Boston wiites to'us under date of June
*¢ During the last week, anniversa.
1st:
ies numberless and nameless have been

heldin Boston,

ions

Assoeiitions,

and

Societies,

Shaker

have come in for their share

tention,

Free Relig-

Infidel Clubs,

of public at-

There may be no spot in the coun-

try 80 eminently

intellectud

as Boston,

while it is equally as true that. no

fo

place

anti-evangelical, ‘so anti Christian,

is

as

this same tii. mountain city. The mother
“Bast how®to her daughter West and asks
her prayers to God that she*fhny net be left
# widow to mourn the logs of her ancient
prestige and honor.” The great West cries

* Come und help,’ I doubt not,

through all

evils

there

it—the man
with human

is no

If he

reason

showed good acnature.
He hail’

Ananias

and

Sapphira pretended

50, we

will

give

subscribers
one

of

Baker

demonstrate

A profession of Chrisiianity implies

the

consecration

Sinaitic

of

all

to

Christ;

entire

but

and

or~thedomplaint,

Lungs

Cuts, Wounds,
Chilblains,
&e.

|

fer with an old doctor of divinity as to the
efficacy of the use of the rod.—** Why,”

sufficient length in which

O.

in

singing

as

sweetly as the true saint may sing amidst
the radest storm of adversity,—** God
eth for me.”
\

have
here-

address

of

ecar-

Wholesale

commandment

the desolation in Zion (otherwise a good
liver); a church bovk with an hundred
names
without the appropriate marks

Premiums.

arc not excelled by any other books

miuwms offered last year, and not having re-

ceived it, is requested to intorm us ot the
tact, as we have recently learned that some

house needing whitening but deferred ou
account of doubtful title of lot. Butenough; uf our letters sent with money to pay for
we write more in sadness than in humor
premiums have been lost. We wish to make
The words ring in our ears—'*
No prayer goud our promises.
‘
meeting"—the altar fires gone out—no
By a united effort on the, part of the
light on the hill—none at home. Alas. church members and Sabbath school seholalas! May God help that poor church—may ars, the Washington Street church, Dover;
the Gospel find its way to that dark neigh- Lobtained, last year, a sufficient number of
borhood.
:
aew subscribers to provide itself with two
good urgans. Lev other churches go and
| do likewise, and let no one of our churches

—

Protestant churches are to be erected in the
Island of Mad
ar this year, several of
which are to be large enough to accomodate a thousand worshipers.
HENRY WARD BEECHER says it will never to to *¢ preach cream and practice skim
:
:
bs
milk.”

SancTiFIED afflictions are like so many

aowever small in numbers, be without an:
organ. By a faithful, persistent and united

urt, any church can secure some one of

the organs now offered as premiums. Let
wvery one who reads this fs work now,
and continuevo work through the year in
getung subscribers
for the Star, and by and

oy he willbe rewarded. The offers which
we now make are numerous, varied and

liberal. . Look at them:

=.

Premiums for New Subscribers.

to Sunday

schools.

The

This semi-monthly,

published

by

the

Establishment,

for the use of Sunday School scholars, was

enlarged

and much

first of April.

improved

about

the

It is printed on paper of a

very superior quality,

and

All communications in-

tended for publication should be addressed

to Rev. J. M. BALEY, EDITOR, Dover,N. H.

TerMs.—Single copy,

was

What

accustomed

to

then?”

His

was, what is the

doctrine

ask,

‘ What?

first
of

inquiry

the text,

ed, tor the Sabbath School

80 cents a year.

Ten copies or more sent to one address, 20

Thirdly,

what

follows,

or

or

what

concern

WHERE

THERE is no

Christian

Sabbath,

there is no Christian morality ; and without

this, free institutions cannot
tained.

long

sus:

be

‘Wao CANNOT make one in the circle of
harmless merriment (without a secret cause
of grief or seriousness,) may be suspected
of pride, hypocrisy, or formality.

the F amily,

1. * The Christ Child,” 190 pages; or,
. * Good Little Mitty,” 178 pages; or,

what does itteach? Secondly, what considerations show this to» be its import?
have my hearers in these things?

and

by Mrs. L. Maria Child, viz.:
.

Making Something,” 184 pages ; or,

. *

Jamie and Jeannie,” 155 pages; or,

. “The Boy’s Heaven,” 151 pages; or,
. “ A Rainy Day at School,” by Mada,

194 pages ; or,

.

7.¢ The Birth-Day

Latham Clark, 174

Present,” by Mary

pages.

Price.of

each

of these bouks, 75 cents,

:
1. For

two

.

| | gh

new

subscribersand $5,00,

(with 16 cents topay postage) we will send
the book entitled ** Sunny Skies ; or AdvenTHE LATEST exploit of New York thieves tures in lualy,” 261 pages; or,
hs
was picking the
et of a prisoner whom
2. “Bright Days ; or Herbert and Meggy,”
the police were draggingto the station.
257 pages. Price of each book $1,50. Ur,
8. For two new subscribers and $5.00,
RoserT HALL did not lose his power of
retort even in madness. A hypocritical con- (with 20 cents additional to pay pose)
doler with his misfortunes once visited him we will send a copy of the new ‘ Book of
Worship.”

Price

4. For two

$1,00.

mew

Or,

subscribers and

$5,00,

Hall significantly touched his brow with his (with 28 cents additional to Bey postage)
tinger, and replied, ** What will never bring

you, sir—t00 much brain.”

YouNG

LADIES

keeping

company

with

unconverted young men, should be careful

and watchful. If you desire safety, find a
man that is really converted; never mind
his poverty ; if he knows Jesus, youhave a
real husband. To marry a man without
religion is the commencement of many unhappy hours you little dream of, and rarely
discovered uatil it is too late.
Go Not for every grief to the physician,
for every quarrel to the lawyer, nor for
every thirstw the bowl.
MopEsTyY has more charms than beauty.
‘Confidence is the companion of success.

Bu-iness neglected is business lost.

“

1 CAN TRULY declare,

thatto me the

Sab-

bath has been invaluable.
-Truri scorxs all kinds of equivocation.
Tuey who give willingly love to give
quickly.
/
OUR EYES sre casements to let in lusts
when they should be floodgates to let out
tears.
A Goop cause makes a stout heart anda

5. For the same, and (0 ig additional
pay

) we will send

“ The ry

pages.

PERFECTION is the
alm.

be

SAE
-~

point at which

all

one copy

Price $1,20.

50, (with 80 cents additio
send ** Life

four Gospels.” Price $2.00.
2. For three new subscriber
(with 16 cents additional to pa
we will send a copy of the new
prize volume, containing about 400 “pages,
entitled** Andy Luttrell,” and
pronounced
to bs u superb book for the Family and the
Sabbath School ;—or, we

volume of more than
competition

for the

Single and by the dozen ; also Postage on the same.
Paglmoay, 18mo. 3 Sheep,
0
do

Embossed

do

Morocco,

do

do

do

82me.

do
do
Butler's Theology,
do
do

Hin,

single,

1,00

ozen,
single,

9,60
1,10

single,

86

2,28
,16

dozen, 10,56

1,96

dozen, 8,18
single, 1,60
dozen, 15,36

96
,—
8,26

08

single, on

rd

1,20

11,8
1.2

1.40

2.:.%
Life of Marks,

% nei Vr
single, 1,00

do
do
Church Member's Book,
do
do
do

%
20

oh
1

dozen,
single,
dozen;

9,60
30
2,88

2,40
08
60

13,00
8
34¢

dozen,

Rs

9%

2,10
1,00

0456

an

dozen,
single,

,20

326¢
1%

Story of Jos (Ques. Book yon
n do’
" i
|, dozed,
Lessons for ev
unday
Aorey
i!

hs
144

he
28

ne
1,7?

arto gts dos vin

04

prey
single,
dozen,
single,

1,36
,08
,77
,7

od

do

Thoughts upon Thought,

single,

do’

» 0 » do
Communionist,
do
Choralist,

dozen,

,

do

3

20
08
20
,13

1,44

120

1,56
,l¢
9
8

864

Minutes of General Confer.
ence,
single,
5
20
9
& There is no discount on the Minutes by the

prize,

Advertisements,

entitled

“ Shimng Honrs,” which, in literary excel
ence, high religious tone.and in muny other
cespects.is fully egnal to the book lust men-

tioned

Price $1.50.

Or,

8. For three new subs ribers and 87,50,
wa will send the ¢ Sabbath at Home,” for

the eurrent year, c'mmencing with the No.
forJunuary.
Price $2,00.

yr,
For

six

new

subscribers

at
and

$15.00.

(with 68 cents to pay postage) we will send
Py

a

GENTS

WANTED
’

FOR

The Cheapest and Best Religious Book now offered.
Immense Sales]

s@

!

Large Profits! Send for a CirWw J. HOLLAND,
Soriugtl

“awd
Puniisner®’

3

19, Maas.

Agents,

Aribuoe

Phils
Py Son Youi, Brown Iron Building.
for advertiemg

delphia, are authorized
im thie’ paper,
o

to

contract

bs coms

Treatise

hor e breeder and

by

owuer

on

dis-

Hor-e

should

BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
IN BOSTON.

And" Religious Publications,
The most Complete

Assortment and Lowest

D. LOTHROP & CO.
:
38 & 40 Cornhill,
120
TC THE
1TOR OF THE
Star:
ESTEEMED FRIEND.—We have a positive cure
for Consumption and all disorders of 'he Lungs and
Throat. Itcured the inventor and bundredsof ac.
quaintances. We will give $1000 for a case it will
not relieve, and will send a sample
to amy sufferer who will address us, SA)
& CO., 21» Broadway, New York.
:
13118

TOR

SAILK.

Grist

MIL,

Stones 30 inches in diameter,

by HoLMES

mannfactured

& BLANCHARD.

Has been in

use about two months only.

Also,

SECOND-HAND

TW

Steam

each 4 x20

Boilers

feet, with two Flues 15 inches

diameter.
SECOND-HAND

0 N

Steam

Boiler,

with two Flues 138 inches

Above Boilers in excellent condition. ApPly to
:
MACHINE

CO.,

16tf

rm
Agents wanted

|

«vervwhers

i

Srvag BINKLEY KNITTING MACHINE CO.
HEATON

iB, SRmrTARY,

PEM

oils

NARY

The fall tera will commence'September’s, to eon
tioue. 14 weeks.

Application
may’ be made to H.

COBB, Esq., or, during
METCALF, Principal,

term ‘time,

to

Mrs. C. C.
i]

CALL AND SEE THE

WILSON

Shuttle Sewing Machine
AT J. H. WINSLOWS,
Central Street, Dover.
They do every variety of work, and come Twenty
Dollars Cheaper than any other First Class Machine
the Markets.
>

J. JINGEKNS

20

NEW
lads

Jersey.

RECEIPTS—ARTS AND TEN. Ralsent

free.

T. F.

BATCHELOR’S

v

——

WOOD,

Vernon,

HAIR

DYE.

New

13117

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world;
the only true and perfect Dye; harmless, reliable, instantaneous,;

no disappointment;

no ridiculous tints,”

remedies the ill effects of bad dyes ; invigorates and
leaves the Hair soft and a beautiful black or brown.—
Sold by all Druggists and Perfumers ; and
applied at Batchelor’'s Wig Factory, No.
street, New York.

PARLOR

STEAM

properly
16 Bond
1y29

ENGINE:

Made entirelv ot. Metal; Boiler and Furnace complete: will. work for hours if supplied with water,

&c.; free from danger; a child can work them. Sent
tree with instruction, for $1 00,
Address,
WALTER HOLT,
3me7
NO. 102 NASSAU STREET, NEW Y ORK,

The

Eye.

DR. E. KNIGHT

The

Eye.

has discovered
the new treat.

ment for the EXE and BAR, by which he
is cl

some of the worst cases of BlindDeafness ever known, without instruments or Viens
3
CANCEW®S.
DR.
KNIGHTS ‘new treatment for
Cancers s
ses all others
mow in use. It cures
without
, plaster or pain, and
without 8
soar.

CONSULTATION FrREk.

Office,

ton St eet, Boston.

31 Bust

ey

Cane

1Bw16

ZOREFUNDED. Mee
for cur greit American
—AGENTS
WANTED
Household Rook, ¢*Ablnie’s Lives of the Presde

denganf the United stat. »y?? compl te more vob
ume und splendidly ilinstarted. Exclusive terrioy
and liber terms 10 Agents. B, B, RUsBALL, Baw
Ww

ton, Mass.

400 pages, written in

27

con-

2

will send the new

‘$500,00

Every

FREE

9%

9,14
1,8
18,62

Corian Sapte, So, 30 RB HB

The Book of Worshi;

IV.

age) we will

or any number between one and 8, when
sent to one address, than on a single one.
The postage is payable at the office of delivery.
The.
volume begins with the
first number in April. = Orders are solicited.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
/
Sample copies will be sent free on application
:

of

of the Freewill Baptista? 479

-

strong acm,
should

we will send one copy of *¢ Butler's Theology,” 456
pages.
Price $1,60, Or,
to

of the Myrtle, under the new law, is 24
cents .a year; and no more on 8 copies,

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books,

Ege

book

have it. You will never regret baying ft. Sent by
mail for only 60*éts. ‘Addre-s, GEU. 5. MELLEN,
Lewiston, Me.
Agents wanted.
4w27

Do-

vance.
>
PosTAGE.—The postage on a single copy

Wby?

a

pracueed

tricks

numerous

All orders and remittances
for the paper

should be sentto L. R. BURLINGAME,
ver, N. H.
{i933

subserivers to the Star.
;
to make it more bright and massive.
IL
{
SINNER ! can you endure that *¢ farnace | of fire” which “* shallnot be quenched night
1. For one new subscriber and $2,50,
or day,” and whose smoke *‘ shall go up (with 12 cents additional to pay postage)
forever?”
we will send any one of the following books,
AxprEwW FULLER, when he had selected just. published,or immediately to be publisha text,

Jockeys.

its mechanical

excellence is equal to that of any other pa-

perof its ‘class.

also contains

SWAMSCOT

cents each,—payable in ‘all cases in ad-

working on a pious man’s crown,

wito

Myrtle

Freewill Baptist Printing

out.

in diameter.

DISCOUNT

- We offer the following premiums for new

artificers,

eases,

It

31-2 x 20 feet,

.A LIBERAL

Any one having sent for one of the Pre-

against themi—dead, excommunicated, moved away, wounded, retired, etc. ; a meeting

From these pri-

ces we make

-

subdued.

In another column, see

list, and retail prices.

& S0v. Proprietors, Boeton.

TKAINING.—Just

ONE

when beht

of their class.

BoS8TON,

SECOND-HAND

Prices.

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday
schools
at as low rates as they can be
Dr. GuTHRIE, speaking of the exit of
the Presbyterian church from Rome, says: bought elsewhere in New England.
** Toree bundred years ago, our church.
with an open Bible on her banner, and In addition to the publications of oththis motto, ¢ Search the Scriptures,’ on her
scroll, marched
out frem the gates of ers, we offer our own prize books which
THE SEVENTH
is really. broken.

W. FOWLE

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
At

& SON,

’

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES .

Ordain-

as the case may be. Q. M. Clerks will please
I AM heartily in favor ef congregational
put the P. O. address of either of the above,
singing.
R-al power and real worship lies
as the case may be, in the same blank
inthat. I wantto say that Iam in favor of
the oid hymns and the old tunes. They “space in which they put the name of the
remain witb us long after the flashy tunes Pastor, &c. The latter can easily be done
of the day are forgotten. When we come by placing the name a little higher up, in
to die, there is no hymn that will take the quite small letters, and the P. O. address on
place of such hymus as ** There is a foun;
tain filled with blood,” and ‘* Ruck of Ages.” the line.
little sparrow

a

Bruises, Sprains, Chapped
Hands.
Jtis prompt in action, soothes the

pleu ly

¥

thexPastor, Ordained or. Licensed Minister,

a

CAN BE CURED

Shoeing and 190 Reeipes jor the most eommon

“Well,” retorted the doctor, **it .cured you,

DrRrING a eold untimely snow storm

bt

sy tem, and wild and runasay h .rses cin

dress of each; and church Clerks are

April, 1" heard

:

taining a new ny m of horse traming, from the
voning colt up.
By Dr. Tridvall, the well-known old.
English Horse Trainer and Farrier.
Our most « oted
trivk horses have t een taught by this p ain pract cal

saul he, the only time my father ever whipped me, it was for telling the truth.”
didn’c it?"

SETH

to give the ad-

by requested to give the vP.

behind, ar is the case

but it loosens and cleanses the

fording relief and a‘complete cure
HOISK

lines for the names of the Pastors,

Ministers

3

pain, takes out the soreness, and reduces the most
angry looking swellings and inflammations; thus af-

whose reputation for

Licensed

le

up a

GRACE’S SALVE

(Transportation to be paid by the receiver.)
Adapted to churches and large vestries.
Pricer$240,00.

and

dry

“Works like magié on OLD SORES, BURNS, SCALDS,

seven stops and Book-Case, and combining
the latest excellences and improvements,

ed Ministers

-

not

gnd allys hiritation, tuus removing the cause

Prepared. by SETH W. FOWLE
and sold by dealers generally.

enclosed blanks, for each church Clerk. In
those which were sent to the latter, the

RITUALIST,

does

proprietors.

** Thou hast not lied
EL

school ; a surviving deacon, mourning over

- Varieties.

Price $125,00.

the claims of heaven.
to men, but to God.”
A YOUNG

CHERRY.

the cau-e

medwines,

otis

Balsam

CONSUMPTION

many there are who, contrary to pretensions,
clutch the world and covetously disregard

veracity was not very good, ventured to dif-

Chest,

cured py the use of

By a timely Yesort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimonials received by the

the Register for 1870, were sent to all the
Q. M. Clerks. Inthe same package were

|.

and

preparation

leave

with most

filled to aid in making out the statistics for

how

and

and

pix,
hundred -and fifty new sub$375.00, we will give one of
Randalls Five Octave Three
in Black Walnut Case. having

For one
serihers and
Biker and
Reed Organs,

well-known

Cough

-

ForlB870.
On March 23, the requisite blanks to be

an evangelistin his quarterly report. How ir
sounds! The words full like leaden bullets
into the heart, A church without a prayer
meeting ! What then does a church possess?
Suppose the inventory should be attempted ; Rome.” - Then he significantly asks, ¢ Did
it would run thus: An occasional supply they come clean out of Babylon?’ The
from traveling preachers; a dczen worn same question is pertinentto all the Pedoout books belonging to a defunct Sunday Baptist denominations.

ep

..VHIL

TOUGH,

,

OF WILD
This

Statistics for the Register,

that

they had consecrated all to God when they
had not, ard werd struck dead for lying.

engraved hy
of these Mr.

With regard to authorship there

©

\

Luugs

Wistar's

Price $85,00.

eighty-five new:

parlor or vestry.

studied himselt; he had observed others ; he
had al:0 read his Bible to good purpose.

The
was

in the madhouse, ‘and said, in a whining
‘tone, ‘* What brought you tere, Mr Hall P"

and

Those

prospering in his worldly concerns.”

IT 1s SAID that not less than ninty-five

and

part of the Christian

did this sincerely—and

““This church hasno prayer meeting,” writes

their sail reset, could go home to

former:

How

numbers

the

I ONCE received in the pulpit the follow-

could be no doubt
that they were the
work, not of pilgiifag, but of a commercial
community who inhabited, or at least col-

Religion Healthful.

keeps on in" his career.

great

and the hero.

of

must have formerly been a bloom-

alphabet.

and as suddenly, sometimes; and habits
are like heavy gules. Either uy wreck
in my bat, Now let us see if you can hear us, and there's danger of being lost
the watch tick.’
pie
and ruined. Under them, many a little
¢ Yes, sir, we hear'it,’ exclaimed several skiff that carries all a boy's hopes of life,
voices.
:
mAav capsize.
¢ Well, the watch can tick, and go, and
There's a blessed refuge for us, then,
keep time, you see, when the case is taken the *¢ Rock Christ Jesus.” When you] are
off and put away in my hat.
in danger of doing wrong,
‘ Sirike for
Soit is with you, children; your body is the Rock, boys! Strike FL the Rock!” Ask
doting but the case, the soul is in- your dear mother, and she will tell you
side.
héw.—Litile Corporal.
J
The case, the body, may be taken off and
buried in the ground, and the soul wil live
and thivk, just as well as this wach will
go, a8 you ree, when the case is off’
Baa rh
This made it plain, and even the youngA recent number of an. exchange magest went home and told his mother that his azine contains an article entitled, “Relig
‘ little thought
would tick after he was ion Medically considered.”
The writer
dead."”
points out the physical advantages enjoyed
oy Israelites as contrasted with their heathen neighbors, in consequence of the pracSpeaking the Truth in Love. tical rules for living entorced among the

different

with and

portion

that in several cdses the Greek and Sinaitic

**Them's
wles's boys; they mustn't
go down to Davy Jones's.
s
So the

this is the watch?
~~
¢* Because it vicks.'
:
‘Very well again. Now will lay the
case aside—put it away, there—down, down

under the impulse of love.

northern

more than'1.000 Sinaitic inscriptions.
mostimp weant face relating 10 them

off, crying out: *¢ Strike for the rock, Billy!
‘¢ An eminent divine was once trying to Strike for the rock.”
w
teach a number of children that the soul
So Billy left the” boat, and swam to the
would live after they were dead. They rock that Tom had just reached. The
listened, but evidently did not understand squall went by almost as soon as it had
it; be was too abstract. Soatching his come, and the boys stood safely on the firm
watch from his pocket, he said: ‘James, rock that reared its head above the
whatis this I bold in-my hand P’
waters.
«A watch, sir.’ *A litle clock,’ says an“Don't
ye mind,
Billy,” said Tom,
other,
Ne
es
#¢thisold rock don’ shake and tip over
“Do-you all see itF* * Yes, sir.’
:
with the wind, and we're safe here. L:'ts
«How do you know itis a watch? “Ic take off our breeches, and swing ’em ; some
ticks, sir.
pilot'll see us.”
¢ Very well, Can any of you hear it tick?
Bat sharp eyes had been on that trim
All li<ten now.’
Yau
writ
Ho little sail, and when the squall wernt down
Alter a
®, ‘ Yes, sir, we
rit.’
more than ope
pilot who was cruising
aon ea Tlf the case, and held the case round, waltidg for a ship. to heave in
in one hand and the watch
in the oth- sight, looked to see if it was still there,
or.
and missing it, trimmed bis sail so as to
¢* Now, children, which is the watch? bear an that spot, saying to himself ;

: Very well.

met

scholar) snd Rev.

slippery, (may be that was what made it so
fast a boat when it was right side up) ‘and
he eouldn’t get on it.

Immagtality of the Soul.

You see
watches.

the

“hermits'vell. The whole country,though now

their striking out freely.
it,

8212

Mount Sizat were the central poms of the
sarvey ; they rise precipitously from thé

fering, is equally

onized, the peninsula for the first few cenby lending them a hand about getting float- tuii-s of the Christian era. An account of
wood for the fire, and one thing and an- the survey was lately read before the Royal
other,
vig
Geographical Society by Mr. Holland.
That day there were no chowder parties.
and they kept on beyond Misery, when all
at once Tom, who had given up the tiller
Praying to Saints.
to Billy, said: *¢ Look off there to windard, Billy: |
The rich mau cried out and said, ¢¢ Fathwhat's that creeping along the water?
er Abraham, have mercy upon me!” There
‘Hadn't ye better haul in a bit?”
.
Billy looked, and he could see the squall was a time when he might have prayed to
coming, showing itself in the changed col- the God of Abraham, and have found meror of the water and atmosphere, making cy; now he dares not approach that God,
whom in his lite he had neglected ;“and he
the one darker, another more hazy.
¢ Bear a hand here, Tom, quick!
This addressed a creature who has neither power
This
sheet's got foul!" cried Billy, as, with one nor authority to dispense blessedness.
band on the tiller, he tried to use the other is the only. instange mentioned in Scripture
on the rope that had tangled about the be- of praying to sdints; and to the contusion
of the false doctrines, which states it to be
laying pin.
:
Tom sprang to his aid, but he was too necessary and available, let it be remem
late. The squall struck their sail, and bered,gthat ic was practiced by a damned
over she went, to leeward. The mast came soul, and without any success.—Adam
Clarke.
out,
and there lay there little boat, bottom
up. while both boys were in the water.
But I said they were little water-dogs.
No Prayer Meeting.
hey were good swimmers, and. their light
——
duck clothes were but slight impediments
up on

Times.

(M)

For

sufeh,

:
was a rocky island down the

*¢ Misery”

be paid by the receiver.)

the
of
and
as

bower, cocked his eye at the sky, and
:
.
Them mackerels up. aloft’ll fetch a
breeze atore night; but old Cowles's
Tom,” said

and sympathy existing bes

Rindall’s Five Octave double Reed Organs,
(Transportation to
To ENDURE present evils with patience, ‘in Black Walnut Case,
and watt tor expected good with long sof” he paid by the receiver.) - Adapted to the

——

forming

of the Throat.

Are speedily and permanently
that old and reliable remedy,

00, we
will give one
of Baker
and
Randall's Five Octave Single Reed Organs,
in Black Walnut Case.
(Transportation to

their stomachs ; and by so doing they may
improve men rapidly in many «f the Cnii-lian graces—virtne and patience, for iustance.”
iN

Tn November last a party of the Royal
(English) Eogineers made a survey of
Mount Sinai. The peaks of the Ras Sui-

boys o' mine 'll spil nigh onto as

Misery,

umes of the Cyclopedia.
Price $10,00.
VII.
.
For sixty new’ subseribers and $150,-

tween the mucous surface of & man's stomach and bis soul they will take wore ‘care of

of Mount Sinai.

1?

Billy clung to the boat, and tried to climb

surely dia. and die the death that never dies.
—Apostolic

intimate relation

On

to the occasion—to

, the.congregation and its wants, present and

red

ang

times the boys coulit turn an hohest penny

ortation from eight to ten.
read,

mast,

bay, where very ofien
chowder parties
went ashore and had a good dioper. Some:

the Bible reading from eight to ten verses;
prayers from two to four minutes, and exThose who sing,

he

skiff for them, and

their own

*¢ Let's make

brief. Itshou'd not be protracted longer
than from fifty to sixty minutes.
‘The
than three or four

so

«¢ and see if there's a chowder party there.” occured together, nuadoubtedly
«¢ Haul in on that sheet, Tom,” and fetch | the same band, and by ‘means
her a plint © starbd.” said Billy, . who
Palmer has been énabled to
stood in the bows, while Tom Leld the till- the value of every letter in

profitably, and pleasntly.
The meeting
and all its different services
should be
not longer

little

fisherman,

buys mought be as up to’c as me.”

ing. The beginning and close are imp rtant. The one to give'a proper direction
and impetus, and the other to close it

songs

an old

the boys trimmed
their sail, and began
to skim over the -water, dowh the bay,
only one old tar, who leaned on the fluke

Should be conducted by a * live. man,”
one that knows the cobgregation, its wants
and tastes, and knows who to call upon to
take part in the meeting.
He should noterest and promote the objectof

Christ.

‘

closé to the wind as any on ua”
old man would say, while a gleam
pride would come
into his “eyes,
sometimes a Jittle moistnre that” was
redl ag the salt spray itself.
.
So nobody was surprised when one

—Harper's Magazine.

i

Gn.

their sail equal to any bovs along shore,

Prayer Meetings
Vaid

upa

they conld step

The lowliest breathing of his nue he hears,
:

was

had fited

>

That our. of donht and drkness calls to him—
The infinite, sad chivas of appeal heheareth,
Between the hamniog of the eaerubim;
Amid the music of the swinging spheres
:

leadership of

Pray for Boston, for the home of the Puri
tans, Pray that Israel's Ghd muy triumph
Billyand Tom lived by the seaside, and here mighuly.”"—Spare Hour.
;
.
wero perfect litle | water dogs of boys,

breath,

wheels

the

WHOOPING

Ho

The awful sign hath written—"Come up higher!”
To

holdly disclaims

“Strike for the Rock.”

finger

INFLUENZA,

Croup, - Liver Cowplunt, Broncitis, "Difficulty
of Breathing, A-thma, Bleeding ot the
i
Lungs, and every afvetion

first and second vol-

nr i

Hix

SORE THROAT,

So

brow

pay post-

Es

whose

wa will send the

00UGHS, 00LDS, HOARSENESS.

and $27.-

to

IH SPAR

on

snbseribers

SARS KER

one,

new

$1.36.additional

EE ei

dear

eleven

(with

a

some

For

age)

is good. It has inspired many of the beA rpaysicray says:
“Hell
is full of
nevolencesof the age. , But it is menaced dyspeptics mind-dyspeptics ure full of hell
s1dlv by a spirit of opposition to Jesus. It When good Christians learn that there is an

The passionate longings of the heart's desire
Over

50,

in prison. Yet,in comparison with Chriss,
[ love them not.”

EL 7 20

Work.

isfaction of living with them though it, were

CHAS. W CUSHING.

_~

Hawt

r

VL

at

a

‘spenk

said | Price $5,00..

Lb

To answer with a blank and wordless silence

would draw sinners to’ Christ, let ns

the truth in love. ¥—=The Christian-at

and

my disposal, T would'give it all for- the sat

at the altar of human
intelligence, sits almost every month in judgment upon the
holy servants and sacred themes of out religion.
Bostonis the center of much® that

the hint; and so should other candidates tor
the ministry ; and so should we all. If we

were gold,

AB

Cha

The young gentleman, it is hoped, took

world

Pe pe

‘Bite, you dogs?

‘If all the

Go

Sitting in white calms upon his shining tipne,
To ali the censeloss and unwnswerahle prayiugs,
Baseeching blindly for the good unknown —
The importunste pleadings of strong souls in
pain,
.
Yearning for what they never can attain:

he.

yes.”

“Love.them!

[10g by, them.

Sin is here, Our leading Atlantic Monthly,
pond;
:
and ; then, with
a splash.throw it in, and
say, | consiteriag
itself a priestess ministering at

How sad and awful it must be for God fo listen,

=

submrndgle
Wet e

SEMINARY,
A

[ ASELL FEMALE
Be

her. wide domains, The Eustis j Cprdin. ~ AMARTYR was asked whether be did not | the first volume of Strong and’ MeClined also, my brother. The terrible Man of love Lis wite and ¢hildren, who stood weep- | tock's Biblical and Theological Cyclopedia.

doy ou mange? Foz 2 nko) the ips
lon iuagr yp fe aid bait br ecetorona 4

>

SS Ov ON

Unanswered.
—T

Treatise.
The New Treatise, just revised

by order

of the General Conference, can now.be bad

on application, for 25 cents for each copy:
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or
2 cents each for two or more copies. Ordprs are solicited.
HE
voi ie

S. M. PETTENGILL & €O0., Newspaper Advertie-

ing Agents. 10 State street, Boston, and 87 Park Row,

New York, are authorized to contract for sdvertisivg
in the Star,
.
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Lt Bein Stir.
WEDNESDAY,

JULY
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All communications designed for publication should
be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on business
remittances of money,
the Agent.

&c., should be addressed
‘
:

Tie

It becomes tiresome at

While life threatens to stagnate in the city

= The

birds

begin

their

The vol-

concert

length

to

ride any

hobby with headlong speed, whether it be
an Adirondack skiff’ or a French Bicycle.
There is a small Freewill Baptist church
a few miles from here. The pastor; Rev.
David Hyde, is’ a hard worker, tied pretty
closely to his acres,” but keeping the fires
ever burning on the Christian altar. The

in the Country.

at this sultry season, it is especially intense
in the country.
Its forces are active both
Field and forest abound
in-doors and out.

it.

book.

done as well as emigration and velocipedes)

to

———
HapLEY, N. X., July 20, 69.

with

Murray’s

+ | the clergymen return’ from their vacations
to their pulpits.
Excursions may be over-

{

Summer

|

old house of worship having gbne far toward
decay, and

long since got

beyond comfort

with the dawn and continue it till nightfall, | and convenience, the little band of workers
The mateand then the ponds are vocal with varied have determined to build anew.
rials are largely prepared, the work will be
music, the whippoorwill keeps
up its plaintive call hour after hour, and the fire flies: speedily commenced and resolutely pushed
forward, and it is hoped that the ngw sanc_ illuminate the meadows as the:stars glorify
hment.
Thete are fou Ww late Slecpess tuary may be opened with the new year.—
Its completion will be an encouragement to
e sown ead city AL
their vad I hits the little band of worshipers, a stimulant to
along'.with their puny bodies and plethoric
baggage to the spare béd-room or the attic
chamber.
Long days and short evenings,
busy hours and hay-making while the sun
shines, seems to be the motto of the season.

It is a good one in itself, and the fruits of it
appear in the profitable dairies, cleah fields,
barns that laugh with abundance, grain
hastening through its greenness into gold,
homes cheerful with industry, children rosycheeked and running over with merriment,

and men and women who generally defy
consumption and greet their sixtieth birthday with cheery voices, muscular handclasps and undismayed hearts.
It is a pity that so many young men and
women get impatient of the guietude and
wholesome simplicity of the country, and
hasten away to the town and the city. They
imagine the busy world of trade and excitement and pleasure, as it appears where me n
and wemen congregrate, a scene of gayety
and glory.
They dg not stop to think of the

temptations that
Jyrk
competitions that
diige
to the wall, of. the
paralyze ambition and
°

heart-sickness

everywhere, of the
half the contestants
Qisappointments that
destroy hope, of the

that attends

the discovery of

cheats beneath the gilded and ‘glowing
- promises, and of the terrible fate that
speedily overtakes so many—a fate that cannot be mentioned withouta shudder or contemplated without tears.
True enough, the country is not an Eden;
sin exists here; satan has his emissaries in

every quarter; life must find its burdens
and trials in the solitude as well as in the
crowd ; and the pilgrim along every portion
.of the way, alike in the vale of humility and
amjd the glitter, of Vanity Fair, may not
lay down his cross nor leave the Master's
“record unstudied. A true Jife must everywhere

be

the outcome

of self-denial

and

earnest “straggle:” Dreams and self-indulgence, make no man .a conqueror, . Mere
surroundings ‘shield and purify and redeem

the religious

life

of the

community,

and

a

testimony to the Christian enterprise and
generosity of the laborious pastor and his
appreciative flock.
Taey know the meaningof labor and faith; we trust they are
also to know the+meaning of the promise,

**Your labor is not in vain in the Lord."—
Whoever wishes to gladden ‘earnest hearts
and help a good ard needy cause, may be
sure of doing both by sending a ten dollar
greenback, or any number of them, in aid
of this undertaking, to the pastor. His address is Conklingville, Saratoga Co., N.Y.

This is wholly

our

out his knowledge.

But we

have

ters ard formed by ¢ bearing the cross”—
by doing those things which are repugnant’
to the natural inclinations—by performing
duty however contrary it may be to the

the more

symmetric4l

is neglected and weakened, and no one is
over-developed at the expense of another.
Whether we consider our

physical, mental,

or moral nature, it is just the kind of development which we desire, promotive of
harmony, beauty and utility; and yet we
observe

that

ure here.
ture of the

in

We

most

cases there is a fail-

seldom

fiad a uniform cul-

whole

man.

There

are

weak

points somewhere destitute of discipline
and consequent efficiency. Men drill certain powers and distinguish themselves
in certain directions and thoroughly discipline themselves in that course which is
mostin accordance with their prejudices
and preferences, while other things are neglected which do not correspond with their
feelings and tastes. This amounts to neglecting the weak because they are weak,
and fostering the strong because they are
strong.

Commencement.
The prize declamations on Monday evening as well as the concert on Tuesday

will be our charac-

its formation.

Letter from California.
SAN

strengthened so that no one

have been at one time or another under
our immediate
instruction.
But
to -the

ter. He who would have the character
should carefully submit to the discipline of

TOR.

proportionally

years as teachers, or pupils; five of whom

feelings and preferences of the mind.
Thus we should bring ourselvés to the
standard of Christian rectitude and progress. , The nearer to that standard we come

that the money will be unacceptable.—EbI-

Anything is symmetrical which preserves its due proportions.
Applied to
growth or development it means that every
function receives its due dttention and is

iulity of feeling with” educational interests,
and more especially by the renewal of old
associations.
No
less than
eight of the
teachers in the - college and seminary there,
have bken associated with us in former

the soundest and most healthy discipline.
The Stele, and most permanent charac-

no fears

Symmetrical Development.

ten?

That there

is

done,

appears from

several

Among

real

college

work

out_his wife.” Some were averse, but finally they agreed upoti havisg a resolution

considerations.

these the following: During the

last thirty years, it

has. been a part

drafted.

of

* The Convention was very fully attended
and enthusiastic interest was manifested
ing teachers. At one time and another throughout the" meetings.
The closing |.
during this period, more than one hundred | meeting on Sabbath evening excelled all,
have been thus engaged and set to work in others, in the crowd and in the interest exhibstrength of each other's passions because i Darkness is not welcome, for, though weary, different institutions, drawn in part from ited in the subjects discussed.
Among the
they are not like ‘ ours, and yet it seems as’| we prefer the sight of this wild, strange des- such colleges as Hamilton, Bowdoin, Dart- rpeakers, Bro. Fairfield of Hillsdale, Mich.,
if we might take this difference into our ‘olation, to rest. But we “turn in,” and wait mouth, Cambridge, &c. Among all these, is reported to have made an ** eloquent adcalculations, and balance the account im- for the moon to shed light and shadows up- none in, all the essential qualifications for dress upon’ the necessity of bringing one's
partially.
My neighbor may be more pason the passing scene, and then, betwetn successful teaching have given better sat- self down to the common level of those
sionate or more parsimonious than my- naps, steal glances at the wonderful pano- isfaction than the three or fonr taken from whom he attempts to reform.”
self, and shall I throw him: away because rama. Toe steward was charged to call us this college. We trust that Whitestown
he yields to a temptation which would be ro early, that we might enjoy the passage.. of! Seminary, which, at our suggestion, is
temptation to me ? Let us at least tuxn the Echo Canon, and there we _must begin’ our’ bous to try one of the ¢* sons of Bates Col- —— COMMENGEMENTS at Dartmanth, Yale
| lege,” as appears by the last Star, will meet |. and Andover occurred last week. Great
tables and see ourselves yielding to a next.—G. I. B.
.
gatherings. were found at-these distinguishwith a like experience.—J. F.
temptation which would be no temptation
‘ed seats of learning ' especially at Darts’
to him,’ and as we compare notes let-us
Bates College Commencement.
mouth College. It was its centennial celefirst cast the beam out of our on eye that
a bration, and multitudes of thé Alamni were
Current
Topics.
we may see clearly how to pull the mote
present. Services appropriate to the occaIt was our privilege to attend a part of the |
a
out of od™krother's eye.
exercises of the late Commencement, and
slon were held on Wednesday. - Chief JusStill farther,let us seek to develop in ourREv. Roger ELA, one of our: Maine
we propose to say a word or two about it.
tice Chase presided and President Smith
selves all the Christian virtues, that none of
ministers, has lately deceased, aged about
Our visits to Lewiston, few in numbe:
gave an address of welcome, followed "by
them may be left to dwindle for want of
sixty-five years and Rev, F. Reed "delivered
though they have been, have always been
a historical “discourse
from
President
action,
remembering
that not the
duty
a Memorial Ad iress which has been ‘pubpeculiarly gratifying, made so by a congenBrown
of
Hamilton
College.
,
lished.
From this it appegys that he was
which is the most agreeable will produce

suggestion, made with-

‘no soul. The easy and aimless patures |, In this .way a great many . one-sided
reach. no result but such as’ are sure to characters are formed, and man becomes a

“

$1869.

28,

ume will undoubtedly helpto fill the pockets of the landlords in that section with

28, 1869.

T. DAY,

Di

STAR: JULY

faults of others easier than our own, all the ‘another eqrally heavy, ‘with magnificent
more readily because they are- so different, pilés of
shapes like ruins of temples,
They are weak where we are’ forts, ¢ity walls, and prisons, but barren of
"from ours:
by stunted grass in
greenbacks ; whether it will equally fill the strong and if we should laok a littlé farther frees, 'and only reliéved
hearts of visitors with satisfaction, remains we should probably find. that they are the ravines, and along the very scarce
At night we reach Fort
to be seen.
We half suspect that rubber strong where we are weak, and as we look streams of water.
Steel, where capacious buildings are erected
blankets, rifles, ‘trout-rods and flies may be upon their weakness, so they look upon
We do not seem: to know the for soldiers, to keep Indians in order.—
bought at large discount about the time that. ours.

receives in Mr.

pt

:

MORNING

Francisco, July 7, 1869.

This is my first trip ‘‘out west” and I have
“gone the whole figure.” Four thousand
miles from Dover!
On the beach of the
Pacific! - The mighty mountain ranges of
the continent, and broad deserts are between

us! The experience is new and exciting.
It may be dangerous for a F. Baptist to
wander

so

far

from

head/quarters, but

I

have the revised ‘‘Treatise” in my pocket,
and hope to remain sound in the faith,
The route to Chicago every body‘knows.
From Chicago to Omaha, 494 miles, there
is no change of cars.
At Omaha we crossed
the Missouri river, and found a living town

of from ‘ten to fifteen thousand population,
though

stands

citizens

upon

claim

high,

22,000.

The

city

sightly ground, is well

laid out, has a few fine substantial blocks,
several churches in process of ercction, and

more beer shops than all other chops combined. Wednesday morning, our company
having all arrived, we took a Pullman
sleeping
car and started wes! in earnest.—
Ia thirty miles we struck the famous Platte

evening, we did not attend, but heard them

hoth favorably spoken of.
Commencement day proper opened with
lowering clouds, followed by rain, which
usually serves to extinguish one-half of the
enthusiasm of such occasions. In the presThe
+| ent instance it. was not so disastrous.
house was well filled, and tiie
interest

manifested was quite sagsSfactory.
Without particularizing at all, it is enough to
say

that

the

orations

without

exception

evinced in @ high degrd® thoroughness
thought and composition.
As a whole they

should say,

by

were

solidity,

characterized,

rather

liancy, which in this gay and

than

in
we

bril-

frivolous age

is high praise, perhaps the highest, still we
cannot well help saying that, together, with
most

liking

of

mankind,

we

for a little

have

spice

a

of

kind

of

wit . and

pleasantry, especially on such occasions

as

this.

It is one of the secrets of oratorical success, that more than one passion is called in-

to requisition. The stage isa most befitting
place to give wit and humor an airing.
However, a coliege

Commencement

or a

school arniversary passes with us as a success, provided it does not rake over the
ashes of Greéce and Rome for an illustration, or parade on the stage' Alexander,
Cesar, Bonaparte, and such like old fellows,
Valley, an immense plaid, skirted with | as examples of a reprehensible ambition.
mountains and adorned with green ribbons Bates shunned this quicksand very suc-

of trees along the Platte river, and the

creeks which flow into

it.

settled to some

extent, and

rapidly seeking

homes

upon

This

valley is

emigrants

these

are

fertile

cessfully, which was a great relief to us.

" A somewhat marked feature of the exercise was the graduation of a young lady,
the fist who has acceded to this-high hon-

our duty to take an active part in employ-

a

native of Goffstown not

far from

a

stock, Vt., who attémpted to read a

ligious privilegef

were limited.

upon, and through, - the mammoth tent,
suspending the reading and wetting the au-’
dience. After the shower the poem was
‘finished and Senator Patterson introduced,
at the close of whose address a second deluge came down and the audience was dis-

= H: experienced religion at 18,.under the
labors of Rev. Hubbard Chandler, and was

baptized the next year, 1823.. Two years
afterwards he commenced preaching with
marked success,
ordained in 1831,

was
and

married
in 1828,
elected to the Leg-

missed.

islature in 1839, and took an active part in
the early ‘history of Mie Free-soil party.
After living with his wife thirty-one
years,

she

was removed

by

death

ard

love

a

providence

was

all

gone,

the

pro-

In the morning

ata -

000, of which $30,000 were pledged by per- .
sons present,as a nucleus, It was also
proposed to give the Alumni a voice in the
management of the College which was
generally approved. Before another meet-

ing of this kind—Yes, BEFORE
Yale college has four surviving gradu-

to

him filled my heart, and I ‘was astonished
that it. could have been so unfeeling before! The world never seemed so beautiful as now. My unreconciliation to God's
afflictive

prevented

were on. Thursday.

and beauty I saw in Christ, and I wondered
O, what

rain

large meeting of the Alumni it was gproposed to raise an endowment fund of $200,-

long time, but finally the light broke in upon
his soul and he experienced a wonderful
deliverance. He said, “I cannot find
language to describe it! O, what fullness
not seen it before!

The

gramme of the day and evening from being
carried out. ' The commencement exercises

cloud of darBness rested upon him for a

I had

poem,

composed by Ex-Gov. Kent of Maine, when
a storm of wind, rain and hail came down

terwards called Weld. . His school and re-

ates of the-last century

while

Dartmouth’s

oldest graduate dates back to 1804.
whole number of deaths
of the gradaates

and I

The

reported this year

of Yule, 76;

of - Andover

Theological Seminary, 56.

lay asa weaned child, folded in my precious Saviour's arms, and for a time I conld
do nothing but weep and shout. I saw
everything in a clearer light. To preach
Christ was now a delight I never knew be-

.

Msn

——FRrACTIONAL CURRENCY.
New ten and
fifteen cent notes have been issued by the
Treasury Department.
The back of the ten
and face of the fifteen were

fore.”

engraved

and

printed by the National Bank Note CompaHe was weeded again in 1860 to Mrs. ny and the opposite sides by the American
Phebe” Warren of Livermore, who was a |- Bank Note Company.
Twenty-fiveafid fifworthy and affectionate companion.
ty cent notes will soon follow.
“He is spoken of as an efficient minister
of Christ. In 1858 he sold his faim in New ——CURRENCY PAPER. “A new distinctive

Sharon and afterwards purchased another
in Fayette, which was his last earthly home.
As a Christian Le seemed to labor not so
much for the reward here or hereafter,
as

paper has been made to be ‘used for U. 8.
securities, which,by law it is made felony
for any one unauthorized,to have in his
possession. The limit of the penalty is

for pure love for souls and for Christ.
As a preacher, he was ‘‘ methodical, earnest and clear, with a style and manner peculiar to himself; depending very much upon the Spirit's aid.

lands. . At noon we had gone 150 miles, and orina New England college. Her essay
‘shame them when’ the last judgment sits, bundle of extremes, of absurdities, of strong stopped thirty minutes for dinner at Grand in thought, style, and delivery, would not
His language was plain and chaste, and
and the King distributes the crowns to the and‘'weak points, of excellences and de- Island. This stationis about ‘three miles. suffer in comparison with ‘the average of at times remarkably pathetic, happily enfaithful. * He" who has “always tilled “the fects, of beanties and deformities, -of vir- + from the river, and a noted crossing “place such college productions:-Her references to riched with Scripture illustrations.
When
acres that his ancestors tilied before him, tues and vices. Instead of sucha blending for the Indians, and hence soldiers are sta- woman's ¢laim on higher educational and he had his best times in preaching he left
must know the meaning of heroism through of opposites—such tissues of apparent con= tioned here to guard the, road and protect otlier privileges had a good degree of point, a very deep and salutary impression.
He
Thousands of head of cattle and in spirit and manner was modest gnd had aimed at the mdtk and hit it.”
the interpretation of it in his_ own ‘experi- tradictions, our systems of physieal, intel: the settlers.
ence,—if he is to be welcomed among those lectual and moral culture should aim to and horsés are in sight. feeding upon the becoming. Her appearance on the stage,
that have overcome,—not 1éss
than he who develop the whole man, to bring out, as far plains, a tem pling bait for the greedy Indi- | and the references to her at the dinner table
INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION. The fourfights for prineiple at the’ head ‘of his troops as possible, all his innate powers, to make ans.
teenth Annual International Convention of
and elsewhere were well received, though
From Omaba to Cheyenne, the road is we should say, not quite enthusiastically. the Young Men's Christian Association was
on the battle-field, or struggles to keep his the most of him and to give to'the world a
neatly on a bee line, and over a smooth The truth is, custom is king, and prejudice convened at Portland, Me; last Wednesday,
integrity amid the din and desgeration of man worthy of the appellation.
plain, with not more than a dozen small a tyrant whose control and influence it is not week, composed of delegates representing
Wall Street. “There is no place in this
Man ‘bas innate talents, ti#stes, feelings
world where one may reach the nobility of and desires implanted for a wise purpose, streams to cross in five hundred miles.— easy to shake off.
759 associations with a membership of 90,a true manhood, or the sanctity of a pure
The
country
seems
to
be
a
dead
level,
yet
000.
In 1866 there were only 259 associaBut
there
is
no
use
in
talking.
We
had
bet~
to be modified, restrained, directed, imwomanhood, without putting great purposes proved and made subservient to their great the rapid current of the Platte indicates that ter drop‘all slang about the *‘ coming wom- tions represented, with a miembérship of
and patient effort into lifey or without daily design. Heise not all moral, intellectual, or we are rising higher and higher as we go an,” for she is here already; and in all prob- 16,000, so that in the last three years the
west.
At Cheyenne we are 6500 feet above
calling in the aid of Him who is set forth
ability has come to stay.
So we may as
associations have almost trebled in numphysical; and yet it is often the case that
the sea, only 2000 feet below the sammit or well first as last; ‘“ accept the situation ;” ber, while the membership
as mighty to save.
has more than
one is developed and the others ignored.
highest altitude reached on the line of the and for manners’ sake at least ask her ‘* to quintupled. Speakers were there from all
But it is still true that the free, roomy, At the same time there is not unfrequently
out door, invigorating life of the country, “a 'want of symmetry in that which claims road. We reached this station in the morn- fake off her things.”
parts of the country, from the-British ProvThe Commencement dinner was an ad- inces, and from England. M. H. Hodder,
is one that involves far less of peril, anxiety the attention. Men generally do not be- ing, and got a splendid breakfast, for a doland liability to terrible sfailure, than the come gither’ physically, mentally or morally lar and a quarter, one unique feature of mirable affair in all respects. Some two of London, represented the parent Christian
which was tender and delicious antelope hundred partook, ‘ both men and women.”
competing, hot-bed, artificial, wearing and
Association in England.
what they are susceptible of becoming.
meat in abundance.
Cheyenne is a city of They, ate drank, (cold water) madespeeches,
seductive life of the city, into which so
On Friday the quéstion of qualifications
In the body how many infirmities pre- tents, huts and shanties, with high sounding and cheered lustily, and so everything passmany of our young men and women every
for active membership was discussed and
year plunge, and out from which so few vail! Many are developed accidentally as titles, such as ‘‘Continental Hotel,” ‘‘Man- ed off to the satisfaction and even delight of" referred to a special committee, which re-.
come with honor and safety, and free from circumstances or avocations favor. Those sion House,” ‘Emporium of Dry and Fancy all.
-| ported the following resolution, afterwards
moral scars.
Ar upright young farmer, bodily powers are brought out and strength- Goods,” &e., &c.
The evening lecture before the Literary adopted :
making music with his scythe in the dewy ened which their employment requires, and
At Cheyenne the Kansas & Denver branch Societies by Rev. Mr. Fulton of Boston,
‘“ Resolved, That as these organizations
clover-field, is an hundred times nobler than all others are neglected, so that while the of the Pacific road connects with the main was characteristic. - There is nothing homo- bear the niMe*df Christian, and profess to
man
is
strong
in
that
one
direction
he
is
line, and stages run from this point north geneous about his performances generally, be engaged directly in the Saviour's service,
the exquisite but corrupt clerk measuring
and south into mining districts, and large but rather a mixture than otherwise. His so itis clearly their duty to maintain the
laces and discussing the last night's shame- weak and puny in every other.
less play on the theater-boards, as he stands
Very much so is it intellectually,
One numbers of reugh looking men are coming subject was ¢* Trust.” Many of his illustra- control and management of all their affairs
behind the counter of Stewarts
great estab- pursues the bent of his inclinations in his and going over. these routes in pursuit of tions were. apposite and well told. His in the hands of those who profess to love
lishmeRte.
the ‘ne there stretches studies. Those hranches of education which gold and'silver.
strains of oratory were often impassioned and publicly avow their faith in Jesus the
out the promise of a peaceful and usef]
The grade now becomes heavy, and the and eloquent, and there was as usual a resre the easiestfo him, which require the least
Redeemer, as divine, and who. testify their,
life(which erds amid the tears
of grat
study and afford the least discipline, are pur- road, consequently, winds and turns here ligious element, showing itself at frequent faith by becoming and remaining members
children and the light of God's counte- sued to ‘the neglogh of those which are and there, to make an easy ascent, In thir- intervals, which rendered the fegtare the,
of churches held to be evangelical. And
nance;
the other is likely
to be a battle with harder. He has hig likes and "dislikes, and ty-four miles we rise 12000 feet, making more valuable.”
wre hold ‘those, churches to Qe evangelical
condci¢nice, ‘w bitidaaer to satan, and to be these determine his course of siudy which a total altitude of 8500 feet, At this elevatRespecting the college in LOE
we which, maintaining the Holy - Scriptures to
finished in stupidity, loathsomeness or de-* results ina partial discipline of.the mind. ed point the most va'uable of all minerals
have two or three observations to make, be the only infallible rule of faith and pracs
One's a lover of mathematics and a de- for this reglon is found,
spair.
An’ excellent Indeed as an © introduction to those observa-- tice, do believe in the Lord Jesus Christ the
| Al
x
But ‘the chat runs’
rans” off Aa areliine spiser of languages, and those studies quality of coal, in large quantity, is lifted tions the above running sketch was chiefly only begotten of the Father, King of kings.
againg7|oF
| to. philosophize, or which depend on abstract memory he can- from the earth, furnishing first rate fael for designed.
and Lord of lords (in whom dwelleth the
preach,
or.
editor, like other ten- not brook. Aundther, excelling in‘memory, the whole line from Omaha to Promontory.
First, there isYaid at Lewiston the founda+ fullness of the Godhead bodily, and who
dencies lo!
\ged, become ¢hronic, is delighted with these branches which de- Very good coal is also found at Bitter Creek,
tion
of a great educational interest. What- was made sin for us, though ‘knowing no
and show themselves oven while climbing pend on that faculty, but he cannot endure two or three hundred miles farther west.
sin, bearingour sing in his own body on
ever else may be thought or said, obviously
the mountains, and planning boating excur- the logic of geometry or of the higher
1 had ‘been led to suppose that very little
the tree) as the only name under heaven
sions, wd packing away berries and cream. mathematics or metaphysics. On these ae: of\the Rocky mountains was to be seen on ‘an enterprise has been begun, which, if wise- given among men whereby we must be
ly
managed
and
properly
sustained,
will
- But even here, as elsewhere, the tide of counts each one fails to secure that symme- this line. Itis trae that the “Pass” is comsaved from everlasting punishment.”
fashionable life foaches. and the swells of try of mind which is desirable. He neg- paratively level ; bat splendid, snow-capped | prove of inestimable benefit to our cause
Out-door meetings were frequently held
the great
sea spend their strength against lects those things which will afford the, mountains rise to the right and lett.— in New England.
through the session in different localities
This consists in part in the funds and with good effect. It was decided to meet
_ the hights. Summer boarders and tourists discipline needed because of the severity of The grand old Elk,” five miles high, stubare becoming a prominent feature in the’ the discipline or the irksomeness of the bornly confronts us, and the dashing engine buildings present and prospective, and in next year at Indianapolis. :
4
' otherwise quiet life of this section. Sara- study.
On Saturday there was an interesting
(now looking so diminutive and acting as if the past patronage, and more encourag-.
toga is but twenty miles away, and the
The same principles obtain in religion. excifed, angry, and afraid,) rushes right at ing future. That a young college springing discussionon the question of admitting fefashionable
reaches out on all sides A proportionate Christian character, ex- the mountain, then turns to the right, then up under the eaves of older institutions males to membership. Some thought they
and makes itself feltin the very air. Lake hibiting all the graces developed according to the left, then plunges at it again, then together with- many other embarrassments, should form separate associations working
zo is reached in two hours by carriage, to their relative importance is rarely to be wheels here and there as if seeking some and draw-backs, should, in the thirdyear of in harmony. It was shown that several as.
and |
y is stretchin Suoudily on up found. Those graces which are pre-emi- canon, ravine, or pass; to escape, and thus its existence have a prospect of an inconiing sociations had already admitted them and
this
valley
:
toward the heart nent are the more easily exercised, and on for two hours We are in the presence and on class of some thirty-five or forty students found that it worked admirably.
of the great
ao
, which that account they are cultivated out of pro- all sides of this monarch of solitude, with falls but little short of a miracle.
Mr. Baldwin of N. Y. declared that there’
the new Park
has so wellde- portion, ‘while others are left in abeyance, piles of snow’ two or three miles from the - Our second observation ig, that Bates was certain Christian work that men could
and there appear great inconsistengies of life summit downwards, and cold winter winds College is of all others the place for Free
not do at least to so good advantage as’
‘some virtues heing prominent and others rushing down to strike us with chills. Bat will Baptist young men to educate them- ‘women. Mr, Leicester of Binghamton said
very deficient. These are so very various that | at last we leave “Elk” behind, and as night selves, Suppose the faculty be limited, that *‘ It wasas difficult for an association
serious ons
, such high pane- thereis not so much charity towards each | comes on we are making sharp curves, now what difference does it make in immediate to do perfect work without the aid of womother as there ought to be. We see the rising a heavy grade, now rushing down results, provided five men do the work of ieen as it was for a man to keep house withLY

In the afternoon the speakers were Chase,
Perley of Concord, Clark of Manchester,
Kimbal of N. Y., and Barrett ot Wood-

Amos-

keag Falls opposite Manchester, N. H. from
which place the
family moved when he
was a child to a
plantation in Maine af-

$500 fine, and 15 year's imprisogment.

Deauminatinal News aad Noes,
aro

tery

Dedication in Fabius, N. Y.
The

house of worship recently. erected

for the use of the Freewill Baptist: charehin
Fabius, N. Y.,

was

dedicated

witli appro-

priate services on Wednesday, July 14.

A

large audience was in attendance and manifested a deep interest through the entire
exercises.
The services ‘wera sharedby
Rev.

Messrs.

Waldron

(pastor

of- the

church) Aldrich and Stone; the sermon’
‘was preached by the editor of the Morning
Star and was autentively listened to.
The house is a peculiarly neat and tasteful edifice, thoroughly finished and admi-

rably

furnished without and within.

Its

size is sufficient for the locality, it is abungant in conveniences and beauty, but
holly free from extravagance and showy

ornaments.

Taste has

been consulted at

every point, but no parley
with ostentation,

The F. W.

has been held

Baptist church at Fabius is

small in numbers and limited in resources,
but its members have shown both enter-

prise and liberality in this undertaking, and
a few others, beyond tie pale of the church
have strongly expressed their sympathy by
their deeds. Bat, in an important sense,
thls new and beautiful edifice, costing over

$6,000, is the fruit of one man’s Christian
devotion to the object. DEACON ORSEMUS
HiLLs, now in his seventy-second year,

Planes the undertaking, personally super-

ntended the work and makes himselfresponsible for the payment of about $8,500
of the sum which $Y
thé billing has cost; the

i

seats are free; there is; no debt, and the

property will be at once legally secured to
theF. Baptist ‘denomination. It isa rare
and noble thing which Bro. HLL has there
done for Christ, for the community and for

the future, It
deed. that found an expressed appreciation «in. the enthusiastic
passage of thefollowing Resolutions by the
dudience

assembled

at

the

dedication,

and which it was’ Voted should be sent for

publication in the Star:
Whereas DEACON Orsemus His bas
been moved to build a house for God, and,
after unwearied toil and great anxiety and
large munificence, has brought it to a com-

pletion, through the blessing of God and
‘the assistance of friends, and this day consecrates it to the Lord,

|

therefore,

Resolved, 1, That the citizens of Fabius
and vicinity congratulate him on his suc-

cess in this noble ES otaking which brings

both an ornament aud a blessing to our

village; and hereby gladly express our
he has
obligation for the service whic

thus rendered to the community.
Resolved, 2, That Bro. Hu deserves
and should receive the
nd gratitude

of the F. Baptists in Central New York,

.and especially of this church, not only for
the practical goodhe has accomplished, but
also for the credit he has reflected upon us
and the denomination in this section.

Fabius isa’ pleasant village in the midst

9

th

MORNING STAR: JULY. 28, 1869.

The

:

exam-

L.H. WirBaAM, Y. M. Clerk.

and Wednesday

noon and afternodn, with a fair

\

Our Cause in Portsmouth.

fore-

number

of

Greek of Xenophon and Homer, and the
Latin in Cesar
and Virgil ; all showing the

Collections,

Miss.

Burbank,

classes in Milton and

Free Baptist church in Portsmouth we are
glad” to witness the progress which our
people are making in their financial and
spiritual work, &e. Less than four years
ago things seemed so dark and unpromis‘ing ghat the most hopeful feared and trem-

were, preached during the session by Revs.
S. B. Hayward, G. H. Hubbard, N. Woodworth, John Ashley, J. S, Manning, and S.
Bathrick.
:
=
A. N. Trug, Clerk. ;

not, more, they

Bota-

with the

kN their own

salvation.

been

added to the interest of

other

classes

on

Tuesday

afternoon,

which I was not in season to hear. With
all—the ability and zeal of the faculty,

and the deportment of

the

students,—I

was well pleased, and am assured that
Lapham Institute furnishes excellent facilities for a thorough and extended course of
scholarly
and practical education.
Tuesday evening at the church, a good

discourse was delivered before the Phillips
Missionary Society by Rev. R. Woollworth,
of Greenville. On Wednesday evening an
address was made before the Philologian
Society of the Institute by Rev. Charles S.
Perkins, of Providence.— Theme,

*‘ The end

of Learning”—pronounced to be
the best ever given here.

one of

God

Thursday:P.M.,an

of] Providence,

before

the Alumni,

Educational Processes—which was able and
eloquent. Very good music from the Pascoag Cornet Band added much to the occasions alluded to and also relieved and enlivened the seventeen parts in orations and
essays of Thursday,
performed by the

of

bless

our

hope

church

and

faith.

in

Portsmouth,

diplomas were

very appropriate

Mr. Lapham,

Ricker would continue

iy

Lapham Insti-

Genesee Y, M.
church.

Rev. H. S.Limbocker was chosen

chairman, of the.

assistant chairman,

Rev.
and

by vote constituted it *: out agency. for the

prosecution of Home

B.

bounds.”

E. A,

Missions within. our

The following are the several Q.

M. agents forthe Froedien's Mission for

Cross assistant clerk. All its Q. M's but
Wayne were represented by letter and del‘egation, The Y.M. was a perfect stccess. A great deal of important business

the ensuing year:
Honey Creek Q.

i
M.,

Rev.

:
A. Coombs;

Fon du Lae, Rev, W. A. Potter; Waupun,
Rev. E. N. Wright; La Fayette, B. Williams; Rock and Dane, Rev, J. Parkyn;
Sauk Co., Rev. A. Tyler; McHenry, Rey.
H. F. Wogan; Apple River,Rev. S. Torrey.
The following resolutions were adopted
on the death of the late Rev. R. M. CARY:
‘ Whereas death has suddenly stricken

was hdrmoniously transacted. The meetings of ‘worship were large and impressive.
We were favored with the labors and coun-

sels of Rev. H,

“ed sorrow’s night, torn and

bléeding at ev-

Perry and D. M. Stuart,

corresponding messengers from the Hol“land Purchase Y. M., and Rev. J. B, Randall from Central New York Y.: M., all of

organized a Freewill Baptist church.
Rev. L.
L. Harmon offered the prayer of consecration,

and Rev. J. Mariner
ship.

gave

the Hand

D. A. MOREHOUSE,
Church

down, since our last annual gathering, one

whom preached the word to the satisfaction of our most beloved and eminently pious
and edification of the large congregations ministers, therefore,

of Fellow-

Clerk of Council.

Organized.

A Freewill. Baptist
church
of twenty-four
members. was organized in Winthrop, ‘Mass,

evening. June 14, by a council

ing ‘of Revs.
L. Harmon,

Davis.

consist-

J. Mariner, D. A.3yMorehouse, Li.
8. D. Church, an
fo. 8.B. W.

The prayer of consecration was offered

Rev. D. A. Morehouse,

and

D. A. MOREHOGSE,

but the attendance was good, and

The * Western H. M. Soeiéty of the Wis.
XY. M.being duly organized, ‘conference

Parmo

conference,

yetAwe are poor and few in number.
I
have labored with this people for the ‘last
three years.
W. CUMINGHAM.

by

R. W. Bryant.
:
;
Bro. R. Drake and Rev. 8. F. Smith were
elected Trustees of the Y. M. for the ensuing three years.

P.S. BURBANK.

its last session with

his work in this place, souls are coming to
the Lord, and our numbers are’ increasing,

gave the Hand of Fellowship.

The weather was very-unfa-

Rev. Ezra Tuttle; 2d Assistant, Rev. G. H.
Bubbard; Clerk, A. N. True;
Assistant
Clerk, Rev. E. D. Lewis; Auditor, Rev.

a competent

—Held

Lord is reviving

was held at Oakfield, Fon du Lac Co., Wis,,

the session one of unusual interest and
profit,
;
The following officers were elected :
Moderator, B. F. Cary; 1st Assistant,

as Principal of the

faculty. . We trust that the
tute has a bright future.

The

June 18—21.
vorable;

and

whose name the

assisted by

4

The 24th.session of the Wisconsin Y. M.

Institute bears, had a seat on the platform,
and made remarks, received with an earnest applause, in which he stated that Prof.
Institute, and be

RicayMoND; ME.

Monday

Yearly Meeting.
3

graduates'and other members of the Instiwell-timed.

|-

Goff, J. M.

B.

Emberson, I).

By a vote of the conference

the

right

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

2

Anniversaryof the

Bible

British

Society, Rev. Dr.

speech, in which

he &aid

Schaff

and

For-

made

that ** a Ritualist

a

Catholics.

have

While one Q. M. did not |

Donations for our institutions of learning
report'as favorable as in the past, yet in the
main the most of the Q. M's reported are in effect donations for our denominagreater interest than in the past. By vote ‘tional prosperity, and should be appropri-

ated as freely as, contributions are given to

of conference Dea. D. M, Stuart was dele-

|. sustain the cause of ‘God in either of the

gated to make an appealin behalf
of the
New

York,

State

Mission

Society,

mission fields.
The ROCHESTER INSTITUTE is commended

which

resulted in raising $130,00 for Mission ob-

to, the united support of the Honey Creek
Q.:M., with the earnest, recommendation

ects. The Y. M. col. for Missions was
$28 42, There was raised on tho, ground

as possible, upon
$65,00 towards erecting a monument at that it ‘be placed, as soon
HX
a
permanent
basis.
:
the grave of our Jamented Bro. L. J. MadThe
offer
of
the
stockholdérs,
of the
den,” Notice was given that at the next
session action would be taken to alter the EVANSVILLE SEMINARY to transfer said
constitutionso as. to hold the sessions of property to the Y. M., upon certain condi-

tions is accepted, and Rev. A. H. Huling,
A. Ballard, and Rev. R. W. Bryant are
constituted a committee to confer with said

the ‘Genesee Y.M. on Wednesday and
Thursday of the same week, and not to
hold them over
the Sabbath. Resolu:

stockholders with reference to the matter,

tions were passed in favor of and in sym p4thy

with

the

temperance

movements

more activity in the Sabbath

R. CLARK, Chairman.

and

HOME MISSIONS.

school cause,

and in favor of patronizing the Pike Sem-

. The almost unparalleled success attend-

inary.

ing the Cairo Mission is a cause of devout
gratitude to God, and we will continue to

Wn. WALKER, Clerk.

Maine Western Y. M,

i

'

smith. Waterbury ¢ entre; Vt.
W H Yeotwsan, Springvale, Me.
James Calder, Harrisburg,
Pa. (2)
Noyes, sutton, Vt.
Ira. Ellingwood, W itoka, Minn,

I D

Phillips, Kittery

Point,

:

P Marston,

=priugvale,

Rev. J. Mariner

Clevk of

Council.

The Protestant chuches in this country raise
annually for foreign missions $1,726,000, and

sustain 481 missionaries, and 1895 native
Presbyterians have

Foreign

Missions,

On Sabbath ‘moraiag, June 27, in connection
with the last session of Root River Q. M. held
at Hamilton, Bro. L. C. Cobb and wife, Miner
va U. Cobb, were publicly set apart to the work
of the gospel ministry in the following order:
Sermon, Rev. F. H. Partridge; Consecrating
Piuven, Bev, M. B. Feit; ‘Charge, Rev. J.F\..
Hamblin; Hand of : Fellowship, Rev. ‘CyrusW. B. Fur, Clerk of Couueil,
Young,

Me,

have

BLLSWORTH Q. M.,ME.~Held its last _ session
with the Orland and Dedhath church. June 18,

The weather was rather uncomfortable on the
Sabhath, Jot a very
00d. season was enjoyed.

Next session
Sept. 1719.

with

SWITZERLAND

the church in East Brook,
L. Gort, Clerk.

Q.

M.;

IND.—Held

session with the Randall chureh.
and

progtable

session.

Much

its

-lassh

Had a pleasant

good

feeling

was

manifested. Next:gession withthe Union church;
Sept. 4, at two o'clock, P. M.

:

L. ApkINsoN Clerk.

$71

WATERVILLE
sion

awe

Q:M., Me.—Held its las ses-

with the Sidoey church,

June

18—20.

business was transacted with harmony

The

lation of Massachusetts numbers 350.000.

Tbat

is one-quarter of the whole—if a fact.
They
have 128 churches, eight buildings, and 36 chapels and stations.
Their priests are 155, and clerical students,
88; and their literary institutions,
hospitals, asylums, and
religious
institutions

are NUMEerous. :

Sty

=

“Grace Greenwood tells the story in the. Independent, of a queer ex-minister whom she knew
in her youth at Farmington, Connecticut: * He
sure, and was suspended from his’ church privileges. He took the disciplinein a: most: unsanetified spirit; went regularly to meeting, always‘coming rather late, stamping up the aisle, and
scowling around him in unconguerable defiance.

On communion Sundays he actually broght with
him his own bread and wine—the laterin a vial,
suspended from his neck by a string. There
could hardly be imagined a sight more shocking,
and at the same time ludicrous, than the stout,

fiery old recusant, sitting bolt upright
eating from his little private store of
drinking from
his *“ vidl of wrath.”
tome about the closest communion

in his pew
bread, and
This seems
on record.

“lend his weekly sermons for half-a-crown
apiece, or four for ten shillings,—warranted orig-

Gould of Smithfield received license for one:

inal, earnest, and evangelical.”

1 omitted to ‘say in connection. with the
report of the Maine Western Y. M, that our

much esteemed brother, Rev. Silas Curtis,
-of Concord, Secretary of ‘the I. M. S., was

pray for its prosperity and contribute for its
support.

:

Weregard the establishment of an interest
at Fon du Lac by the H. M. Board as time-

ly, and we hereby pledge it our sympathy
and aid; the work

accomplished at

Ber-

present,and presented the claims of the Home
and Freedmen's Mission in a deeply interest-

lin is important, and the brethren there

ing manner,
:
Also that the Conference voted in favor of

perseverance.
The several Q. M's are recommended to

amending Art. 7 of the Constitution of the
‘Gen. Con,, to strike out the words “to ex;

raise and pay into the treasury of the Y. M.

are encouraged to labor with diligence and

H. M, Soc., at least $100 each, to be ¢x.

we hail with gladness and true gratitude to God
this day, when a first class Lostitution established
at Lyndon is a moral certainty."
2. That it gives to this conference the highest
satisfaction that ourfriends at Lyndon have so

BD. Lothrop

& Co., 38 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

“8.

That this action on their part. ‘¢alls for re-

,and

now,

?

towards fulfilling

that pledge.

E.C, SMALLEY, Clerk.

ps

bbb

bed

ee

ENOSBURGH | Q.: M., Vt—Held

its last session

‘with the chu cla. Fraoklin,the third Saturday and

Sunday
in June, Rev. D. 8. Frost, messenger
from the Huntington Q. M., and Rev. S. Stiles
from the Wheelock Q. M, were present with us
and preached the word of life to us with good
acceptance, The next session of the Q. M. will
be held the third Saturday and

Sunday

with the I. W. B. church at Farnham, P*
y

H.

E. DuNTON,

in

Sept.

0),

Clerk.

Fat

ROCHESTER. Q. M., N. Y.—Held

its June ses-

sion with the Humlin church.
All the churches
were represented hy letters and delegations. The
meetings of worship were large and full of interest,
Next
session with the North Parma
church. Rev. B. H, Damon was appointed to
preach the opening sermon, and Rev. R. Came-

ron to deliver the Sabbath §¢hool address. . Col-

lected for missions, $16,61.
Voted that the license of H. Guage to preach the gospel be renewed one year,
W. WALKER, Clerk,

RICHLAND
its

Just

AND LICKING Q- M., Onro.—Held

session

with

the

Concord

church,

Muy 22. The Springfield and Westfield church.
es were not represented, but the Centerburg and
Concord churches were fully represented by lets
ters and delegates. The brethren engaged with

Beautiful Woman,
If youwould be beautiful,
use Hagan’s Magnolia Balm.
:
-It gives a’ pure Blooming Complexion and restores
Youthful Beauty:
Its effects are gradual, natural and perfect. *
It Removes Redness, Blotches, and Pimples, cures
Tan, Sunburn and Fredkles, and makes a Lady of
thirty appear but twénty.
The Magnolia Balm makes the Skin Smooth and
Pearly ; the Eye bright and clear; the Cheek glow with
the Bloom of Youth, and imparts a fresh, plump ap-

pearance to the Countenance. No Lady peed complain of her Complexion, when 75 cents will purchase
this delightful
article.o
8
)
The best article to dress the Hair is Lyon’s Kathairon.

.
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Notices and Appointments,

and sisters testifving in the simplicity of the gospel, their bope ofsalvarion and elernal life through

obedience to the commands of the Saviour and he.

liefof the truth. The more aged fathers und moth-

1,00
185
:

J

5,00

200,00

Treasurer.

menciog
follows:

August 12, at 2 o'clock, P. M," Rubjects as
Method with Skeptics Rel I. Z
Haning;

Freedom of the Will, Rev.
ernment, Rev,

M.

T. K. Peden; Church Gov-

W, Spencer,

The

others

have the

‘Otto River
Y. M. will hold the pext session
church, commencing

August

THOMAS E. PEDEN, Clerk.

menciog

Friday,

August 82,at 2 o'clock,

Change of time one week.

?

P, M.—

R. R/WALTERS, Clerk.

E.

BAKER,

GRANITE STATE
| MILITARY & COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
REED’S

FERRY,

N. H,, on Nashua

_

& Concord R. R.

REV. S. N. HOWELL, A. M., PRINCIPAL.
Advantages,~Retired location. yet easy of access:
No s«loons. or piaces of idle resort; Full corps of
teachers; Thorough

instruction, ete.

_. Pupils received at any time.

Send for Circular.
8630

COLTON’S

SELECT

FLAVORS.

DELICIOUS, strictly PURK, of the Choicest fru'tss
Dr. J. G, Holland (Timothy Titcomh), Springfield, ‘*‘t'hey are the stanoard in ail this vicinity.”
Judas Sayer, Newport, R I.,the well known dealer in luxuries.
“I have trebled my sales with them.”
eop6m30

A FAMILY. MEDICINE.
by

Cun -

Rev. Wn.

Lucreua

Toothach-

Annie

&

i
C. Kimball,

L, Gerry,

Mr.

all of

and, while it is a most efficien* remedy ror pain, it is

a perfectly safe medicine, even in the most uaskulifal
hands.
For Summ: r Complaint, or any other form of
bowel disease in children or adulis, it is an almost
certain cure, and has, witholit doubt, been more success!ul in curing the various kinds of Choler} than
any other known remedy, or the most skillful physi-

cian.

[In India, Africa and China, where this dreadful

disease 18 more or less prevalent, the Pam Killer is
considered by the natives, as well as European residents in those climates, a sure rem-dy.
THE PAIN KILLER is used with great success and

satistaction in our very best families. 1tis the favorite mecicine of our missionaries in heathen lands,
where they use it more than all else together for the
diseases

should
sudden
Sold
PERRY

that

abound

Arrangement.

in

those

warm

climgtes.

It

be kept in every house, and be in readiness for
attacks of sickness.
eg
by al! druggists.
DAVIS & SON, Manufacturers & Proprietors
PROVIDENCE,

R.

I.
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GREAT SUN-SUNCHOP

June 22, 1868.

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 5.45 P.M,
and oii Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8.12 p. M.

re

HONOGRAPRBIC . Report: of our Na

For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.45, 5:45, 7.40 P. M,

tional 8, 5. Convention, wi hthe full Proceedings; List of Delegates, and complete
addresses of Beecher, Tyng, Hall, Peek,
Stuart, Vincent, Trumbull, Eggleston,
‘. Wells, Chapin, Reynolds, Jones, shinkle

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.45, 5,45, 6.45 P. M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.45 FM,
For Lawrence and Boston: at 5.51, 8. 10.55 A.a., 5.08
P. M,, and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.38 p.xu
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.80 A. M., 12 M,,3, 5 P.M
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P, M.

Ray

J reling hus sen, Miller, Se iz, Taylor,

i

80, Portrait and Biograpbieal Sketch of R,
i

Dutcher’s Lightning

Le. Woo wit ae
Socuuies t of
Sctay 0
Price BU centsi:
»
«of ‘this’
Rt lan 1 The Sunday-S.

Fly-Killer..

Times (for 17 weeks) matled to any address on receipt
of $1. J. C. GARRIGUES &
CO., Publishers, 608

Death to the Living! - Long live the Killers!
Sold by Dealers Everywhere!

Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.’
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A> CARPETS AT REDUCED PRICES,—To the
great advantage of our customers the sale of our goods
will continue a short time longer, until the City Gov-

ernmeént remove our warehouse in widening Hanover
Streets

NEW

ENGLAND

CARPET

Stpeet, Boston.
TAPESTRY

CO.,-75

Hanover

.
CARPETS.—100

pieces

closing

out

previous to the removal of our warehouse.
NEW
ENGLAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,

INGRAIN

CARPETS.—100 pieces closing out pre-

vious to the removal of our warehouse.
NEW
LAND CARPET Co., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

ENG-

CANTON STRAW MATTINGS.—300 pieces closing
out previous to the removal of our warehousg.
NEW

ENGLAND CARPET C0., 75 Hanover Street, Boston,
LOW PRICED CARPETS.—37 to 75 cents per yard.
A large variety closing out previous to the removal of

our warehouse,
NEw ENGLAND
Hanover Street, Boston.
0 REMOVE

MOTH

and

the

Tan from

CARPET

PATCHES,

face,

Co.,

75

FRECKLES,

use PERRY'S

MOTH

AND

Prepared
6m10

“Buy me, and I'll do yon good.,”’—DR,
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS are a
sure remedy for Liver Complaint in all its forms,
Humors of the Blood and Skin, Serofula, Dyspepsia,
Costiveoess, Indigestion, Jaundice, Headache, and

Bilious Diseases, General Debility, &c. ' They cleanse
the system, regulate the bowels, restore the appetite,
purify the blood, strengthen the body, and thoroughly prepare it to resist diseases of all kinds, GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO, Boaton, Sold by all uruggite,
“@ DR, WARREN'S BILTOUS BITTERS. for puriSn the Blood, Curing Liver Complaint, Jaundice,
fliousners, Headache, Dizziness, Loss of Appetite,
and all
Spring Complaints ; tor Cleansing, Strengthening, Invigorating and

Rex ulating

wis,

Constipation,
INDIGESTION,

DYSPEPSIA,

@

Sick Headache, Liver and Biious troubles of the
Bowels, and the thousand and one -gufferings, which
are being endured in c.nsequence of the gbove comlaints, mag be groaly relieved, and, in numerous
nstauces,
finally cured, by the use of

Doctor PITCHER

“CASTORIA."

Ho! all ye suffering clergymen, and

afflictions, TRY 1T, AND SEE.
SOLD

all others

in like

Sh

BY

Rev. JOHN STEVENS, Biddeford,
Me.
Price, 35 Cents per Bottle.

FLOOR OIL CLOTHS.—A large assortment closing
oul previous to the removal of our warehouse,
NEW
ENGLAND CARPET CO., 75 Hanover Street, Boston.

TO OWNERS
roBIAS

DERBY

4w29

OF HORSES AND
CATTLE.
;
CONDITION

POWDERS

ARE

warranted superior t» any others, or no pay,
the cure of Distemprr, Worms, Bots, Coughs,

for
e-

Cattle,

no

bound, Colds, &c., in Horses: and Colds,
Coughs,
Loss ot Mi k, Black Tongue, Horn Distemper, &c., in
They

are

perfectly

safe

and

innocent;

need of stopping the working of your animals. Th
Increase the appetite, give a fine coat, cleanse
stomach and urinary organs; also increase the milk
of co 1s. Try them an I You will never be without
them. : The late Hiram
Woodruff, celebrated trainer
of noraés, used them for years. Col. Philo P. Bush
of the Jerome Race Course, Fordham, N.Y ., would
not use them until he was told of what they are compond, since which he is mever. without them. He
as Ov r twenty running horses in his ch
d for
the last three years has used no other medicine for
them. He has kindly permittea me to refer any one
fo him.
epot.

26 Tremont

er

ANTED —AGENTS to sell a thoroughly good
domestic article, wanted in every family: Ex.
clusive territory given. Business ple Asant ane
table. One agent sold 360 in one small town; one, 1000
in five towns; ove, 3t in calling on 83 families;
| another, 36 per day for days in succession

upon

which

he made $42 per duy; and others do equally as well.
Send for Circular,
LITTLEFIELD & DAME,
4w30
102 Washington St, Boston. Mass.

the Human System,

St, Boston,

WURR'S PATENT
We supply

:

NURSING

the

trade

13128

BOTTLE~The

Nursing

Bottle

in

with all parts

the

of the

Rotile separately when required, including
Burr's
Silvered
Wire Brash, which is of inestimable value

to the Infant,as it keeps
and

free

from

acid,

the

Tube

especially

in

perfectly

warm

sweet

weather,

Price of Brush 10cts.
RURR & PERRY, Successors
to M, 8, BURR & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 26 Tremont SL, Boston, Mass. Sold by all Drugglsts.
I=

‘

COLGATE & COS

Aromatic Vegetable

:

Soap, Combined with

Glycerine, is recommended
Infants,
:
4

for Ladies and
1y28
»

OR RLACK WORMS, AND PIMPLES ON THE

FACE,»use PERRY'S ( OMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY, nrepared only by Dr. B, C, Perry, 49 Bound
8t, New York, 8ol4 everywhere. The trade supplied by Wholesale Druggists.

6m10
'

~

Medical Superstition Dissipated.
At last
the profession is alive to the folly of prostrating natare in the effort to subdue disease, That delicious
galine tonic and cathartic, TARRANT'S EFFeRvVESCENT SK LTZER APERIENT--Heaven’s own medicine,
as it has bubbled since the creation from Nature's
laburatory--is displacing all the nsuseous and debilitating purgatives of the old sehool, and everywhere
dvspepsia, liver complaint, rheumatism, and all ordinary

-

Over 1,000 other references can be seen at the

Sold by Druggists and Saddlers. Price 25 Senta
box: Depotgly Park Place, New York.

has noequal in the Wo-ld. Sold by all Druggists.
BURR & PERRY, Wholesale Druggists, General

subjects assigned them for last session.
THOMAS Ex-PEDEN, Clerk.
with the 8d Alex der
13, at 2 o’clock, PP. M.

O.

Grocers and Diuggists treble their sales with them,

Special Notices.
" BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,
Summer

3
of Railroads,

half way between Davenport and Towa City; easy of
access by rail and by the Mississippi river, only 12

ing, both of Farmmgton, N H..
Also, in New: Durbam, June 16, by the same, Naham L. Berry and
Miss Jennie M. Sc. auton, both of Strafford,N. H.

world,

Cleveland @. M. (1ormerly Geauga Q. M.), will
hold its next session with the An“urn church, eom-

brethren

31.16

‘Mr. George S. Sanders and Miss Prudence S. Parker,
both of Grafton.
¥
3
In New Durham, July 4, by D. L. Edgerly, Mr.
Henry H. Wentworth and, Miss Georgianna Down-

a

Ohio River Y. M. Minister's Conference will hold
its next sesmion with the 3d Alexander church, com

dha)
TERM commencess Sept. 1.
Wilton is located »t the junction

The PAIN KILLER is a purely vegetable compound ;

3),

most Perfect
and Convenient

ed for

young

1,00
»

Wells,
.
In Uaderhill, Vt., June 26. by Rev. D. H. Adams,
Mr. Wm. M. Nuramore and Miss Madora Porter,
both of Underhill.
.
;
la Gratton, N H., July 18, by Rev. H. F Dickey,

Agents,

commendable zeal in the spirit of themeeting, The
congregations were large and our social meetings
solemn and impressive. Large numbers witness.
the

1,00
- 29.00
5,00

3t30

SEMINARY,
IOWA.

niles distant,
5.00
2,50

1,00
6,00

FRECKLE LOTION. Sold by all druggists.
only by Dr. B. C, Perry.

Ohio N. Y, Mi. will hold its next ression with the
South Blootn church, Seeca Q. M., commencing
Fii-.
day, August 27.
J. B. LARUE,
vs

the causé of Christ,

O. LIBBY,

;
of 3mi htield.
In Wells, Me,, July 18, by Rev.

t26

nobly fulfilled their pledge to us to raise $20.000
out of the first $26,000 for said school.
i

Yaad effort on ours to cantel our pledge to
em.
4. That an earnest effort should be made here

124,58

ers
In Smithfield, June 27, by Rev. S. Bowden, Mr.
Granville Downs and Mrs, Malissa J. Bickford both

Taken in that way, from the vial, the wine seemed to choke him; as, after a swallow, he always

city and C. F.Penney of Augusta City who preach-

WILTON

5,00

2,00
1,00

il

Centre Strafford, N. H., July 21, 1860,

1,00

and

George G, Hatch and Miss

N. H.

GEO. C. PEAVEY. President.
WARREN FOSS, Secretary.

5,00

ingham,

gave a sharp ‘Ahem !’ which resounded through
meeting was one of interest. - A good revivalis the meeting-house.”
:
being enjoyed at that place.
We were favorA
London
clergyman
advertises
that he will |
ed with the lsbors of Bro. Root from Gurdoer |

year;

48,00
15,00
83, 0
1.58

For the next year $30,000 will be required.
popu-

5

‘who wish to board ®

;

or

iu

and the

ed the word to us faithfully which’ added much
to the interést™ef the meeting..
Bro. Selden

themselves.

HOUSE

In Gonic, June 5, by Rev. G. J. Abbot, Mr. Luther
J. Fuss and Miss addie A. Wenwworth, both of
Rochester.

says that the Catholic

4130

Common English, 4,00
Higher English, $1,50.
Languages, $5,00.
Board from $2 25 to $3,00.
Rooms can be had for those

is

Married
Bates

Seo y of “I'rustees.

TUITION...»

;

Mr James

°

August 24, under the instructionof

3,00

Dover, N. H.

Ia Richmond, Me., June

Dow,

Primary, $3,50.

37,51

17 or-

R.

N. H., July 15, i869,

3

Minn,

C.

A.

A. N, NABRST ON, Principal,
WITH COMPETENT A=SISTANTS.
;
"Mr. Marston was educated’ st’ Bates College, is a
thorough scholar, and experienced teacher.

Mrs. G B Knowlton, Big Lake. Minn.
Ch, Columbia, N Y. per C H Jackson,
Bequest of Miss sabia stanton, West Lebanon,
Me.

reorganized

and now

E. 0, LEWIS,

Hampton,

TUESDAY,

in India,

Lake.

Big

T.

Mr,

per. Tyler,

agents.

got into ecclesiastical hot water, came under cen

Quarterly Meetings.

M Knowlton,

Lizzie COLRY,

Miss

THY FALL TERM of11 wedks will commence

NY.

dained’“missionaries and 10 assistant missionaries,
muinly in China and South
America.
Their annual
expenditures are about $25,000.
The Boston Pilot

Ordination,

support of a child

MI,, Principal,

Miss

AUSTIN ACADEMY,

Miss susan D Morse. No Haverhill, N H.
D Lothrop & Co, Boston.
a
Revd P Underhill, Ea Aurora; N Y.

for

RAND, A; B.

A.

course are entitled 10 a corresponding diploma.
The
Trustees are contident that the Institution has never
been more worthy of a liberal patronage than at present,
Send for a eireular.
:
Apply EARLY to the Principal 4
New

EXPhiss.

EJ

Socie-

»

:

A E Houghton, Weld, Me,
Rev A W Purington, Bath, Me,

wus pastor of the Central Congregational

ty from the date of its organization in 1852. The
deceased will be mourned by a very large circle of friends.
He graduated at Andover.

H.

A. B.

At Centre Strafford,

Mrs £ H Cooke, No Foster, RI.

H

21 1860.

J: 8B. MONTGOMERY,
Mi8$s L. D. MOORE,
Mgrs. H. M. P. MiLLER,
, Miss MARY F.GANN'
There are three departments, Clas-icar, English,
and Commercinl.
Students contemplating either

Hi

Rev DJ Whiting, springwater,
Rev PW Perry, Brooklyn, Mich,

desifable

A. B, Meservey,

Me.

Mrs A Gerry, Winona, Minn,
Rev J C Osgood, Gilmanton I. WN

Spafford Q M. NY,

The Southern

JOHN

Rev 8 Sumerlin, Norwalk, Ohio,

thirty churches in

Next session with the church at West
WaterResolved 1; That we deeply mourn the ville.
who liad the pleasure of listening to them.
8S. BOWDEN, Clerk.
Those people whose hair is turning gray should
death of our venerable and aged father in
Rev. B. H. Damon was appointed cor- the ministry—Rev. R. M. CARY.
use Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer to reWHEELOCK Q. M., VT.—Held its last ‘session,
W. Charleston.. Conference quite full, and
store it to its natural color and vigor.
responding messenger to Holland Parchase
2. That his faithful devotion to the ardu- at
business was dispatched in harmony. The eburchY. M. Next session to be held within ous labors of the ministry is worthy of our es were nearly all reported, and with some of
DR. H. ANDERS, a German chemist and a member
the bounds of the Union Q. M. ; Rev, B. H. imitation as the servants of the gospel of then a good revival interest is enjoyed. The of the Medical Faculty of New York city, after ‘fifreaching
was
good
and
the
social
meetings
very
teen years’ research and ‘experiment, has discoyered
Damon was chosen to preach the opening Christ.
nteresting
and hopeful. A few souls we trust
3. That we are now deprived of the
a method of dissolving Iodine in pure watér. This
sermon; appointed Revs. H. 8. Limbocker, counsels of one who, by his long acquaint- were converted to God. Our benevolent socie- “preparation
(Dr. Anbers’ Iodine water) has cured
ties received a full shareof attention and $50 was
L. B. Starr, D. M. L. Rollins and brother ance with the denomination, his love for the collected
many cases of scrofula, ulcers, cancers, &c., that
to be equally divided between Home
F. Stuart delegates to the denominational gospel and his knowledge of sound doc- and Foreign missions. Also while the stream of had resisted the action of all other remedies.
benevolence was flowing. $20 was given to one of
convention to be held in September next trine, was ever a safe and able adviser in our
poor ministers, for which he feels very grateTHE CONTINUED SUCCKSS that is shown each year
5
a
«|
with the power of substitution. Action all our deliberations.
ful and hereby returns his sincere thanks to, all
by the increased sale of Dr. Seth Arnold’s Balsam
4. That we deeply sympathize with his the donors.
|
(as the very best medicine for Summer Complaints)
was taken to resuscitate the Backport Free- aged and afflicted widow and with all th
The subject of education is rising into favor in
is the greatest tribute to its merit. It ¢tands unriwill Baptist Society,and
Rev. 8. W. 8choon- mémbers of his bereaved family.”
: this Q. M. The following resolutions were unan- valled for the cure of Bowel Complaints.
imaously adopted.
over was appointed to effect the same.
The following is a summary of the reWhereas, effort after effort to establish an In. Two new churches have been organized, ports of the several standing Committees :
stitution of learning in this portion of our state
FREEWILL BAPTIS™ MINISTERS can obtain Books
has resulted only in failure, therefore
and ‘addedto the strength of the Y. M.
in all departments. and in any desired quantity,on
EDUCATION.
Resolved,1.
That as a Q. M. and as a people
gpetially favorable terms, by send'ng their orders to

the past year.

H F
Rev
Rev
W T
Rev

in the city, and his congregation was one of
the largest and wealthiest in Providence.
He

their

Rev.

Rev G sawyer, Canaan Corner, Vt.

is a

Britain is only 59 yeéars old; yet they
have
8,000 chapels, and at least 400.000 Church-members and Sabbath-school teachers.
ig

Boston, which are located in the most

(2)

INSTITUTION.

BOARD
OF. INSTRUCTION.

: (FEORGE C. CHASE,

- -

A Bakrr, Ross Corner, Me.
D ¢ Burr, Brunswick, Me.
I. Allison, Colebrook
Ash Co, Ohio.

Papist without the P.”’
. The Primitive Methodist organization of Great

The Roman

Books Forwarded,

fe

HAMPTON

TERM begins August,

1 ALL

BY MAIL.
Miss Lizzie M Lovett, Winchester, Va,

The Wesleyans of England
¥fhtributed Jast
year £146, 072 for mission purposes, anaverage
of over $1,50 (currency) each.

eiga

NEW

H smith—E F Smith—J scott—F W Straight—H F Smith
—A L sSmith—R Sargent—G M Stanchfield
& Co—Jdhin
Smith—D Taylor—B Townsend =A N True--L B TaskerJ Thomas J Tegaskis—H W Thurber—S H Willard—J
Wilsen—D Wentworth—W Wiison—M Farnum,

@G. D. PARSONS, Clerk.

the

Kim-

eill—M Phillips—8 Pouley—S8 Parker—D M L Rollin—J
Recve—L Reeve—L R gers—dJ M_Russell—R F Shaw—W

Me Kinney for alleged unchristian conduct.

At

|

ball—A Lindsey—A Losee—H W Loomis—J Leighton—C
8 I oomis—J B Lewis—J Marston—A H Morrell—-C L Masoh—Louisa MeDonald—E D Marshall-Mrs 8 P McCalJnont—E D Marshall—A 8. McLean—L,_L Melcher—A W
Murch—A H Morrell—R Norton—8 8 Nickersou—S New-

hand of fellowship was withdrawn trom Bro. T.J*
.

L Mbertisements,

CO Brown—W

gins—A W Hendii¢k—8 Hobson—G I Jordun—d

and south sections may be rendived. and the interests of the Westfield and Springfield churches.

subscribers at the. outset, and they have all been
subscribed for.
:
E

Received.

H Duncan—G Donnocker—J CO Drew—N Dayidson—E
Dudley—M N Davison—A A Firl—J Emery—J El'ingwood—Wm Erb—M Folsom—R B Foss—B Foes, 2-W
i
Fonerden—C K Green—N G—J Grennell—J C
Ho) pkins—
A Houlsworth—1) G Holmes—D D Hu stead =I F Hig-

J. Sutton, 8S. sutton delegates tothe Y M.
Bro.
K. F. Higgins a committee to locate thé next Q.
M., also to confer with the Springfield
church,
hoping that soon the Q. M. relutions of the north
revived.

. Letters

J Coffirin—J Calder—R M Craikshank—W

Marshal,

GENERAL.

&e.

life of the church, It
the brethren have not
L. L. Harmon, their |. Bererabe Mitts,
The little church, at
three years past, has | Belgrade Mills, although she has long wad-

energy,

Wisconsin

* tute. ~ Prof. Ricker’s remarks on presenting

H. Damen

that

castle shall be known
as the birth-place of Randall so long may
the Free Baptist church be known asa
working moral pewer in that city.
A. LovEJoy,

on the Importance of the Moral Element in

the

to God

at the church, by Rev. Mark | and so long as New

address, also
Trafion

full

Revivals.

sermons

drews,

“

“ID H Adams—L D Ackerman—J Brooks—N Bard—Mrs
8 Barbour—A B:ker—G W Bean—A D Badcock—8 Bean—
Z A Banker—D 8 Batchelder—NC Breeke t—D C Burr—
_J Broan—H 8 Ball—-W H Bowen—V Balcom—D B Bean—
“J M Crandall, 2-R E Cornwall—B Cogswell—dJ Carrull—

: parts of the city.
With his nature we -really think he has ,| ery pore, has been revived.
st Sabbath was one of marked interest
hardly thought of death, but life and
A gentleman and jad wife, missionaries to
Home Migsions, While we had the sweet Japan, left Chicago, last ‘week, for the tield of .
success have formed the great central to that people.
BY REV J W DUNJEE, FOR MEETING
ideas to which every effort has been privilegeof leading four happy converts their labors, going by wayof the Pacific Rail- COLLECTED
.
AT WINCHESTER, VA.
directed. With the enlargement and im- down into the water and seeipg them put road.
Main St F B Church, Lewiston, Me
F 1 Church, Auburn, Me
Sir Henry Rawlinson thinks he has found anprovement of their honse ot worship, which on Christ by baptism. Brother Bowden of
Col in Cong Church, Farmington, Me
J
cient
Eden.
He
maintains
that
the
Babylonian
F B Church st Great Fa. ls, N H
Waterville
was
present
and
participated
makes it quite as pleasant and fine in its
J Hobson,
documents in his possession will give us the
Eight united with the church.
89 Morrill,
appearance as any in the city, Bro. H., with us.
Cash.
whole
history, which is recorded in Genesis,
O Butler,
N
with hands, bead, heart and poeket, has The hand of Christian fellowship was givfrom
the time of Abraham.
The
Garden of
done a work that we hope will long re- en by Bro. Bowden. Others are soon. ex- Eden, he asserts, is the primeval name of BabyBrethren. pray for that lon.
main as a monument
to his mem- pected to follow.
Poreign Missions,
people.
S. M. B.
Minerva Bove e, Edwardsburg, Mich.per James
ory.
<
Ashley,
Rev. Leonard
Swain, D. D., pastor of the
The church seems
fully to appreciate
Mrs Giljett. Union, Mich. per James Ashley,
Central
Congregational
church, died of conChurch Organized.
ASister, Porter, Mich.
i,
ey
>
the labors and sacrifices of their pastor,
Ch Walworth, N.Y, per H 8 Limbocker,
sumption,
at
the
age
of
49.
He
has
been
ill
upI" - In answer to a petition from several Christian
H Hill, Ontario, N Y.
we
and as a small expresion of their gratitude, families in South Boston, Mass., a council con- ward of a year past and his society gave him W Gates, Ontario; N Y. ¢
bi
Offering, Wheelock, Vt. per F L
made to grow on their May-tree a beautiful sisting of Revs. J. Baker, J. Mariner, T. D. leave of absence several months ago, that he Children’s
Wiley,
1st Ch, Bath, Me. per E W Porter,
Dr.
blossom which yielded 870 for his bene- Clements, L. L. Harmon, D. A. Morehouse, met might, 1f possible, recover his health,
Rachel Hoyt, Lyndon, Me, per N Gammon
Swain
wus
one
of
the
mortieloquent
preachers
stratford
Q M. Vt. per 8 8 Nickerson,
in Lyceum Hall, Thursday evening, June 10, and
fit.
Sab sen, Ea Randolph, Vt. per S 8 Nickerson,

the examination by their performances at
the piano, All these teachers had presented

Would

and hope of heaven depend la¥gely upon]
and
that
Rev
for

practical

desert the prin-

all Christians might feel that their character

the prosperity
is
proper to say
brings an enthusiasm to the recitation
toiled
alone.
room which his scholars also feel. Miss
Barker's department was well represented 1 worthy pastor
by her pupils, who

could not,

ciples and cause for which they had been
so nobly, contending
without danger to

struction and faithful application to study—
the Botany class had analyzed during the
term eighty-four lowers fresh from the fields,
By Mr. Moulton, Reading, Arithmetic,
and
Book-keeping. Mr. M. is‘‘aptto teach,”and

in the aggregate

to $125, were taken for the Freedmen's and

critical and exact teaching of the Principal
of the Institute, and evincing “scholarly at-, bled in view of the results, but in the darktainmentson the paft ofithe students :—By est hour God had a chosen few that would

ny, which recitations evinced thorough in-

amounting

Foreign Missions,
“Able and eminently

Having ‘spent’ a few Sabbaths

ministers and visiting friends in attendance.
i
Sn
During the full day, I heard examinations as follows: By Prof. Ricker, inthe

:
Chairman.

R. CooLeY,

ination of the several classes was held on |
Tuesday afternoon,

up collections for

»

of life and

i

13—15.

of July, and take

way

AA

July

month

this object.”

the

salvation as pointed out in the gospel in unmistakuble clearness.
The business conference was
conducted with promptness and dispatch; in love
and union.
The Jicenses of Bro. I. 8. Parsons
and David Marshal were renewed.
Bros. T.
An-

Sn

occured

been

proposed at a previous session.”

demonstrated

have

a

tute

provided such amendment hall have

at this Insti-

Br. O. J. Moon(a messenger by request) from the
Seneca Q. M.. an increased interest was manifest,

Bro. Moon

We

pnited about one hundred more than there were

Spay Sa

The anniversary exercises

a vote of two-thirds of the members present;

to all our ministers in

The current volume of the Quarterly cannot
now be furnished to new subscribers:

a otro ini

Lapham Institute.

+ ¢“We recommend

and

:

A

this Y. M. to preach a sermon on this subject to their church or churches during the

bined labors of our pastor, Rev. F. Higgins

session at ‘Toledo,
at 2.P. M. Efforts
of fare for those atQ. M’s aud church
i
)
.
0. E. BAKER.

Pkt

ed at any regular session of the conference by

FOREIGN MISSIONS.

ers spoke with much warmth and earnestness of |; Towa ¥. M. will hold its Kall
Tama Co., commencing August 27,
the cause Of the blessed Muster, espoused in years
will be made to obtain a reduction
gone by, being us an anchorto the soul; and that | “tending
{y Railroad. Will not the
their igrimage would soon end in an eternal re. es send up large delegations?
ward of glory and blessedpess: and by the comMin

eA ce

pended in the Y. M. as different interests
may require.
:
Tad
‘8. F. SmrrH, Chairman.

287
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A

and with such Chris ercise supervision over the Printing Estabed
:
tian workers as .the graceof God is able li-hment.”
It voted against amending Art 10, so
to multiply, we trust it may flourish spiritually like plants in the garden of the Lord.— that the Constitution of the Gen. Con.
G. T. D.
No
shall read, ¢ this constitution may be amend-

- of a fruitful section,

*

§

mon

sell

complaints of the stomach, kidaeyp and

are yielding to'its benign operation. »
229
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

3

bowels

i

;

v

a

a

Worth.

-

cine.” Ben answered onlyby a fervent grasp
of the hand, for his throat feit too full for
him to answer.
:
4

as

reacy,

an already elected Mrs.

Meriden; and in a
re-

called

her-

Mark might justly be pardoned for having
as good again an opigion of himself for
having been fortunate ecough to secure
her.
:
Mark had an extensive circle of business

If you, ia your strong affection,
Urge your son to be a true man,
Urge your daughter no less strongly
To arise and be a woman.

and pleasure acquaintances, for he had
been one of the social, comp tnionable sort,
whose money generally found its way out
ot Lis pockets in very fair proportions to the
rate it came.
Ian short, he was given "to
clubs, oyster suppers, and now and then a
wine party, and various other social privi-

Yes. a woman! brightest model
Of that high and perfect beauty,

Where the mjnd and soul and body
Blend to work out life’s great duty.

woman! naught is higher

leges for elevating one's spiiits. and depressing one's cash, that abound among en-

On the gilded crest of fame;
On the catalogue of virtue

There's no brighter, holier name,

lightened communities.

— Prot. Churchman,

But

nevertheless,

head there

The Kingdom of IIome.
;

Home is the Kingdom and Love is the King?
Flashes the firelight upon the dear faces,

Dearer and dearer as onward we go,
t
the

the King;
and Love is the King?

ways and manner of life. He also took
accurate ‘survey of his business, formed

an
an

average estimate of his future income

on

the soberest

probabilities,

to livea little even

Flashes the lovelight, increasing the glory,
Beaming from bright eyes with warmth of the

and

within’ that.

de‘ermined

He

also

provided himself with a small account book,

with which he intended to live in habits of
very close acquaintance, and in this book he
designed ton te d »wn all those savings consequent upon the retrenchment of certain

soul,

Telling of trust and content the sweet story,
Lifting the shadows that over us roll,
King. King:crown me the King;

Home is the Kingdom and love is the King!

little extras, before alluded to, in .which

[NS

he

had been in the habit of pretty freely indulging himself.
!
Upon the present oceasiofi it had cost him
something of an effort to day ‘“no” for
Mark was one of-our easy ** clever fellows”

Richer than miser
with perishing treasure,
Served with - a “service. no conquest could
bring;
Happy with fortune that words cannot measure
Light-hearted I on the hearthstone can sing,
King, King, crown me the King:

to whom the enunciation of this Jittle

Home is the Kingdom and Love is the King!
Hearth and Home.

sylla-

ble caused as much trouble as the gugtucals
of the German.

However,

whe

came

in sight of his parlor windows, through
which a bright fire was shining—when he

The - Spreading Rumor.

entered and found the clean glowing hearth,

| easy chair drawn up

Bays Gossip One to Gossip Two:

in front,

and

a pair

% While shopping in the town,
01d Mrs. Pry to me remarked—
Smith bought his goods of Brown.”

of embroidered slippers

Bays Gossip Two to Gossip Three,

pair of very bright eyes, Mark

‘Who cast her eyelids down :
« I’ve heard it said, to-day, my friend,

ahout Ben Sanford, and all bachelor friends,

quite at their leisure, and above all, when
he read the quick glances of welcome in a

Smith got his goods from Brown.”

Says Gossip Threeto Gossip Four,
With something of 4 frown:
“ I've heard strange news—what do you think?
Smith took his goods from Brown?”

Journal and Messenger,

Meriden.

¢“ Come,

Mark

see

Meriden,

don't

settle

down into an old grandfather before your
time ; a pretty wife's a pretty thing, Mark,

and a pretty house is a pretty

thing, but

hang it, one must have a little of life.”
Mark Meriden stood at his desk giving
a last look at his

the rougish,

books, while Ben Sanford,

the merry,

the song-singing.

such an

embassy —there

was

fun in the

tured, and though he

dodging in and out

of his cheeks every

shook off his hand, and summing up a columnof figures, put the blotting paper into
the book, and the book into its place, wiped
his pen with an air of great thoughtfulness,
and at last turning to Ben, said—
°
_% I think IT won't
go this time.”
© #4 Now,

why not ?” said Ben, very eager-

“¢ Because—because,”
said Mark, smiling ;
*“ because
I fancy that I should like Mrs.
Meriden’s company better this evening.”

* Hang Mrs, Meriden—beg your pardon,

Mark, hang myself
for saying so—but one
dont like 0 see a fine fellow buried alive.
Come, take a real wake-up with us.”

ceptionable toast,

-

pression,

amount to

seen there winning
RC

a

sum

about

kim—the

world

was

touch and

time—his house,

he

stepped

Mark

is a dangerous habit to indulge, and, unless you- break yoursell of it, it will be
your ruin. Our blessed Saviour, in ever
going about doing good, set us an example of industry which we should try

going

and imitate, especially as we have

was

and

spoke-to

however,

exuberant

may

be

occasions,”

said Mark laughing.
“Oh, hang it all I" said Ben,

* too true!

saw

far

him-

self at length in an old arm chair, groaning audibly.
*¢ Oh, a bilious attack—Mark! shoem1ker’s bills! tailors’ bills! boarding bills! all
sent for new year's presents! hang ‘em
alli?

with an approving smile.

Here you, Mark, born in the
with me, and younger than I

by some two years,

you

have

keep him in gloves and cologne

angel, peace and plenty by the bushel,
and all comes of having a good run of

ically.

the

househpld.

He

himself

was

least, towards relieving his father, and
yet most of his time had been spentin

idleness. . This

i

was a poor return for all

one so unaccustomed

own;

scrambling, out]at

besides,

* Saturday

the elbow, slip-shod

don’t

you

or

de

Why don’t I? tobe sure—use my tailor's

bills for fuel, and my board bills for house
rent, and shoe bills

for

bread

and

butter,

hey? Would you recommend a poor girl
to try me, Mark, all things considered?”
said Ben bitterly.
Mark reflected a while

in silence,

4

and

then drew out his book, his little book, to
which we have before alluded.
¢¢ Just look at this s¢count, Ben,” said he.

«J know you hate figures, but jast for once.”

Ben glanced at it impatiently, laughed
when he read over the two or three first items,

but his face lengthened as he proceeded,
and Mark detected a sort of a whistle of

astonishment as be read the sum total.
“Well,

Marc!”

a very old
of

he

exclaimed,

‘‘ what

gentlemanly, considerate

trick

yours, to sit behind your counter and so

coolly note

down the ‘cost

and come

to

of all our little frolics—really, it is most
edifying. How much you have enjoyed
your superior discretion and forethought,”

set down, and as much more as you

is free'y at your disposal,
scores tor the year,

please,

to clear off old

provided you

will

ac-

cept with it this little book as a new year's

are 1 ot ready 10 introduce me to Mis. Sanford,I am much mistaken.”
Ben grasped his friend’s hand,

water,”

but just

then the entrance of Mrs, Meriden prevented bis reply. Mirk, however, saw with
satjefuction that he put the book carefully
in his vest pocket, and buttoned vp his
coat with the air of a man whe is button.

fog up a new resolution.
Wien

they

parted

for the night,

:
Mark

said wih » swile, ¢ In cascs of" bilious
*
»

v

came at

last, and

when

>

« Isaac,” said his mother, when she saw
him, ¢* I have not seen you much at home
this week. I hope you have not been in
any mischief.”
¢ No, mother,” he replied quietly.
“ That is right. I hope you will always
be able to give the same answer. Itisa
blessed thing to have a conscience void of
offense

towards

God

and

man.

Father,

-did you bring home the tea ?”
‘¢ No, I did not.”
;
““ Forgot it, eh? Well, I do not wonder,
you have so much to think about; butit
does not matter.
There 1s enoughto last
until Monday, and it will do as well then.”

*“ We cannot

the worst of it.
was,

have it then, either,

that is

Iam not so strong as I

and I cannot do so much

work,

so,

of course, my wages are less,”
4Oh! well, it will not hurt us to go
without it a while, and you will soon be

stronger,” she said cheerily,

,

“ Alice will have to do without her
shoes, too. I could not bring them to her.”
Isaac looked qalekly up and saw his it~
tle sister glancing mournfully at her shoes,
from the worn-out. toes of which her little

foot was peeping, but she did not complain.
‘ Never mind, papa; these will do a lit
tle longer. Ican do without new ones.”
“Youn are a good little girl, not to worry papa about it, Alice.”

a deer P'—

go carried it by his side, and not on-his
shoulders: Deer are not caught hy traps,
but if it had been a deer, he would not have
crossed this high hill, but would have gone
“back by way «of-the ravine, and the load

IN EUROPE.

The jour-

and aohalt sojourn in Germa-

Edivon.

Makepeace

THRE

ADVENTURFS

OF

THROUGH THE WORLD:
him,

who

helped

and

who

WAY

robbed

passed

him

by. To which 1s now prefixed, A Shabby Genteé] Story.
By W, M. Thackeray.
Household

Eduion,

Boston:

Fields, Osgood & Co.

1869.

CREDO,
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
1869. “This
hook 18 a bold sand vigorous discussion of the
disputed

doetrivre

of

Evangelical

Christianity,

und is adapred to the present times,
Nearly
every department of modern scientific discov€Ty, 80 far as 1 relates 10 theology and revelation, has passed under careful review,”
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Baltimore,
Bv Carohne
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From Boston to
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Boston:

CORD AND CREFSE.
By the author of “The
Dodge Clg”
With lilustrations.
New York:
Hurper & Bros,
1869.
J

A

Romance.

By

Jane

G.

Austin.

New York : Sheldon & Co.” 1869.
The above books argferpale by E, J. Lane.
Famous LONDON MERCHANTS.
A Book fo
Rays.
By IH. R. Bourne, author of.‘ English
Merchants” ete., ete, With Twenty-five Illustrations. New York: Harper & Bros. 1869.
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Dr. William Smith’s
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New York: Hurd & Houghton.
1869.
Suld only by subscription.
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Julv,

1869.
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and 164 Piccadil-
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Edited by Edwards

A. Park und Samuel H. Taylor, with the co
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ver: 'W. F. Draper.
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Murul
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Reform
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Society.

Office,21

Newton

THR GALAXY.
August.
An Tlustrated
zine. New York: Sheldon & Co.

Maga-

trated

Muguzine

of

A Popular Nus-

Nwiural

week

mn

lite-

ago;

for,”

said he, “a lone IMlian in these pts

into the deep snow.

is on

History.

July.

Going

gun

hit

A week ago we had a

very warm day, and the snow beiog soft, he

made these deep tracks; ever since it has
been intensely cold weather, which makes
very shallow tracks.” 1 suggestéd that perhaps he boughtthose shoes.
“buy shoes, and if they did

‘Indians don't
they would not

buy them as large as these were, for Indians
have very small feet.”
The most noted
trailer of this country was Paul Daloria, a

half-breed, who

died

under. my

hands, of

Indian consumption, last summer.
1 have
spoken of him in a former letter.
At one
time I rode with him, and trailing was nat-’

urilly the subject of our
hegged to trail with

conversation,

him an old

I

track over

the prairie, in order to learn its history, I
had hardly. made the proposition, when he

drew up his horse, which was at a ravine,
and said, “Well, here is an old elk rrack.
Let us get off our horses and tollow it,” We
followed it but a few rods, when he said, it

was exactly a month

old, and made ut two

o'clock in the afternoon.

This he knew, as

then we had our last rain, and

at the

hour

named the ground was softer than at any

other time, The track before us was then
made. He broke up here and there cinsters
of grass that lay in the path of the track,
and showed me the dry ends of some, the
stumps of others, and by numerous other

small items accounted for many circumstances that astonished me.
We followed the
trail over the mile. Now and then we saw
that a wolf, a fox. and other animals had
practiced their trailing instincts on the elk’s
tracks. Here and there, he would show me
where a snake, a rat. and a prairie dog had
crossed the track. Nothing had followed or
erossed the track that the quick eye of Daloria did not detect. He gave an account of
the habits of all the animuls that had left
their footprints on. the track, also of the

state of the weather
and the effect

since

the elk passed,’

of sunshine,

winds, nridity,

sand storms, and other influences thas had
a bearing on these tracks.

Facts

about

Sunstroke,

—YT O—

Physically speakiog, dying must be easy
in muny of its more dreaded forms—if we _

can trust the story pf those who
pear this border land,

Woopn’s HOUSEHOLD MAGAZINE.
Devoted to
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July.
8. 8. Woud, Newburg, N. Y.
$1 per annum.

THE AMERICAN NATURALIST.

one

but his steps are those of an Indian.

TIS

showing who

him,

here

through the ravine, the end otf his

House-

:

PHILIP

passed

ON

Fields,
hs

ly. and

Osgood & Co.

Uhackerav,.

Boston:

horse thief —earried a double shot gun, pir

is a rascal that killed some-white

mischief, and generally on the look out for
horse«.
He had on the shoes of a white
man whom he had in all probability killed,

have been

While in India,Gen.

Napier was attacked with sunstroke, of
which he afterward wrote: ‘My hope is to
die by one, for never can death come in an
easier shape.

I was just deadly sleepy;

it

Salem: Mass. Peabody Academy of Science.

was deadly had [ been left alone; but the

PUTNAM'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE of Literature.

only feeling of the transaction would have

Science, Art and Natiousl
York: G. P. Putoam & Son.
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Wy& Co. New York:
man.

Chicago: Adasws,
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LITERARY

&
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MISCELLARY,

Indian

Trailers.

.An army surgeon in Dacotah writes to the
Hudson Star this accountof these prairie
detectives :
:

The most extraordinary skill that is ex-

hibited in this part of the country, either by
the white man, or red native, is in the prac-

tice of trailing. Here it may be accounted
into his hand, his joy was great. He has- an ait as much as music,
pawting or sculptened towards home with rapid steps, and tare is in the East. The Indian or trapper
entered the house a few minutes after his that is a shrewd trailer, is a man of cluse
‘observation, quick perception. and prompt
father had returned.
.

get married?” said

Mark.

night

Farmer May put some bright silver pieces

v

“Why

to work it was hard

to keep at it; but the thought of his father
and the encouragement which Farmer May
held out to him kept him from givieg up.

even

the head of the animal in his waist belt, and

ESMOND AND LOVEL THR WIDOWER.

William

his father's care and kindness, and it should

soul, for hersake, I could afford to’ be mar-

some

b

an over-tasked frame, casts’ gloom

over

T

Said he, “If it had been a fox. or coyotte, or
any other small game he would have slipped

ny, Switzerland, France and laly,
By Mrs,
S. R. Urbino.
Boston: Lee & Shepard,
1869.

« What has become of Emily P—-P" be so no longer. There was a noveltyin
asked Mark, after a pause.
his work the first day, and though tired at
soul! said Ben, *‘there she is night, he determinedto persevere. The
| “Poor
yet, with all sweetness
and patience, waiting days that followed were not so easy. To

the most fashionable young gentleman going.
Diu
But to return to Mark. , When he-had
I

from

young and strong, able to earn a little, at

lackin the money line,” and Ben kicked his
papers against the andirons most energet-

and for the rest, he seemed vastly content.
ed with bis old maxim, * the world owes

PC]

:

come home wearied and almost sick from
his labor, while his low spirits, arising

a house as

WOMAN

THE BIBLIOTHECA SACRA.

A new traia of thought had been awakenMark was silent for a few moments, and
ed in Isaac’s mind hy the farmef's words,
Ben continued : ¢* Confound it,Mark ! what's
He remembered how weak his father was
the sense of living,if a fellow is to be so
at times, and how often at night he would

less of him

Ben had

work

“Then suppose you try. There are
many ways in which you may help taesg
men, and I will pay you good wages. Today is Monday, and if you persevere I can
warrant that you will be happier by Saturday night.”
Well, T will.”
And Isaac Barnes sprang up with much
alacrity,- while Farmer May looked on

their

where his handsome person and various gift, and use it twelve months as I have
social accomplishments always secured to .| done, and
if at the end of that time you

him a welcome reception.

to

ure.”
¢ No, sir, I did not think of it.”

the world owes me a living, so good mornand Ben did laugh, but not with his ‘usual
ing!”
\
:
glee.
”
Ben Sanford was just one of that class of
*¢ Nay, you mistake,” said Mark, ‘‘I keep
young men and women, as common report this account merely to sea what I had been
goes, that can do anything they please, inthe habit of spending myself, and as you
and who consider this point so well estab- ‘and I have always been hand. in glovein
lished, that they do not think it necessary everything, it answers equally for you.
to illustrate it by doing anything at all. It was only yesterday that I summed up
the
He was a lawyer of good talents, and would account, and I assure yoii the result surhave had an extensive run of business, had prised myself; and, now, Ben, the sum here
office

has

ever prefer duty to your own ease or pleas- |

“Pray, Ben, what is the matter?” said

I can get no remedy. for this consumption
of the purse, as old Falstaff says; however,

books and Jaw

.

yet he

sisters! Did you ever think how "much
you might help him? Tais is the duty
which Gnd requires of you, and you should

stock of animal spirit.
Mark, kindly, as the latter stretched

strong. and

hard to support you, your brothers and

Toat same evening came in Ben Sartord
as he expressed it,** in the very depths of
indigo I” for young gentlemen whose worldly matters invariably go on wrong end foremost will sometimes be found in this -con-

fellow

after these

“Not

an admiration some evenings before.

dition,

forbidden in the

but he is not strong yet.”

the

AMERICAN

nal of two years

THE

Bible, and is displeasing to Gud. How js
your father?”
J
*¢ He is better than he wag in the spring,

exotics, for which he had heard her express

¢¢ Pooh ! nothing ! only a ten dollar bill
—nothing in my purse, you know !”
Nothing in your purse!
Not an unincident

Beside, idleness is clearly

gardenerto send some elegant ‘flowering

*- what did your ¢ glorious fun’ cost you?”

common

¢ Satan finds some mischief still
For idle hands w do.”

into a bookseller's

Meriden,

constant

and strong evidence that

there

AN

CIPHER:

«No, I see you like to be idle; but it

‘and orderéd some books ot superb engravings for Mrs.

once

of h®
«“T don’t think so.”

thought not, und therefore as he walked
homeward,

:
if you

for boys, when they have not too much

after all.

80 considerable.

.

tried helping them, you would like it better than watchidg. Such work is fine fun

as a

a prettier one? where a place more replete
with hime drawing comfort? had he Jost
anything in pleasure the year past? Mark

wuld be so obligingas to die now, and
legve me a few thousand—then, ladies! you
uld see.”

Foe Boohah
2
.

fellow,

doing

not a foX ora coyotte, or

al

Dos Bowing

p

would have made his steps still more totterRuETORIC: A Text-Book, designed for use in
ing"
oh
Schools and Colleges, snd for private study.
By Rov. Eon Haven, 1).D., LL. D.: President
other Indian track we saw twenty miles
of the University of Michigan.
New York:
west of this-he put this serious construction
Harper & Bros.
1869.
{ upon: **He is an uppér Indian—agprowlin

By

are you

Isaac,

0

hold

wotldult notice it so much if you
work.”
sir, I think I would. The shade
tree is very pleasant, and I like to
it,

*

+1869.

——

upon

were justly proud of him.

[IENRY

Work.

my boy, what

«“ Depend

well, his business machinery moving in ex-

me a livings” forgetting that the world
8 metimes proves as poor a paymaster as

}

set down

;

watch the reapers at work.”

which on greater or smaller occasions had
found their way into his columus, would

a tragic ex-

* If some clever old

“You
were at
¢ Yes,
of this

the powers of numbers, he had no idea
that the twos, and fives, and tens, and ones,

said

litle property lefc him by his father, just
enough, as he used laughingly to quote, **to

dl

was

better

and the sun is hot.”

where all was brilliant, tasteful, and wellordered ; and,in fine, notwithstanding his

short-comings, Mark

bean,”

here alone, sitting idle while all around
are so busy ??
«On! Idon'tlike to work. I feel lazy;

was more easy, home-like, and cheerful,
than on the sofas in’ the parlors of. Mark
Maiden. They also gave evening parties,

affair, this marriage.”
‘ Better try it, Mr. Sanford,” said a
bright, saucy girl, who with her laughing
companions were standing by while Ben
was speaking.’
:
with

«Why,

lounge

life.”

ed on the outsideof oneof its most fashion-

AN

evening

cused,” he added, ¢¢ circumstances considered—female influence! ah well, it's
a fine

than certain fashfpnable places of resort,

ark Meriden,” surrounded
1sigaia of grace and fash-

no

coming so extremely ancient and venerable
in your ways—however, you are to. be ex-

Now, says one of our readers, « Who
was Mark Meriden?” You would not have
asked, good reader, if you had lived in the

town of———, when his name first appear-

and

a

B. Stowe.

Pleasure and
|

to tell the truth, I am tired of this rambling,

Ben, rolling up his eyes

readers their opinion

*¢ catching.

be drawn

ried and have a home of my

wherewithal !”

lady

called

|-

a welcome, no dinner table cquldBe more
bountiful or more freely open for thé behoof of all gentlemen of the dining-out
order
—ro tea-table presented more unex-

* Thaok you, Ben, but I haven't been
esleep, and don't needit. So I'll go home
and see my wife,” and thereat turned a res ‘he not been one of the class of people
olute step homeward, as a well trained hus- never to be found when wanted. His law
band ought.

could not

have you put up for Selectman, you are be-

the

cur

have happened P=

na-

till such a Juckless scapegrace as I can give
her a home and a husband. I wish to my

madam!

ask

a house comfortably, would all these things

abroad, yet he was unquestionably openbanded at home.
No house had so warm

twinkle of his blue eye, and a world of
*¢ But, speaking of money,” said Mark,
waggery in the turn of his head, and a paif
when the ladies were busy over some laof broad roguish dimples that went mefrily
ces he bad just thrown on to the counter—
time he spoke, and he had laid hold of
Mark's arm to drag him away. But Mark

good

all to rally Mark on losing the glorious fun
the evening before.
¢ Upon my word,” he began, ‘ we must

“ Ab,

the Ben of all Bens, was urging on him the
claims of a projected frolic that evening.
Now Ben was precisely
the messenger for

invariably

snug as man need
to ask, a wife hke an

Late in the afternoon Ben" Sanford loung-

The Family Gircle.

were

himself the kappiest fellow on earth.
The evening pissed rapidly, by the help

ed in to ogle a few of the ladies, and above

will

thought it degradation to know how to keep

th: ugh so firm,

| ents

on one point, and it is this: It Mrs. Meri
den -had
been a woman who understood

another gaily recounted the history of the
scene, he silently committed the amount of
‘the expense to his little book. Yet Mark
was not eyn‘eal or uansocial. His refusals,

and allurements whatsoever, and thought

have a supply, and the next morning Mark
at early bu-iness hours entered his store,
withas steady a hand and as cool a head, as
if there had been no such things as bachelor's trolics in existence.

lawyer

in——, and as steady a householder as you
might wish to see; and, in conclusion, we

.my

very poor?
same town

of which newly-married people generally

« I've heard to-day, such shocking news—
Smith stole his goods from Brown.”

St

forgot all

of music,reading, and the little small talk’

Says Gossip Four to Gossip Five,
‘Who blazed it round the town :

Mark

waiting for him

popular

than securing a husband—if she had never
curled her hai except for company, and

act

habits,

most,

whatis

very pretty girl, began to reflect with more
on his

was the

flow it was the clab, now thé oyster sup:
per, bat Mark was invincible; us one or

looked

seriousness

* Come,

stratum

of phrenology,*may very justly
a faculty, and one, too, which
very striking difference among
the world goes.

ordinary

now

Santord

uld bos, let us’ have a Spree at Fay?

In consefjuence of being thus constituted,
Mark, when he found himself engaged to a

than

and

At thevend of the year Mark cast up the

in

Wife at my side and my baby on knee:
King, King, crown me the King; -

G———"4,"

account in the little book, and was mightily
astonished at it, for with all his ideas of

‘|-trait which,thougzh it was never set down

Little care I, as here I sing cheerily,

us, and places
with warmth in

was a very substantial

Ben

of his

at the bottom

a

any chart
be called
mukes a
people as

trip to

®

for a staff for support, and catching a wolf,
shows that he had traps out.” **But,” I
asked, **how do you know. it is a wolf, why

his father and mother enjoying a nice eup
of tea? Isaac had learned a good lesson,
and the fruit was seen in after days. lle
Mark Meriden's book answered the pur- | was henceforth known by all the neighbors
pose admirably. In less than two years Lasan honest, industrious 14d, and his par-

increasingly popular, and still from time to
time he was assailed by the Kind of temptation we have described. Now
it was,
«Mark, my dear feliow, do join us in a

fine, open-handed

p

of a certain quality calle@ common sense,

Dark is the night, and fitful and drearily
Rushes the wind hke the waves of the sea;

*

his

selfto that effet. She was gs traly refined
and lovely a woman as ever formed
the
center flower of a domsstic bouquet, and

“ Woman” is the brightest star,

Forces the shadow behind
Brightness around us
y
low,
King, King, crown me
Home is the Kingdom

was

so bright

ceived a very pretty lady, who

Mother, then, unto your danghter
Speak of something higher far
Than to be mere fashion’s lady,—

+

polite and considerate

few months the house neatly. furni~hed,

Every feeling that is human?
11 %ids this to be a lady,
’Tis not this to be a» woman.

——

a pigeon hole in his desk the little book

D «ys flew on and the shop of Mark became

eyes, so unexcepsionable his whiskers, that
it might have proved a dangerous resort for
the lidies, had not a neat, tasteful house
going’up in the neighborhoood, been currently reported as the future residence of

Like the fani'y rings and chairs?
Is it one that wastes on novels

~

Mark's shop became the resort for high ton

Mark, so profound his bows,

What's alady? Is itsomething
Made of hoops and silks and airs,
Used to decorate the parlor,

Bel

attacks, you know where to send for. miedt- “dancing about with her new shoes, and

and to be seen.
So attentive,

Oft I’ve heard a gentle mother,
As the twilight hours began,
Pleading with a son on-duty;.
Urging him 10 be a man,
But unto her blue-eyed danghter,
+ Though with love's words quite
Poinfs she out the other duty, —
‘ Strive, my deargto be a lady.”

1869.

¢ golden opinions from all sorts of people.” settled his accounts
at night, he took from’
—the fashionable exchange, the promenade afore-named, and entered as follows: “To
of beauty and wealth, who came- there to one real wak-eup, $10,” which being doné,
be enlightened as to the ways and means of hellocked his desk, and returned once more
disposing of their surplus revenus—to see to Mis. Meriden,
:

tl)
@

.

STAR: JULY 28,

MOR,

St

Be

orm
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Tres

=

Pocky.

—

action.

As he goes along, nothing

escapes

his observation
and what he sees and hears
he accounts for immediately. Otten not
another step is taken until a mystery that
may present it in this line is fairly solved.
The ludian trailer will stand still tor hours

in snceession, to account for

certain

traces

or effeets in tracks, and sometimes give to
the matter unremitting attention for days
and weeks.
I have ridden several hundred miles with
an

experienced

guide

and

trailer,

Hack,

whom | interrogated upon many points in
the practice of this art. Nearly all tracks I
saw, either old or new, a8

art, I questioned him
the Niobrara River we
an lndian pony. My
track
a few miles and

a novice

in

the

been tiredness like that experienced at being suddenly waked up before time.

This

was to a degree almost to be called paiaful ;
then came a pleasant drowsiness with anger
that the doctors would not let me sleep."—
Concerning its chemistry and cure, the Soi-

entific American says :
The effects and the treatmentof sunstroke
are well understoodin this country, where
the mahidy is one df frequent ocourrenoe-—the bottest
partsof the world,
But the cause of the sunstroke is As xe 8
mystery. The intense heat (merely as
of the solar rays, is not the agentof

The human body may be exposed
to the
Turkish bath of 140 degrees, and remain in
it for an hour without injary. This is a
much bigher range of heat than that of the
atmosphere at which sunstroke often occurs,
viz., from 100 to 110 degrees ('n the sun).
Men workingin zine furnaces or iron found-

ries are subjected to a heat above

grees, but they are not

120

prostrated

ground with the phenomena

de-

to the

of the sun-

stroke. The human organization is fisted to
endure a much higher pitch of heat than any
are recorded
we have named. Experiments
of men sitting quite comfortable in ovens
while chickens were slowly browning by
their side. How does it happen, then, that
at a temperature of the open air, comparatively so low, men melt away (asthe popular saying is) with heat?
A writer in the Journal of Commerce says,
the reason must be looked for in the charae-

ter of the sun’s rays.

The heat of the sun

differs from every other

heat, as the

light

of the sun differs from every other kind of
light. This is a fact so well known as to
neéd no demonstration, The effect of the
sun's heat upon plants—as contrasted with

about. In going to artiicial heat—is
the most familiar, and,
crossed the track of perhaps, the most striking illustration at
guide followed the hand. All animate and inabimate things
then said, *‘It is.a
subject
to precisely the same great
laws
stray, black horse, with a long, bushy tail, are
of nature; and the solar heat which makes
nearly starved to death, has a split hoof of the flowers droop’and close their petals, as
the lett fore foot, and goes very lame, and if to shut out the dazzling rays, is not with-,
he passed here early this morning.” Aston- out its marvelous chemical effect upon the
ished and incredulous, [ asked him
the rea- sensitive brain of man. The effect, we say, sons for knowing these particulars by the in chemical-just like the effectof poison.—
tracks of the animal, whea he replied: ‘It Strychnine, eyanide of
i
arsenio,
was a stray horse, because
it did not go in a
direct line; his tail was long for he dragged morphine, and the
it over the snow ; in brushing against a bush ’ not work more or
0,
he let ing of his Baits wiih show 8 its tem than a sun
with
and in
wolor.

‘He

was

ve

along, he has vd

ungry,

for,

pig

weeds, which horses seldom eat.

‘going

high.

dry

The fis-

sure of the left fore foot lefy, also, its track,
and the depth of the indenture shows the
degree of his lameness ; and his track shows

the victim is dark elouded
blood, and a post mortem examination dison of the brain, lnogs, and
closes
heart. These are. the effects, varying in
degree, of the administration of poisons —

The chances of recovering from poisoning

he was here this morning, when the snow are far better, it remedies are seasonubly
applied, than from sunstroke. 'The latter is
was hard with frost.”
At another place we came across an Indi- almost always fatal with persons of delicate
health or full habit, ~
‘ That she is, and she shall have the ‘an track, and he said, *:It was an old Yank- |.
8 to remedies, there is no improvement
ton who came across the Missouri last evenshoes, and you gan have the ‘tea, too, ing to look at his traps, “In coming over he on the old ones, The applicatipn of ice to
father, can't you?” * exclaimed Isaac, hold- carried in his right hand a trap, and in his the head and under the armpits, brandy and
or other stimulants, administered inleft & lasso to eateh a pony with he had lose. "water,
|v
ing out his money to his astonished father.
ternully, a musgfid plaster on the stomach,
He
returned
without
finding
the
horse,
bus
* There is enough there for both, surely,
had canght in the trap he had out, a prairie vigorous chatink ot the body, and eap: cially
Isaac; but where did it come from P"
wolf, which he carried home on his back the bands and teet, fanning snd pl nty of
‘I earned it,” he eaid, proudly, and he and n bundle of kinikinic wdod fn his right air—these are restorutives efficacious where
related the incidents of the week,
Then he gave his reasons, “[ know anything is of avail.
hand.”
:
—
he is old, by the impression bis guit hus
‘* You have done well’ my son,”
made and a Yankton by that of his moecaTHAT
FAVORITE
beverage,
clarat
Isaac’ fult well paid for his effort. Ie sin. He is from the other side of the river, is usually a vile mixture. Taou-andswine,
of
hud done rightby obeying that Jaw of God us there are no Yanktons on this side, The glons ure made by allowing water to
which says, ** Honor thy father and moth- tap he curried struck the snow now and ‘woak through shavings, and'adding hereto
and’in the same munner as when he a cortain proportion of logwood and tarer,” and this will always make us happy. then
tame, shows thar he did not find the pony. taric acid, ‘and a litle alcohol’ Good
Boys, would n't jou, too, have felt that
A drop of blood it the center OF his tracks, judges can hardly discfimiaate brtwoen
industry was better than idlerress, hud you *hows that he carried the wren his back, this
meuuous mistuce and
the genuine
been with Isauc when hg suw little Alice und the bundle ot kimkinic®woud he used article,
> i
i
{fn

THE

wy
El

“wv Oan't hurt anybody ! ‘Why, I know a
person, yonder he is now, on high ‘change,

beauty,

a portly “six-

footer; he has the bearing of a prin-e, he is
one of our merchant princes.
His face
wears the hue of health,and now,at the’age ot

fifty odd, he has the quick elastig step or'our
oung

men

of twenty-five, and

none

mote

ull of wit and mirth than he; and I know
‘he never dines without brandy and water,
and never goes to bed without a terrapin or
oyster supper, with

squiw yanking
[udian clubbed

plen'y ‘of champagne,

and more thin that, he was never known to

gave mea numb feeling all over.

pecate use of good liquors.”
ines
Now isso happeded that this specimen of

hair out by handfuls.

He died, in a year ortwo after that,
with
chronic diarrhoea, a common end of those
who are never drunk, nor never out of liq

widow

a splendid

disease; in the midst of his millions, he
died of inanition.
That is not the half, read-

der.

He had been a steady drinker, a daily

drinker, for twenty-eight years. He left a
legacy to his children, which we did not
"mention. Scrofala has been eating up one
daughter for fifteen years; another is in the
madhouse ; the third and fourth were of un-

I couldn’s

I heard some of our

boys shouting close by, and the squaw
started and ran—one of the boys killing her
not three yards off. The Indian stepped

man-

children ; for he had ships on every sga and
. credit at every counter, but which he never
had occasion to use. Months before he
died,~~he was a year in dying,—he could
eat nothing without distress; and at death
the whole alimentary canal was a mass of

the
me

have got to my feet then if sll alone, while
the squaw kept screéching and pulling my

safe brandy drinking was a relation of ours.

He left his

me by the hair, when
my gun and struck

across the neck, He might just as well
have run me through: but he wasn't used to
the bayonet, or dwln't think.
The blow
stunned me; itdidn’s hurt in the least, but

about the dangerous nature of an occasional
glass, and the-destructive vffects of “a tem-

sion np town, and a clear five thousand a
year; besides a large fortune to each of his

;

Comet Tails,

one foot on my

chest,

and

with

his

gathered up the hair near the crown

hand

of my

head. He wasn’t very tender about it, but
jerked my head this way and that, and
pinched me. My eyes
were partially
open, and -I could see the bead-work and
trimming on his leggins. Suddenly I felt
the awtulest biting, cutting flash go around
my head, and then it seemed to me as if
my whole head had been jerked clean off.
I never felt such pain ia all my life; why, it
was like pulling your brains right out. I
didn't know any more for two or three days,

and then I came to find that I had the
sorest head of any buman being that ever
lived. -If the boys killed the viper, they
didn't get back my scalp; perhaps it got
earthly beauty ; there was akind of grand- lost in the snow. I was shipped down to
eur in that beauty ; but they blighted, and Laramie after
a hit, and ali the pursing I
piled, aad faded into heaven, we trust, in. got hain't made the hair grow on this spot
their sweetest teens; another is tottering on yet."—Delroit Free Press.
the verge
of the grave, aud only one is left

2 months and16 days.

28, aged two years, three
days.

been called to rest with -Him

modicum

of

principle

to

the

explanation

of

on

the

solar

beams

the cometary atmosphere;
carried

from

the

comet

Saviour.

by greater simplicity,

comet to that which it pessesses when it has
all

;

© other was hardened

and use-

flected in the water,” and beyond these ‘is
the smooth beach of the land of Gennesa-

7 blood and yellow matter plastered the
inner covering of the

red patches

df

lungs,

destructive

while

inflammation

canal. Why, there was enough of death in
that one man’s body to have killed forty
men. Tae doctor who talks about guzzling
liquor every day being ** healthy,” isa perfeet, disgrace to the medical
ought to be turned out to break
turnpike

for

the

name, and
rock for the

term of his natural

which is of clean, pretty gravel, and shells
and sand, with a row of oleander bushes
. growingin the water. At the other end of
the charming beach,—along which so often
walked the Saviwur of the world,—the

life, at a

shillirga dav, and find himselt,.— Hull's Journal of Health,
:
:

mighty God,“~the Prince of Peace,—we see
the hill on which stood his ¢ own city,'—
¢ thou Caperneum, which art exalted to
héaven;' but now not one house is there.
Néxt
comes
the
white
strand, where

once

A

Country

nnn

Tothe city folks who talk of taking a
hoe in the country, with charmingly unsophisticated ideas of what it is, Hearth and
Home offers these hints:

1st, Don't seek country home simply because yon love berries, and flowers, and
trees.

Toe berries and the flowers you may

buy any dav in the market, and the trees
you have all before you in your parks.
21. Do not be emboldened, by any wellau-dited account of suceesstul cultivators, to
belisve that you will reap enormous profits
from a country home and its acres, Such re* sults only come by large experience and “a
life-long system, which you can never extemporize.

.

Fr

81. Do not in your chafing under high
city costs, entertain the potion that in a
country home you may live lor comp+ratively. nothing.
Go ‘as widely as yon will,
you ¢sanot escape the tax-gatherer and the
grocer.
4th. Don't entertain the belief that. land

takes care of itself, or that immaculate gardeners may be liad for the asking, or crops,

- whether frait or vegetables, work themselves

out by any law of necessity.
'
5th. D n't count upon all country neighbors as being frugal, and innocent, and
kin ily. and uaaddicted to slip-shoddiness
and profane swearing.
‘Happy valleys”
are gnite as mythical now as in the days of
Dr. Johnson aad of Rasselas,
6th. Do not count upon finding city lux-

uries, such’as a mile of pavement

for wet

weather, or a Goupil’s show-room, or the
music of a target excursion band every day,

or a doctor néxt door.
Lastly. Do not believe—whatever may
be the representations of the real-estaté
ple—that a charming country home may

bought any day for a song, and any day
thereatter sold for a plump penny.
Iv, with all these provisos in mind, yon
have faith in your own raral zeal, and will
meet the difficulties of the case with the stoicism—no more and no less—with which

_ you would meet

larger difficulties in the

town ; aad if you enjoy fresh breezes that
come rocking over woods and wide reaches
.of meadow ; and if you can cultivate an apPetite for the crisp vegetables, fresh drawn
rom your garden; and if you believe in
wild romps upon the greensward as a bet‘ter thing for your children than all the doctor's

tonics,

and

if the

mistress

of your

household does not interpose a nay to all
thisthat shall carry shrill echoes through
every week of your summer—then go into
the country.

How it Feels to be Scalped.
Be

|

A

this city Saturday night,departing yesterday
for his home in Monroe county, New York.
His name is Delos G. Sandbertson, and he
lost his scalp at the battle of Washita. Per-

haps the

seneation

experienced by Mr.

will interest and

On steering

to-

it, Mr. Macgregor
says:—* S00a
my boat I saw ten thousand fish,

their heads

and

backs

above

water,

and as

enlighten. |

here,

Twelve

men came out

and

welcom-

sort of vulley,

The

reds were

camped

the

in a

and ‘we were within eighty

‘rods ot them for half an hour

CAN ANY ONE tell how

it is that a man

Tonose of Bostun eight.

plause.

with admiration and apSuccess in life is very
One
of them cast off “his fishers | “forget the time when we

coal’ and waded out

to

greet

me.”

These

men pay £100 a year to fish in the Juke.
Tne voyager suggests incidentally thata
payunient of this kind might be the ¢ 1ribute-money,”to furnish which the miracle

was

wrought.

He

spent

three

days

in.

jump;

be can’t

folks can.

© JosH BILLINGS

says:

‘ When

a young

Sh

DFA. JOHN BACHELDER, died in Laconia, N.

man ain't good for anything else, I like tew

a great flock of horses,

camels,

goats, and

bullocke, was octually grazing and browsing on the rank herbage of the mouatain.

Near them the hill sloped steep to the strand,

in one 8pot only a few feet from the water,
in another leading straight to the high gravel beach, Now, this beach, for a milein
extent, is very peculiar in its conformation

and quite different fiom any other partor
the shore of this sea. The gravel shelves

HABITUAL

DRUNKARDS

in

Illinois, by

ley Ash,

as

Indians.

We

just

* wiping out the whole gang.

went

in

for

When it was

MEDICIMVE,

Eight

Disorde:

years’

proves

these

the

Stomach, Bilivusness, and

the products of other

Bright

scanty

water. When Icame close in my canoe, I
could not see the inner shore at all, and
therefore if a herd of animals were to run

are to be placed under the care of guardians or of the overseers of the poor. A
similar provision exists in Pennsylvania;

AINTS fof FARMERS and others.—The Grafton

denly to the top of the gravel bank, and,
being urged on by others from behind, they
could not stop, but must certainly run into
¢ the deep’ and be drowned. I compared
all ‘the various features of the hills and
slopes here from different points of view,
which could only be done by patient scruti-

since in the latter state, when a persons
has once been declired an habitual drunk-

downat an angle of forty-five degrees, from
about ten feet

deep in water.

fringe of oleander

partially

A

conceals the

ny from a boat, for you cannot compare two

digent, idiotic, and

insane

ton Agents.

persons, and

ard,

the guardianship

over him

must

of

our

almost

are also

those

of any

PATENT STREBT LAMPS,”

favorable

to

the

ufuctor
Tania, also

the slope near Wady Fik for the scene of
ment and death were inflicted.” —(London)

Freeman.

Particular Notice!
Persons wishing obitua.cles published in the Morning Star, who do not

patronize 'it, must accompany

them with

equal to five cents a line, to insure

an

cash

insertion,

Brevity. is specially important. Not more than 4
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary.
Verses are inadmissible.

still be” wretched were it not
yet to come,

!

truth

aged T6 years,

Sue died in the Lord.

U. CAMPBELL;

JouN CHASE RROWN, died in Strafford, Vt.,
of dropsicul consumption, July 3. aged 60 years,
He
Wax baptized by Rev, Anron Buzzell in the
elevated and
appeared pleasunat ang pesceful:

i

One deviation from
dence.

PoLLY TRIPP, died in Temple, Me, , April 17,

weakens confi”

Com.

of our

in

a

trade

door-or street Lamp.

of the BEsT kind will be turnished in abundance.

Send for
Price List.

and

is

SALESROOM,

44 Murray Street, New York.
6ml7

VOID

QUACK+.~A

t.on, cau~ing

&o , having tried

Mo.

to

of erly

AS THESE
ALL

WATCHES

of the

will be

has discovered a sim) le means

of

ARE

FOR

SALE

Sewin

FOR

For
200

O67&

59

and Brass Castings, Gasometers and
51)

Gas Works,
OUR

BOOKS

IN BOSTON.

A full supply of Freewill Raptist Books may be
found at Woodman and Hammett’s, 37 and 39, Brattle

St., Boston, Mass, . They furni¥h our books to all parties desfring them, at our published rates,
advertisement in another column,

Will

of decay
at the roots.

kinpartast Change.

Combined in One Bottle,

RESTORER

KRestore

Natural

BONDS

Mm. 8. A. ALLENS

for sale.

In

to

its

ZYLO!

acknowled,
all not only in this wuniry. Sut n
not
The Restorer and Zylobalsamum s,
Europe.
de used one with the other
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Proprietors, 8. R. Vao Dus.
35 Barclay

& Co

St. and 4) Pack

Wisiesste Drangise,

Place,

New:

o~

“1y9

ABLE GIFT.—80 pages, Dr, 8, 8,
PHYSICIAN”
FAMILY
DOMESTIC
FRCS
describes all Diseases and their Remedies. Bent by
FITCH,
8.
8.
DR.
mail, free, Address
im10
714 Broadway, New York.

AGENTS

WANTED!

Male or Female to sell our new

:

MACHINE.
$10,00 SEWING
The most complete Machine for the price ever of
fared
for sale. Jt will do all sinds of work that can
he done on the high priced maot ines, We want

TYPE,

agenta to introduce this machine in every oouney;
a nay $75 to #200 Br month, Address, W.
ILL, Manchester, N.
H. ~
“4waT

FACES.

Address orders to

*

THE

MISSISQUOT

POWDER

sctnally cure. Caveer and forofuloun diseases of the
8kin. See Report to L, TI, Medical oon ty, and state:
ments of Phy sieinna in aireulsr, sent free an
tion to
CHAS, A. DURO!S, General Agen
FLO. Box 1650,
152 Pearl st., New York,

Agent,

JOHN K. ROGERS,
‘55 Water Stveet, Boston.

The Morning Star type is from this Foundry.
ts

Hair

It is a most delightful Hair Dressing:

METAL,

JOB

NEWSPAPER

a

Gray

Life; Color and Beauty.

It will promote luxuriant growt!
FALLING
HAIR js immediately checked,

And lately for its unrivalled

l

thei

Sale.

D TOUGH
AND

See

BEAUTIFUL HAIR,
Nature's Crown.
You Must Cultivate it
GRAY HAIR
is a certain indication

+

And its large varietiesof

BOOK

.

Shafting, Turning Lathes,
:
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools of
every desgription, Mill Work, all kinds of aw Mill
Machinery, (both circular and upright.) Iron

AYS NOTED FOR ITs

HARD

Engines,

Steam

Portable

MRS. S. A. ALLENS

Chance for Investmens.

CITY OF DOVER

which

Beston,

AND

A REAL HAIR RESTORER AND DRESSING

BOSTON TIPE FOUNDRY.

remedy,

OF

STATIONARY

New Style.

SINGLE

COMMENCED IN 1817,

RENOWNED®

t.,,

MANUFACTURERS

Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe ; Steam and
Gas Fittings of all kinds ; Brass and Iron Valves;
Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubular, Flue and Cylinder Boilers ; Barlow’s
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Steam Boxes
for Print Works ; Lap Welded
Boiler Tubes ; Quinn’s
Patent Expansion Ferules
for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ; :

First Letter Foundry in New England.

ar Yhoso Machlise at

Bromfiled

. . AGENT,

N/

L. R. BURLINGAME.

MACHINES. [3 Sewing ant anatuiriog,
12624

PAUL,

SOUTH NEW-MARKET, N. H,

THE

quire of the subscriber at the Morning
Siar Oftive, Dover N. H

re.

PLUMMER & WILDFR,

AMOS

BY

1568 Washington St. Boston.

A Good

THE
“WORLD

CONN

Company,

HAIR

he will send free to his fellow rufferers on receiot of
A Atamp to pay postage,
Addi.ess J. H. REEVES,
78 Nassan 8t., New York,
hat

ELIAS HOWE

Machine

to

For facts and all other information, address

inviscre-

self-onre,

AT PORTLAD,

SWAMSOCOT

the

WATCHES,

Grafton

adw rtized

WORKS

po-

watches,

RESPECTABLE JEWELERS,
COMPANY DECLINE ALL ORDERS

nervons deb lity, prematnre decay,

in vain evory

AND

any address dmapplication.,

024

‘vi im

. ' OFFICE

watch-buyers.

spect to any Sewing Machine ever invented,
ina
25, Warranted for 5 years, Send for circular. Ad.
rers J VYHNSON. CLARK & Co, Boston, Mass, Pitteburgh, P.., or St. Louis.

and
.

‘The Heath & Smith Manf’g Co.,

ed; adopted. We are always ready to examine whatever experience or art, or skill may suzgest, but we

612%

equal in every

Pamphlet

work,

be alone sufficient to secure for Waltham its high

+
10,00
PER DAY GUARANTEED
Agents to sell the HOVE SHUTTLE SKEWING MACHINE. It makes the LOCK STITCH, ALIKE ON BOTH
SIDES, has the under-feed.

MINER'S STREET AND
DEPO LAMP give 8 amuck
better light, is cleaner, more
durable, and more economsical every Way than any lamp
now in ure. Te~timonials

‘of

sition.
Among other tributary causes, may be stated the readiness with which each succeeding invention and improvement bas been tested, and if approv

Price

mark,

Phy-

resyden

and all pi
Errored
will find that this is exactl
what they need for an oul

best workers in- every department that are available |
—workers whore expertness and experience would

ineral Paint. Perrons can order the Paint and remit the money on receipt
of the
8. Addre 88
6m3] DANIEL BIDWELL, 254 Pearl 8t., New York.

CHESTER MARION,
son of Horatio and Mary W,

| Andrews, died of the sume, June 25, aged 2 yours,
4 wonths, 16 duys.

branded

-

p
Gburel

sician’s coun

manufacturer. 1

excellence

KEROSENE.

OWN
MITTERS
on LAMPS
sad
GAS, Railrond,
Gas and Fer-

skill, have produced a body of artisans whose effi
ciency is for the time pre-eminent, We have the

#6 per bbl. of 800 Ihs., which will supply a farmer for
ears to come. Warranted in all cases as above.—
nd for Circular which gives full
ulars. None
nuine unless

OR

“a

These

combination

other

z

MINER'S

ab-

ROBBINS, APPLETON & CO.
Agents,

both of them, though, of golirse, you cannot

20

effort, under a superintendence which combines the
subtleties of science with the strength of practical

con-

@brtuarics.

SKieS,eeessesecsssscsncacssassnessl2

“Our artisans leng ago ceasedto be novices. Time and

tinue for an entire year.

hills unless you are at proper, distance from

Bunny

FOR R GAS

American manufactories.

establishment—the

1720

and as a paint for any
purpose
body, durability,
elasticity, and adhesiveness,

Series.

each; on the dollar-and-a- quarter books, 16 cents

The conditions which make this cheapness possible

Mineral Paint Co, are now manufacturing the
t and most durable Point in use ; two
inseed
Oil, wil)
ooats well ps on, mixed with
last 10 or }
; itis ofa
t brownor beautiful
chocolate color, and can
[)
to
lead,

but the regulations are more strict in Illinois,

Day

Days,eescscesssssessscscadersnansl

Pompeii and Herculaneum,.«ceceesreesss1,25
Postage on the dollar-and-a-half books, 16 cents

principle, with reduced cost of production and an
ever-widening demand, our watches are offered at
prices considerably below tie watches of other Amer
ican makers, compgring quality with quality.
Our
annual manufacture is double that ot all other makersin this country combed, and much larger than
the entire manutacture of England.

to

relieve tnat Springy feeling, fold by Druggists, in
large bottler, at 50 cts. C, B. Kingsley, Northampton,
Mass. G. C. Goodwin & Co., M. 8. Burr & Co.,
Bos-

summer of 1681 and united with the church in 8,
As he viewed death approaching he. said heaven

~quick

&o.

Headache,

13

Bright

are positive in their character,’and are the natural
consequences of the precedence we acquired in the
trade. and the pioportions to which our manufactory
has attained. No industrial law is better established
than that which cheapens the cost of an article in
proportion to the magnitude of its production. The

best bitters for Dyspepsia, Liver troubles, Jaundice,

a

delighted by the hope of something better

them-—just as

BUT

Series.

Good Little Mittie,eeceeessaceisrsancsass ,T8
Making Something, eeeeeserseccrcrcnsane JIB
Jumie and Jeannie,..coivriieriinniiions 5
Boy’s Heaven,eetssrssrscesssrcarssaoens 10

more than
manual la

pamphlet contains much other useful information
RUM

KINGSLEY’S BITTERS are made from Mandrake,
Dandelion, Dock, Wild Cherry. Golden, Seal, Prick:

LAFOREST, adopted son of Harrison and Florinds Bryant, died in Wayne, Me., July 6, aged
4 years and 4 months,
5
O. P1118.

was lots of

with an

‘In addition to a decription
NOT

Child’s

_The Christ Child, cscosscrsesrncstancaces

But.we assert for the Waltham Watches more than
a general superiority. Their advantages, in respect
of quality and price,over English and Swiss watches,
are not more marked than are their advantages over

sent

~ ALL THE DOMESTIC bees near Louisville
have disappeared, leaving their homes full
of honey. The cause ot this extraordinary
‘exodus is a mystery. Ia a circuit of twenty|five miles all the hives were deserted about
the same time.
x

HOPE 1s NECESSARY in every condition,
the
we The miseries of poverty, of sickness, of caphad it all our own way for a few minutes, tivity, would, without this comfort, be in.
‘the snakes being
much confused, and supportable : nor does it appear that the
not’ knowing what was up. At length bappiest lot of terrestial existence can set
* thay. rallied, and we could hear Black Ket- us above the want of general blessing; or
tle shouting and ordering. The vermin that life, when the gift of nature and of
gm into holes and behind rocks—anywhere fortune are accumulated upon it, would not

squaws—there

certairty,

solute uniformity, and at a cost which
compensates for the difference between
bor in the Old World and New,

the American Watch Company of Waltham,

ncut.

recent act of the Lugislature, are hereafter
to be subjected to a very stringent course
of treatment. They are classified with in-

break. Just inthe gray of morning,
firing commenced on both sides, and

to fight back with a will. W¢ fired whenever we could see a top-knot, and shot

Mrs.

H., March 4.0f inflammation of the lungs, aged 91
‘| see him cairy a gold-headed cane. If he years
adopt nothing until experiments have demonstrated
and 7 mouths,
Bro..B.embcaced religion
Bethsaida.
One of them was stormy, the
can't
buy
a
cane,
let
him
part
his
hair
in
the
its excellence.
In pursuance of this rule, we have
at, the age of 30 or 37, und-r the lshors of Rev, E.
waves rose rapidly, and a heavy * cross sea’
middle!”
:
Knowlton, Sen., and united with the F. W, B.
brought to our aid all the mechanical improvements
very soon thundered on the gloomy beach.
church at Meridith Center, where he remained
CroP REPORTS from Arkansas are -very till removed by death. His house was the home and valuable’ inventions of the last fifteen years,
Ihave been (he remarks) on many Jakes
where the wind is sudden and severe,—in encouraging. The amount of Wheat har- of the brethren until he outlived his generation. whether home or foreign in their origin. We have
vested largely exceeds that of any previous He was a man of strict integrity, tirm in princi- thus acquired the éxtlusive possession of the best
Scotland, in Sweden, and ia America,—
ple.and as he received the Lord Jesus so walked . and most valuable improvements now known in conbut I never saw any sheet of water so sub- year.
nection with watch-making, and secured for the
he in him.
In manner, he was modest aod unject td squalls as this and so guickly moved
DRUNKENNESS has become fearfully prev- assuming, never secking the honors of the world. Waltham factory a force und completeness not shar.
from periect calm into rough and disiract- alent among the wine-growing districts of His acts of benevolence were mostly in secret. ed by any similar ¢stablishments in the world.
ing waves, tossing about with a fretfulness California. Even <young girls are some- His mind became weak concerning thingy in genThese constant efforts to perfect in all ways, and
altogether unusual. Oa the northern shore times seen reeling in.the streets under the eral, but in prayerhe lost nothing, daily rememby all means,both the machinery of the factory and
bering the church at’ the throne of grace.
He
is the desert place,’ to which Christ. with- influence of the ** pure California.”
lived in peace with all men, and we trust he the construction of our watches, have placed within
i
‘drew
for prayer, Near this the thousand
M. F. BACHELDER.
our means the production of a greater variety in
AT THE LATE ordination in Tllinois of a son sleeps in Jesus.
were fed. As I went toit in my canoe, I
grade and finish than other American makers have
WESLEY B. MILLS died in Rochester, N. H.,
of
Rev.
Edward
Beecher,
D.
D.,
the
candisaw men wading Jordan, for there isa
attempted. In the manufacture of very fine watches
July 6. aged 33 years, 8 months and 12 days. He
date
was
solemnly
*‘
charged
”
as
follows:
ford near the place, and by this the mu'tiwas sick over one year: although attended
by
we have fio competitor in the United States and only
+¢
I
charge
you
never
to
forget
that
you
are
tudes could have followed Christ as he
skillful physicians.yet none could master that
very few in Europe.
went. The northern beach is of fine black the son of your father, the grandson of your destroyer of thousands. consumption, which had
upon him claiming him as its vietim.
The various styles of these watches have undergravel. I discovered a channel 500 feet grandfather, and the nephew of your uncle.” fastened
He experienced religion and united with the KF.
long, and five feet deep, and a pier under
IT wasan apt answer of a young lady 'W. B. church, of which he was a worthy member gone the severest trials in the service of Railway Enwater extending 100 feet more. ‘Th¥“chan- who, being asked where was her native until taken to the church triumphant. He bore gineers, Conductors and Expressmen, the most exnel led me to a ruin, and plainly this was a place, replied, “I have none, I am the his pains without one murmaur,and departed with acting class of watch wearers, and the presence of
such a calm, reconciled spirit that the very place
little port inland. Another not so large daughter of a Methodist minister.”
over 400,00 Waltham Watches in the pockets of the
‘where he died seems a hallowed place. . His
was further east. From one of these the
It 1s the Temperance Advocate, that kindness as a neighbor greatly endeared him to people is the best proofof the public approval, and
apostles may have embarked when they
the communityin which he lived.
The feeling
must be accepted as conclusive of their saperiority
left Christ behind.” ° Mr. Macgregor*finds says:
in, that he was a friend that could hardly be rpur% We prohibit the making of counter- ed,
by discriminating watch-buyers, especially so since
but we bow with submission, comforted with
“at least four localities on the eastern feit money;
let us prohibit making of the assurance that a good man has gone to the
skorein every way remarkably adapted to counterfeit men.
We prohibit ihe sale of rest and reward of God’s people. He leaves to tire important matter of price is also very greatly in
the incidents of the narrative of the legion tainted meats ; let us prohibit the sale of mourn their los§'an affectionate companion, who favor, being at’least twenty-five, per cent. cheaper,
of the devils and the herd of swine.
There
administered to every want in her power, and
quality for quality, than those made elsewhere in
two loving children, a father, mother, brothers,
were the rocks and caves, where tombs tainted drinks.”
the United States.
and
sisters,neighbors
aud
the
church,
Services
by
Ir'HAS
BEEN
remarked,
maliciously
of
would be. There was the wild feeding
>
Com.
ground; covered with bulbous roots, where course, thatthe edges of nearly every book A. Lovejoy.
An illustrated description of the Watches made by
swine might feed. Even at that memeot, in Victor Emmanuel’s ‘private library are

before day-

where they could find a place, and began

Her

the Concord High school, in 1865,and of her Sabbath school pupils. Her parents and only surviving brother and numerous relatives, sorrow and
rejoice that she has crossed safely over the river.
A.K. M

remember when he was a tadpole but other

10

Day Present,scessecessnessscsssens

The aggregate of profit is the end kept in view—not
the profit on any single watch. And, acting on this

apt to make us by the attendance and testimonials of esteem of
wasn't much, Ti the classmates with: whom she: gratuated from

is just 0 with a frogon a

rea'ized with greater

lower rates than

the pertect work of patience. . In early life she
cherished a hope in Christ, which was renewed
some two years since, and her end was. peaceful,
‘The gene at her burial was rendered impressive

3

78

Birth

skilled labor on an extensive scale, with machinery
perfect and ample—enables us to offer watches at

usefulness, but by cheerfulness in great suffering
she furnished to all who saw her, an example
of

would

Rainy Day Series.
A Rainy Day at School,cessssecesreasesss

These general claims to snperiority are no longer |
Parties designing.
/to get new Sabbath School
contested. An English watch-maker,in a recent lecLibraries, or to ro iemih old ones, can send us
ture before the Horological Institute of London, détheir orders which will be immediately filled with
scribing the result of two months’ close observation
at the various manufactories in the United States, our own publications, or will be filled with the
remarks in reference to Waltham: ‘“ On leaving the books of other publishers.and will be furnished to
factory, I felt that the manufacture of watches on Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholessle prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,
the old plan was gone.” Other foreign makers, |’
some of them eminent, have publicly borne the
;
* Dover, N. H.
same testimony. They admit that the results aimed
at in Europe by slow and costly processes are here

extent

MARY J. HADLEY, died in Concord, June23, of
consumprion, aged 23 years,10 months.
For several months she had been di~qualitied tor active

we love

York

in Merril

funerdl sermon was preached by Rev, Mr. Smith,
Text,Ps. 23: 4. *
RicmarD RICHARDSON.

a good weekly paper is able to pay fifteen
cents a day for tobacco and cigars, to say
nothing of an oceasivnal drink ?° -

Tue waisky suors of New

fami-

for’ weepatlitle longer in this vale of tears

who is two poor to pay tive cents a week

ed the Rob Roy

been sent around so as to attack from

“other side.

Or G—

reach fourieen miles if putin a straight line.

the only miracle of our Lord where punish-

troops had

—

this was hamed Beth Siida, House of
Fishes.’
Lately two fishers’ huts were buile

see each of them by walking under it upon
the shore. I came away much gratified by
this afternoon’s work, in having fully satistied myself as to the complete suitability of

Some of the

a

Sabrina HACKeLt, +e senssresenesasnscnces] BO
© Aunt Mattie, eseeserecesssrosisansarannesl,60

each; on the 75 cents books, 8 cents each.

In, N. Y.,nged 43 years. She was baptized by
Rev. O. Johnston in 1842. and junited- with the
first K. B. church in Wales. After her marriage
she, with her husband, removed into the town
of Java, and there being no ¥. W. church conveniently near she united with the Presbyterian
church mn that place, and remained a member of
the same until she was called to join the church
ahove.
Her sickness was wasting and severe but
she endured as seeing him who
is invisible.
Her énd was peacelul and serene. She leaves hér
husband, an only daughter, and aged parents to

Items.

Muy Bedlicoeossosnsenaensscsssncsanensss]50

detail,

under the pressure of the lightest main-¢pring, vi
brates with a wide and free motion. The several
grades of watches have more than a general resemblance each to its pattern; they are perfect in their
uniformity, and may be bought and sold with entire
confidence as to the qualities we assign to them,

M. C. HENDERSON.

JANE. wife of Mr. Seth Blood, died

nucleus

FANNY FERN says—‘‘
All whom
are haudsome,”

Says he:
“1 was in the infantry.
Custer had
command of the troops. There was quite
a force of cavalry with us, but they
were
about a mile in the rear when we first discovered the reds.

surround the

of an excellent member.

like a series of cloudy glass cases. No
theory can be called complete which does not
account for those remarkable and evidently
important features.— Public Opinion.
EE ——
i au

close together as they eould lie. Outside
of these was a circle of eormorants and
ducks waiting for prey. ‘No wonder that

towards this, they would come very sud-

hat

A victim of Indian vengeance’ arrived in

Sandbertson

stand.”

comet-gazers, which

The

in

usess ds sossessssd 90

Hours,eceeesescsedlocenss esses sl.B50

Master and Pupil,ecesesssossesarsessanss1:60

The application of machinery to watch-making has,
in fact, wrought a revolution in the main features 0
the business. In conjunction with enlarged power oi
production,it has enabled us to.secure the smoothness
and certainty of movement which proceed from the
perfect adaptation of every piece to its place. Instead
of a feeble, sluggish,variable action,the balance,even

ly are bereaved of a choice friend, and the church

PY

“

Bethswida

wards
round

Residence.

ri

died in full assurance of eternal life,

reth, a little cresent-shaped strip of plain, .he has not yet mentioned : I allude to the
teeming with verdure down to the shore, peculiar ' luminous envelops, familiar to

angry

were scattered along the whole alimectary

bodies are acOne, however,

a precision

y

Series.

Andy Lute,
Shining

and accuracy and uniformity in their time keeping
qualities, which by the old methods of manufacture
are unattainable.
;
bE

space would be lit- up like a comet's tail.
To account for such a peculiar property,
Professor Tyndall assumes thatthe suu’s trust in him, Her death was calm and peaceful,
heating and chemical powers are antago- | and gives us the assurance that our loss is her
nistic,und thatthe calorific raysare absorbed eternal gain, The aged father, brothers and sisters
with all the senses, and each
of them is
more copiously by the head and nucleus bow in submission to the Divine will and are
The Waters of Gennesareth.
weak as water.
ie
than the actinic rays. This augments the striving to meet the departed one in heaven,
A gentleman of thirty-five ivas sitting on
:
sl
f—
.
A. LOVEJOY.
a chair, with no specially critical symptoms
Mr. Macgregor has printed some interest- relative superioityof the actinic rays behind
the
bead
and
nucleus,
and
enables
SLLEN, Joungest daughter of Philander P..and
present; still ho was know to be a‘ dissi- ing incidents and reflections appertaining
pated young man,”as the/saying goes. He to the cruise of the Rob Roy in the sacred them to bring down the cloud which con- Eliza A. Houghton of Lyndon,Vt.,died July 6,aged
21 years. Krom a child, she was constant in a'rose, ran fifty feet, fell/ down, and died. waters of Gennesareth. This lake, which stitutes the tuil. Thus the caudal appendage tendance
on public ‘worship and Sabbath school.
The whole covering of the brain was thick- is about twelve miles long by seven broad, is in a perpetual state of renovation as the She was early exercised with religious imprescomet
moves
through
space;
the
old
ened, its cavities wergfilled with a fluid that is surrounded by mountains, save on the
gions, but neglected her consecration to God unnough to kill balf a doz: north, where the Jordan enters, and where tails being dissipated by she solar heat as til Jast Dee. -In May following she received baptism,
in company
with seven others, by the
en men with apoplexy; a great portion of theres a plain, Oa the western shore, soon as they cease to be screened by the
writer, and united
with the church.
She ‘continNearly all the phenomena ob- ued
one lang w
a state of gangrene, and ‘¢ the towers and. walls of Tiberias are re- nucleus.
fuithful-to her covenant engagements and
served in those mysterious
counted for by Dr. Tyndall.

.

.

IPrize

most obvious sourge.of merit. The substitution of
machinery for hand labor hs been followed not only

Mrs. JUDITH G., wife 6f “Mr. Bracket Dore,
and daughter of Dea. William Hill, formerly of
Strafford, died in Great Falls, July 8. Sister D.
had been a Christian more than thirty years and
for many years a worthy member of the Free
Baptist church in Great Falls.
For nearly ten
weeks she suffered intensely’ with erysipelas in
the head and face,and yet her mind was clear and
perfect consciousness continued to the last. which
enabled her to give the most convincing evidence
that Christ never leaves nor forsakes those that

power when it has passed through a vapory
otherwise

A. H. MORRELL,

GEO. WHEELER.

tail,

and delivery.

excellence which place them above all foreign rivalry.

lived a devoted Christian life, beloved by ail that

being

‘8. 8. Superintendents.

"Ihe sy stent whicif¥overns their construction is their

knew him.
In his death the church has lost a
good man and the town a good citizen.
He
leaves a wife and only son to mourn his loss.
Funeral services at the church, where a large audience met to pay the last tribute of respect to
the departed.
The sermon was preached from
Job 14:14, * If a man die shall he live again?’

traverse

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

3
AND TO
the watches produced at the Waltham
may be not improperly prefaced with a
of the considerations which induce us
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just
upon the attention of intelligent watch. | published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab»
tn
;
lishment. These Books are now ready for sale

, Fifteen years’ successful experience justifies us in
claiming for the Waltham Watches peculiarities of

JOSIAH
SANBORN, died in Thornton, N, H.,
July 12, in the 45th year of his age. Ie was baptized by Rev. Moses Folsom,Sept. 10, 1855, and

but something being deposited from the
interplanetary space through which the
body is coursing. But this explanation
supposes that the sunlight has a different
traversed no such ‘medium;

R. Marston,

IsABRLLA W.. widow of the late William R.
Davis, died in Kittery, June 2, aged 52 years.
She experienced religion under the labors of Rev.
Carlton Small,by whom she was baptized, and
was a worthy member of the church until death.
She was contined to her home by hér last sickness just one year. She was ready and willing to
depart, giving up her four orphan children 10
the Lord.
:
:
+
D. P.

the
renconthis

to form the

'-— A, J» BUKER.

it to Boothbay in quest of wasted health,
Mrs,
Mirston was a worthy member of the F. W, B
church at. Phillips, and leaves the happy assurance to her afflicted triends that she is with her

vapor,

nothing

A record of
Manufactory
brief mention
to press them
buyers,

of Mt. Veraon, Me..died June 26, whiie on a vir

cometary,

which

A CARD.

sixteen

little ones

MRS. MARY G..wife of Mr. James

phenomena is asfollows: A comet is held
to be & mass of vapor decomposable by the
solar light, the visible head and tail being
an actinic. cloud resulting from such de
composition. The tail is not matter projected from the head, but matter precipitated

and

who said, ** Suffer

to dwell forever in his arm.

that a beamof light is capable of forming
a brights, glowing cloud in its course through
a

months

Thus in a few days have three

Boberfisennts,

Dbeefisements.

’

little children to ¢ome unto me and forbid them
not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven.”
And
may it be a comfort tv those whose hearts huve
been made sorrowful, thatgthese dear. ones Aare

actinic power of light.
It will be remembered, says Once a Week, that he has found

the said cloud being first reduced by
chemical action of the light, and then
dered visible by illumination of the
‘densed particles. The application of

~~

MINNIE F. ROLLINS, daughter of Joshua N.,
and Elizabeth 5. Rollins died of the same, July

true,is at least philosophical, and based
upon data acqnired by experiment. Professor *Tyndall has developed a ‘cometary
theory out of his late researches upon the

containing

28, 1869.

LINNIE GERTRUDE, daughter of Isaac P. and

esis which if it should not eventually prove

a space

JULY

Sarah A. Andrews, died in Pleasant Ridge Plan
tation, Me., June 17.0t canker rush, aged b years

charged right down into camp. Thelodges'
iy
e—
—
5y
were all standing yet, and lotsof Indians | :
in them. As we ran through the alleys, a Theories by scores, and wild enough to
big red jumped out at me from behind a make a philosopher's hair stand on end,
tent, and betore I could shorten-up enough have been proposed to account for the
to run him ‘through with my bavonet, a formation of comets’ tails. Herschels and
squaw grabbed me around the legs and Airys are pestered with them, whenever a
twisted me down. The camp was then full bearded tar makes its appearance; and
of men fighting, and everybody seemed almost invariably the proposers are in a
vellingas loud as he could. When I fell, state of ‘utter ignorance. in regard to the
I went over backward, dropping my gun, working’ of physical ‘laws. It will ke a
and I had just got part way up again, the treat to the astronomers to discuss a hypoth-

be drank. So here is a living exampler
and di-proof of the temperance twaddle

uor.

C5

fully daylight, we all gave a big. yell and

| i A Glass of Brandy.
a specimen of manly

MORNING STAR:

.

Passengers by the Tacific Railroad stopping
at Sherman station are warned to look out for
bears.

the reforms recently

institutéd’ at,

Harvard University, married women are now
permitted to attend the University courses of in-

struction,
-

=~

that

Mr.

and Mrs.

weigh precisely the same
each.

Colfax

pher’s

stone, and succeeded

by

the combination

of nites acid and electricity in converting silver
into gold.
Unfortunately,
however, the cost
of the process is many times greater than the value of’ the metal produced.

both

to a pound, 158 pounds

The Russian government is approdching the
completion of the considerable armaments with:
which it has been occupied-during several years.
At the end of 1869 all the field artillery will be

A turtle weighing over 400 Ibs, was brought to
a Florida port from Cumberland Island.
In
butchering it over 600 eggs were found.

Texas is suffering much from floods.

‘This

furnished with

summer is a rainy season, pretty much everywheré., The effect may be bad on the ¢rops,
which require to be watered, but not flooded.

nine-ppunder

and

four-pounder

breech-loaders on the new system. The fortresses will be all supplied with hevy cannon on the
same principle.
The larger number of these
pieces have been.made by Krupp, of Berlin—the
inventor of that enormous Prussian gun which attracted so much attention at the Universal Exhibition—the rest were cast at Madeburg,

A man in. St. Louis recently got married on
Tuesday, got the chills on Wednesday, wrote his
will on Thursday, went mad on’ Friday, died on

Saturday,’and was buried on Sunday,

In Great Britain, to a population of 24,363 009
A number of the leading citizens of San F rancisco have organized a society for the protec tion | persons, there are 36.2000 ministers of all denominations, 34,700 churches and chapels.
of Chinese from J 1wless white men and boys.
!
The new fractional currency is being rapidly
Pe
EB + rene
printed and will probably be all out and in cir- |
Paragraphs.
|
culation by the 1st of August. -.
A GREAT PART of the work on the Central
{
A young woman in Michigan has applied for
Pacific railroad was done by Chinamen, and was
a divorce after a protracted wedded life of exconducted with more regularity, good order, ‘and
‘actly two weeks,
| dispatch than on the eastern end of the line, the
A child at St. Johnsbury, Vt., died last week { laborers being better behaved and disciplined.
Ardent spirits were excluded; but the Chinafrom eating uncooked rl:ubarb.
|
men have surpassed the other class of laborers
Minnesota swamp lands are fast coming into
in sobriety, docility, “endurance and freedom
notice for agricultural purposes, and after drainfrom outbreaks and acts of violence,
{
age make the most-valuable soil in the State.
|
|
'
Tue
PRESIDENTS
eldest
son
Fred,
a
West
The storm reported
as having: occurred ‘at |

|

Lexington, Mo., on" W ednesday amounted toa
tornado.
It swept over portions of Clay and
Lafayette counties doing great damage.
Houses
were _unroofed and.
chimneys
blown down.
The crops were injured seriously.

{ Point cadet,

|
|

During asevere storm at Cincinnati on Sunday,
the house of Mr. Doty was strack bylightning.
Mr. Doty’s daughter was instantly killed and |
his wife and son suffered from the shock.
{

A

number

of

tobacco-stamp

counterfeifers

lately

saved

the

life of his

cousin.

It appears that the son of the President and the
son of General Dent were visiting their uncle,
Dr. Sharpe, out at Laurel, and the younger of
the boys were in bathing.
Dr. Sharpe's son,
aged eleven years, got be yond his depth and was
drowning,when young
Fred, without undressing,
jumped in and grasped the boy’s hair as he was
going down the third-tfme, and with some difficulty succeeded in getting him out before other
assistance arrived. The lad was resuscitated,
and young Grant was the hero of the day, ==

were arrested last Saturday in New Jersey, and
a large lot of stamps, plates and tools were seizA BILL TO PREVENT gambling on railroad
ed and destroyed.
A currency counterfeiter has
trains and steamboats has been passed by the
also been arrested in Jersey City.
| Connecticut legislature. It provides that every
person who shall play eards, dice, three-card
The State Assessor reports that the total valumonte, or any other game, for money or valuaation of taxable property in Nebraska is $42,000bles, or shall solicit another to play, while travel000, of this $8,000,000 is the property of the
ing, and every person ‘‘who shall win or lose
Union Pacific.
This shows that the valuation
any money,” etc., shall pay a fine not exceeding
is six times greater than in 1862.
$200, and be imprisoned ir a common jail not
Recent developments in the Alleghany Valley |
less than one nor more than six months,
It is
have stimulated a new excitement in oil operaness to us that gambling on Connecticut railtions.
roads and steamboats has been so common as to
The frontier towns of Minnesota find it diffiacquire any special legislation to prevent it.
cult to retain school-ma’ams.
They all become
Miss KATE FIELD, in one of her spicy letters
wives after a three months’ residence.
a
to the Tribune, descriptive of the Peace Jubilee,
A negro was.sun-struck in Nashville on Thursspeaks of ‘ the gentlemen of the press,’ and of
day, and the coroner held an inquest.
On Fri- ‘the women who appeared among them on the occasion, in these terms:
day, when about to screw on the coffin lid, the
man showed
signs of life; when restoratives
¢ 1 have heard a great deal about the Bohemi-

were administered,

and he is now fast recover-

ing.
A citizen of Belfast, Me,, who had not seen
his son for eight years, and supposed him dead,

recognized him as one of the. acrobats ina cir
cus which exhibited in that city last week, ~—..
A man at Louisville, in drinking from a tumbler
of water the other day, swallowed several ‘needles that had been placed in it. He succeeded in
spitting out one of them, but several stuck in

his throat and had to be cut out.
Thirteen hundred and fifty men - were engaged
in changing the gauge of the Missouri Pacifie
Railroad.

So

complete

and facilities that the

were

the

preparations

feat was accomplished

The investigation into the New

Orleans

Cus-

tom House frauds still continues.
Over 150,000
cigars were seized by Marshal Packard on the

219th inst.

The number of paupers and criminals in New
York have doubled since 1850, which seems to

indicate that license laws

to plan for the season.

anism of the Press—how its members look like
Mexican-bandits, and how they disregard every
law, human and divine. If the 200 or more gentlemen who have written themselves all to pieces
for the sake of Peace fairly represent their profession, then the Pressisan honor to the country.
Better deportment, less confusion, more courtesy,
Ihave never seen outside a drawing-room; and
if the seven or eight women correspondents were
treated with as much thoughtfulness and consideration as one of the representatives of The Tribune, they were treated as well as they deserved,
“if not better. Had the Peace Jubilee no other

virtue, I should rejoice in it for having

do not diminish pau-

perism and crime.

tained by a few mistakes, the boys

a knowledge

A father, mother; and nine
children
from
Pennsylvania, recently passed through Grand
Rapids, Michigan, on their way to Minnesota,
the ehildren being three pairs of twins and one
triplet.
An unknown hunter was lately found in the
forest in Roscommon county, Mich., horribly
mutilatedby natural decay and the ravage of
- wild beasts; dead in a bear trap into which he
had stepped, so liberating the sapling to which
it was attached, and swinging him between
heaven and earth to endure a horrible death.

Wise, Mason,

and

work with.

ing pay.

new

Hebrew, French, Ger:aan and Italian, and obtained a thorough knowledge of geology and
botany. Out of his savings
he has purSiased a
library of 1200 volumes,

successor to Jefferson, Randolph, and Henry A.

Gov. Stearns

:

of New

ed the following gentlemen members of his staff
with the rank of Colonel:

Mason'W.

Tappan

of

Bradford; Chief
of Staff; E. A. ‘Straw of Manchester; Suitiel M. Wheeler of Dover; Charles
H. Bell Exéter;”
of
F. A. Faulkner of Keene,

|

$1

o

dnd. 8, Hoskdnglol Iman

Thé iSéetetary
of the Treasury hes received

the following letter :—~
Dear, Sir—Enclosed please

dred and seventy dollars.

find

or

hun-

This is not conscience

money ; but doing a local business in a Pennsyl-

vania town, and by care and management having
made it pay, [ thought it would

be injurious

to

my business to have my full income published in
-our village paper.

I have

paid

income
tax to the collector, and

send direct to you.

a part

of

the balance

HoNrsTY,

my

I

FOREIGN.

The crops in Norway and

Sweden

are a fail-

, re.

© Am Enghish thief swallowed one
on Hundred thou‘wind dollars
of digmonds in Palermo. An
mt mda a glass of beer surprised him
maFi

uh

oi

Wise.
One of John Brown's men was a black
Virginian.
This M. C. is the legitimate descendant of that here, May he be the first-born among
many brethren.
AT ECHO the other evening three freight trains
stood upon the main track, when word came
flashing over the telegraph from the superintendent, “ A locomotive and tender, with steam

up and nobody on board, have

broken

from

few minutes came a second message : “She has just
passed Castle Rick station.” Never were three
trains got off upon a siding with
less* delay.
Then thé workmen piled sleepers high upon the
track,
Lest even that should not stop “her?”

and she should do murder futher down the road,
they tore up the rails below. ‘Just as this was
accomplished she came in sight.
She
shot
through the sleepers like.a bullet through a pine
board, sending them flying in all directions, and

darkening the air with the splinters. But at the
broken track she jumped up and down with
angrily

head

fore-

most into a hillside. She bad run twenty-six
milesin twenty minutes—the best time yet made
upon this road,

posed ‘the English |; A LATE WASHINGTON dispatch informs us
"that the adhifnistration has finally setfled upon a
definite policy concerning Cuba, and that neither
the$ independence of the new republic willbe ac-

belligerent ‘rights recognized,

knowledged

n after ma-

This course: has been resolved

It is, thou

ture

on

our Gov-

ernment would not be. averse to propositions from

Spain for the Jurchise of Cuba; perhaps advan
Spano

me

from our sideof thé house.
pr,

YerEY

fg t—

Sometimes the farmer who keeps only a few
cows Yo supply his family with milk and butter,
would like also to make a few cheeses for family use.
He does not care to make cheese to sell
and
therefore hardly feels able to purchase
cheese apparatus and fit up a dairy-house after the most approved models,
Let us see how cheaply we can arrange for
a primitive dairy.
If nothing better is at hand,
a common washtub, clean and sweet, will, answer the purpose for setting the milk and work-

ing the eurds.
A hoop must be bad from the cooper.
Let it
be ten inches in diameter, top und bottom, by
twelve inches high and fitted with
a follower.
A very good press may be made in a few hours
from a twelve foot plank and some pieces of
scantling.
About a foot from each end of the
plank set up two short
pieces of scantling
four and one-half inches apart. Fasten them

firmly

to the plank

with

bolts’ or pins.

The

lever may be a joist four by four, or four by six
and fourteen feet long. One end is to be secur-

ed by a pin passing through ‘the uprights at
‘one end of the plank and itis to move freely
a up and down between the uprights at the other

freight train
and started down the grade.”
Ahtithen and there washurryingto
amd fro! In a

vexation, and finally plunged

a pros-

| Cheese Makingin a Small Way.

men will be sold, though in the more modern and”
Northern sense. By yielding to such fascination
and voting with their masters against their radical friends, they may find themselves badly old.
One event redeems thg election.
Hon. Mr. Norton, late a slave, or of the slave race, is elected to
Congress.
He .was a Radical candidate.
The
world moves when old Virginia sends up such a

A man who has worked
for years in the
Brooklyn navy yard as a machinist has learned,
in his leisure hours, to speak, read
and write

Working with poor tools, and

me that boys leave the farm, neither are they
to blame for it. There are causes for it, and till
those causes are removed, theré will be no other
result.
Cause
and effect are always hand in
hand.— Weekly Spectator.

sending

We fear these

No farmer can afford to use old

courage to face the difficulties, and in" the end
the farm is deserted. It is notat all strange to

their late property to Richmond, not to be sold as
aforetime, butto march up Capi
a:
Hill and enact

laws for the Old Dominion.

thé: ex-

pect of poor pay, are two discouraging features
of farming.
The result is, for want of means no
improvements are made upon the homestead—a
general dilapidation ensues, and no one has the

df real

such,

have

worn out ones.
The use of them is a source of
much discomfort and loss, and-is one of the reasons why so many farmers are not making farm-

THE FIRST COLORED MEMBER OF CONGRESS.
~—Virginia has gone semi-rebel; but to do so the
white man’s party had to elect several colored
men to the Legislature,
WHat a change it is to

see Hunter,

farm.

for. The interest of the sons in the farm may
be further deepened by giving them good tools to

lieve that the Press Headquarters of the Coliseum
have gained rather than lost by the presence of
women; and, now that the experiment has been
tried with success, let it be repeated.
It does
women quite as much good as it does men.
One
sex is made stronger, the other is made more rtefined. The ruin of both sexes is that they come
together only for pleasure. To unite on serious

subjects is to bring about

* Well, boys—the

perience, and that is a -part of their education,
which the father should always be willing to pay

proved

character.
For one,
I am happy fo express my
indebtedness to the Peace Jubilee for solving an
interesting problem,”

Tuke up a handful

and

pressit together dn. the

hand, and if on opening
the hand it readily
falls to pieces it is about ready for draining.
Threw a cloth’ strainer over the tub and dip

a demand, and that demand must be supplied.
There is a bid made for intelligence, and I seegro
off the whey down to the curd. Then put the
reason why the young farmer should not respead,
* I'strainer on a willew clothes-basket and dip the
as well as the son of the merchant; the
d6¢ or} or
curd into itto drain.
It may now be broken
. of the mechanic.
There are many influences that
up with the hands and when pretty dry returnoperate to accomplish tifis result. The demand
ed to tlre tub for salting.
Salt at the rate of
for laborthat brings direct pay is another reason
four and one-half ounces of salt to ten ' pounds
why so many leave the farm. The farmeY ¢asts
of curd; mix it thocoughly and put to press.
his, seed. into the ground, and must wait for the After remaining from two to four hours in press,
return.
The mechanic gets his every week or turn and put to press again, leaving it under
every month. ‘ If he does not have so much at pressure until next morning when it may be
the end of the year he gets it oftener.
And then
removed to the shelf.
Small cheeses need not
again, he is not cut off by dry seasons, or by wet be bandaged; they should be rubbed over with
.ones.
Hail storms have no effect upon his crops. a little fresh butter melted and applied warm,
The time has been, and perhaps is now, that the or with oil made
from..the cream that rises
farmer can’t afford to pay the prices mechanics from the whey.— Western Rural.
do.
So lobg as this is the case labor will drift
from
the farm,
Farm
produce will rise in
murket till the farmer can pay for labor to proCut This Out and Keep It.
duceit.
That has been the tendency for the past
a
i,
0
few years.
Supply and demand must regulate |
Franklin Dyre, a highly respectable and inall of these matters,
But. just here, Mr. Editor,
telligent farmer of Galena, Kent eounty, Marylet meask why are we making so much ado about
land, gives: the following as a sure cure for the
the deserters of the farm? DS not the sons of
bite of 8 mad dog. As will be seen, he has testour doctors mostly seek other employments?
Is
ed it with the most gratifying results:
it not also true of most other professions?
A
‘ Elecampane is a plant ‘well known to most
man can see the dark side “Only of his own propersons, and is to be found in many of our garfession. He thinks his is the most undesirable
dens. Immediately afier being bitten take one
of all professions.
He so expresses
himself.
and a half ounces of the *root of the plant—the
And many there are who will not educate their
green root is perhaps preferable, but the dried
sons for the same professions.
that they follow.
will answer, and wdy be found in our drug
The farmer is not a whit behind his brethren in stores, and was
used by me—slice or bruise,
this respect. He is as fond as any one of -decry- put into a pint of fresh milk, boil down to half
ing his profession, and of striking the balance
a pint, strain; and when eold drink it, fasting
aguinst his business. The effect follows: The
at least six hours afterwards,
The next mornson believes what his father says, and the impresl ing, fasting, repeat the dose, using two ounces
sion is made more indelible by the penurious!
of the root.
On the third morning take another
manner in which he is treated by his father.
dose, prepared as the last, and this will be suffiNow, Mr. Editor, I propose here to state what
cient, It is recommended that after each dose
I conceive to be the main reason for the deser- nothing be eaten for at least six hours.
tion oft the farm. Qther influences have their
I have a son who was bitten by a mad dog’|
effect, but the most potent influence is at home.
eighteen years ago, and four other “children in
In many cases “ The Old Man” is to blame.
No
the neighborhood were also bitten; they took.
futher should so treat his sons as to cause them to
the above dose, and are alive and well to this
apply to him the above term.
But is it not too
day. And I know a number of others
who
often the case?
f* The boys” must * drudge”
were bitten and applied the sane remedy.
from sunrise to sunset, and are usually ordered
It is supposed that the root contains a printo **do as I tell you, and don’t stop to play.”
It
ciple which, being taken up by the blood in its
is the ork the father wants developed,
He
circulation, counteracts or peutralizes the deadaims at tlie cultivation of the soil under his feet,
Jy effects of the virus of hydrophobia.”
rather than the brain of his boys. , Their labof|
I feel so" much
confidence in this
simple
is mostly compulsory, rather than voluntary.
| remedy that I am willing you should give my
They are taught to labor for the gain of the parname in connection with this statement.”
ent, not for their own advancement.
They are
bidden to work, rather than induced
by the interest they take in the work.
Now is there not
a better way?
Let us imagine what a true par——
ent might say to his boys. The time has come
Few pets give more pleasure than these sweet
ing is coping on—now let us plan.”
The boys
gather arya and the different plans are compared.
~AfYer suggestions, comparisons, and discussions between them, the farmingg
nged,
and every one knows what is to be d
d the
part he is to take in it. An interest is thus developed with the boys in the transactions of the
farm, and the labor becomes
a pleasure rather
than a drudgery.
Responsibilities
are thrown
upon them.
Their judgment is employed—their
interest deépens as the work advances, and the
parent commends them for their successes and
excuses their mistakes.
If alittle loss is sus-

nalists without the slighest embarrassment or loss
, of prestige one the part of the latter. I do be-

the incredible short time of 12 ‘hours, and without the loss or delay of a single train.

the young

‘three times that

same number?’
I keep

amount

of land to keep

FFEE,
Jovy... CL
@..
. Domingo....19
@..
Bors eri,
@..
C

the

¢ Why,” said he, *“ I soil them.

them in the

stable

both

winter

and

the rye comes clover, and
‘Isow

the

bushels

southern

DOMESTICS,

after the clover corn.

white

corn in

drills, three

to the acre. ‘With this green feed I

give a little diy. bay to prevent scouring.”
Would not dairymen find it to their advantage
to prepare a portion of soil every spring, and
sow with some erop for soiling, to a certain

extent, during the summer?

Those

who

end. With a weight hung at the end of the lever
you
have a press that will do good service.

The

hoop is placed near the stationary

end

of the press-beam and blocks put upon
the
follower and the press-beam let down
upon

them, and in this way the cheese is pressed.
A long, thin, wooden knife will do for cutting
the curds.” Now a gallon of good milk (wine
measure) will make nearly a pound of cheese.

Your milk having been placed in thetub and

the number of gallons

known, a portion

them to peck at should be hung in the upper
part of the cage, where it will be kept clean.
infested with
a cage becomes
Occasionally
mites,~little insects almost too small to be seen
without a microscope,—which greatly irritate
the bird, and if not destroyed, may cause its
death. Their presence may be known by the
bird persistently scratching and pecking at his
feathers, especially after settling upon his perch
In such a case wash the cage
for the night.
thoroughly with suds made from carbolic soap,
and put a very little of it in their bathing water,
which will soon clear out the pests without injery to the bird.
With care neverto frighten a bird, it may be
taught to come to its owner from the cage, to

eed from his haffd, and even to perform many
tricks; the feats of Signor Blitz’s trained canaries, which many of our readers have probably
seen, show that these household birds are capable of receiving no little education.—.Am. Agriculturist,
WRINKLES SHOWNG THE AGE OF HORSES.
—It1s said that after. the horse is nine years
old a wrinkle comes on the eyelid, and every

year thereafter he

the

thermometer

of 85 degrees.

Then

add

with the curd knife,
two

After dig

inches ‘square,
let it remainath ro

checks
| to

a well-defined

wrinkle

nine and you
many
tried.

will

always

get it.

As a good

people have horses over nine itis easily
If true, the horse dentist must give up

his trade.—Ohio Farmer.
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table, all
yere surprised when he asswred us |
that no harm was done, and more surprised at |
witnessing the successful means resorted to for
removing the ink stains. The servant sprinkled |
over the cloth a quantity of pepper and salt,
and rubbed them over its surface. The mixture |
soon ubsorbed every portion of the ink, and the |
table-spread was in as good a condition as be- |
ore the accident.
The spread was of woolen |
|
fubric.
T have never had occasion for testing |
this simple
mixtare
when applied to other |
|
cloths, but it cértainly would not be attended |
with any bad result,
|
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was acquired by improper ‘treatment of him by 8.box
his keeper.
When steers are kindly treated at |
breaking, and in their subsequent work, there
is little danger of their contracting such a vice |

at all,

Kind and gentle treatment

and a steady |
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It is the best use they
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Cows sucking themselves is another bad trick ,

We dislike to see a cow going about the pastures | Jheatiy GOI evorrersnsnssesrennersseransyses d85)]
with a framework about her neck. Better serve U. 8. Five-Twenties, 1867...
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amount of pains togkeep under proper control,

there were nine Chester

whites that would dress about/one hunbred each.

The next morning’ five were dead.
were affected with
convalescent,
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poison symptoms,
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Animuls may be prevented from much mischief |
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Chloroform’is now
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extensively used in Eng"

nd, and without. injurious, results, to stupify

bees 50 as to reguove. the honey,

For this pur-

pose a table is set. about ten feet from the hive,
and covered with a cloth,
Some chloroform
(about a quarter or a sixth of an ounce) is then

pourd into
a shallow dish and covered with a
wire gauze, to prevent the bees from falling into
it,

The hiv,ve 1s then removed from ifs stand

set over the'chloroform.

herd of her presence. ‘We never had a creature
of the kind, and, if we had, would not take the

by putting balls of either wood, pewter or brass
(the latter are best) on the ends of their horns,

and

In about twenty min-

utes all the bees will have fallen down on the ta
ble ina state of stupefaction, not one remaining

in the comb, After removing the comb the hive

and the bees are restored to their place, the. lat
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for each year
over
nine.
If, for instance, a
horse has three wrinkles he is twelve, if four
he is thirteen.
Add
number of wrinkles to

may be

a quantity of rennet (which bas been previously
prepared by steeping the dry skins of rennet
in water,
) sufficient to coagulate the milk say
in forty
to fifty minutes. Now put your finger
into the curd, raise it slowly andif it readily
splits apart, the mass is ready to cut into blocks

A bit of cuttle-fish bone for

an occasional treat.

in another pan ‘holdiog water,or over a kettle

by
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little range of pasture should experiment, until
they,by the most improved management, can
keep as many cattle as those who own large
fields do, under
the usual
cultivation.
One
man can take care of twenty-five head. if soiled
through the summer, save and compost all the
manure,
and
help
considerably
at
other
work.
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ter in a shallow dish daily, and their curious lit- ing, fretting, loud threatening, and flagellations,
are of little use, The cow may have
a hot temtle freaks over it will afford much amusement.
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as well as her milker, and resist all sorts
edium
The drinking cup and seed cup should be cleans- per,
of discipline. The law of kindness is usually
ed and refilled daily.
much more effective.
:
.
Canary seed is the best regular food ; for variA kicking ox is troublesome either in the ‘sta.
ety, add summer rape seed, and occasionally a
ble or when at work. Yet we have known
little hemp seed. Fresh fruit, sweet apples, berries, ete., will be relished, and are healthful; ‘some of the best workers which had acquired
they are also very fond of sugar, which should “a most- inveterate habit of the kind, and freely
exercised it on even the slightest “bceasions.
be allowed them only in moderate quantity, as

taken out and heated in pans over a common
stove. The pan holding the milk should be set
with waterin it, 80 a5 not toscorch or burn the
milk in the pan. Heat the milk and pour into
the tub until the mass indicates a temperature
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summer, except a couple of hours daily, when
they are out for water and exercise.
My first
feed in the spring is rye, sowed early in the
fall, so that it will do to cut early in May. After

Care of Canary Birds.

that men and women can work together as jour-

in

are traceable causes why

man should be blamed for adopting it. ¥There is

A French chemist named Fretreau has at last,
according to Le Gaulois, discovered the philoso-
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Teds estimated that the grain crop of Oregon
“will be “one-third greater this.year than last.

It is” stated

there
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as any one ever known in that State.
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en leave the farm. ® To begin the list of causes,
until October.
he
,
a thereis a demand for young men of good personal address to travel as salesmen for busindss
The President of the Republicof Venezuela has men who are located and wish to reach all . porrecognized the Cuban insurgents as bellgerents,
tions of the country. Consequently, many sons
»
Ler
of farmers find employment inthis.
Itisa perNine out of every ten American newspapers
fectly legitimate business, pays well, is pleasant
sent to France are, it is said, confiscated: in “the
and adv antageous in many respects.
No young
French Post-oflice.

wheat crop promises to be as.great

he made two hundred pounds of ‘butter annually, besides raising his calves and" supplying
his family with milk. ‘ Howis that, sir?” we
asked; “for in most places a man must own
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Believing there ix no effect without a cause,
and usually of traceable nature, I have conclud-
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The governments of France and Prussia have
recognized the Spanish Regency.
The session
of the Constitution Cortes has been suspended

Most of

from
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expen-

year.

milch’ cows; and
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about the size of small chestnuts or large beans.
Then
pour in the warm
whey and continue
heating and adding the warm whey until the
mass indicates a temperature of 98 degrees,
* Do not be in a hurry, but take things leisurely,
continuing the .breaking or stirring the curds
while heat "is being applied. It may now be
left at rest for half an hour and then stirred so:
| the particles will not adhere, and this treatment
continued until the curd.has a firm consistency.

head of cattle through the

these cattle were
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by gently lifting until the particles of ciird are

told us, recent-
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Porto Rico is in a state of insurrection.bei ng her
first step towards becoming an American State.

‘the premises.
Creswell

- Desertion of the Farm.

A gentleman from Connecticut

ly, that on fifty acres of land; he
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In a new town

American

‘| the whey into the pans and heat on the stove
in the same - manner that the milk was warmed.
In the meantime continue breaking the curd
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been gong over let it rest for ten minutes for
| the curd to subside. Now dip off a ‘portion of
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They may be either riveted on or screwed firmly,
The manner of doing it is too simple to need |
direction,

There may be other tricks and vices of a trivial
nature to which cattle may

from
line,
these
have

become addicted, but

long experience and observation in that
we believe that under proper treatment
tricks and vices will be few; at least, we
been seldom troubled with ther, ~ Allen's
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